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201C-designed for high qual-
ity audio tests. Covers 20 cps
to 20 KC. Output 3 watts/42.5
volts. $225.00

202C - replaces famous 202B
for low frequency measure-
ments 1 cps to 100 KC. Output
160 mw/10 volts; 20 volts open
circuit. $300.00

200CD-popular precision in-
strument for audio and ultra-
sonic tests. 5 cps to 600 KC;
output 160 mw/10 volts; 20
volts open circuit. $160.00

205AG - time -tested conven-
ience for high power tests, gain
measurements. 20 cps to 20 KC,
5 watts output. $475.00

200J - extreme accuracy for
interpolation crol frequency
measurements. Coders 5 cps to
6 KC, output 163 -nwr 0 volts;
20 volts open c resit. $275.00

202A - for vibrat on analysis,
servo tests, other +If measure-
ments. 0.008 to ',330 cps. Out-
put 20 riw/10 dots. 5465.00

233A - canier irst oscillator
covering frequent es 50 cps to
500 KC. Outout 3 watts/600
ohms. $475.00

206A - widely -used for high
quality, high curacd audio
tests. Very low A%tortion. Cov-
ers 20 cps to :CI KC output

15 dbm. 56 .5 00

207A - low cost :veep oscilla-
tor, contiruous castaut 23 cps to
20 KC, flat resper se, law dis-
tortion. May be riarcir driven, or
coupled 'o recorder. $275.00

12different
-hp-

oscillators
highest quality, outstanding value

complete coverage 0.008 cps to 10 MC

each designed to do a specific job best

stable RC circuit pioneered by -hp-

650A - highly stable, wide
band; 10 cps to 10 MC. For
audio, supersonic, video, rf
measurements. Output 15 mw/
3 volts. Frequency response flat
± 1 db. $490.00

Mlem1

200AB-for audio tests, 20 cps
to 40 KC. Output 1 watt/24.5
volts. Simple to use, compact,
rugged. $130.00

200T - custom -engineered for
telemetry, carrier current tests.
250 cps to 100 KC, output 160
mw/10 volts; 20 volts open cir-
cuit. $350.00

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
4056A Page Mill Road Palo Alto, California, U.S.A.

Cable "HEWPACK" DAvenport 5-4451

Field engineers in all principal areas

complete coverage, outstanding value
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iMPECANCt COMPARATOR

"

t Once Every Second with the
IMPEDANCE COMPARATOR

Of

serves as the -brain ' in
Semi -Automatic Testy
designed for checkinc
components on print -

circuit subassemblie.

The Comparator indicates directly on two panel meters the
differences in magnitude and phase angle between unknown
and standard impedances. No manual balancing is required.

As used with the Semi -Automatic Tester, the Comparator's
panel meters are disconnected. Comparator metering voltages,
proportional to impedance -magnitude difference (in per cent)
and phase -angle difference (in radians), are amplified by the
Tester and compared against d -c reference voltages which cor-
respond to allowable tolerances. Printed -circuit components
which produce voltages in excess of pre-set tolerances are auto-
matically rejected.

Relays have been added in the Tester so that Comparator
impedance ranges can be switched automatically by a remote
punched -card programmer. Since programs are switched every
second, three continuously running oscillators are used as
fixed -frequency sources for the Comparator.

The Unit was constructed by Bendix Radio Division under
sub -contract for IBM and the United States Air Force.

1Why The 1 Impedance Comparator
Was Selec ed For Automatic Sorting:
* Indicates both impedance magnitude and phase angle without knob

manipulation.
* D -C voltages proportional to percentage deviation from standard are

provided.
* No excess switches or complex controls.
* Excellent guard circuitry permits long cable runs, which are usually

necessary in automatic equipment.
* Wide impedance range, high measurement accuracy.
* Constructed for long, reliable service.
* Practical size and weight.

COMPARATOR SPECIFICATIONS
Wide Range of Internal -Test Frequencies

100. 1000. 10,000, and 100,000 cps.
Impedance Ranges

Resistance: 2 ohms to 20 rnegohms
Capacitance: 40 Apt to 500 pf
Inductance: 20µh to 10.000

WE SELL DIRECT. Our District Sates
Offices are staffed by engineer's especially
trained to help you in the selection of instru-
ments and measuring systems best suited
to your needs. We welcome your inquiries -
will help solve your problems.

Direct -Reading Meter Ranges
Impedance -Magnitude Differences:
0.3%, 1%, 3%, and 10% of full scale.
Phase -Angle Differences:
0.003, 0.01, 0.03, 0.1 radians full scale.

Over -All Accuracy
3% of full scale (0.01% over-all accuracy on
0.3% impedance magnitude range).

Price: $790

GENERAL RADIO Company

NEW YORK AREA: Tel. N. Y. WOrth 4.2722. N. .1. WHitney 3-3140 CHICAGO: Tel. Village 8-9400
PHILADELPHIA: Tel. HAncock 4-7419 WASHINGTON, D. C.: Tel. ;Limper 5-1088

SAN FRANCISCO: Tel. WHitecliff 8-8233 LOS ANGELES 38: Tel. H011ywood 9-6201
In CANADA, TORONTO: Tel CHerry 6.2171

CIRCLE 1 READERS SERVICE CARD



Experience-the added alloy in A -L Stainless, Electrical and Tool Steels

2000

40

200

GAUSSES
-STANDARD

TEST FLUX DENSITIES

*.014 and .006 Strip

GUARANTEED PERMEABILITY... and at higher values

than old average values in AL -4750
AL -4750 nickel -iron strip now has higher permeability
values than ever before . . . and the new, higher value*
are guaranteed. For example, using the standard flux
density test, at 40 induction gausses, AL -4750 now has
57% higher permeability than in the past. And perme-
ability values are guaranteed.

This guaranteed permeability means greater consist-
ency and better predictability for magnetic core per-
formance ... permits careful, high performance design.

The improvement in AL -4750 didn't just happen. It is
the result of Allegheny's electrical alloy research and
production program in nickel -bearing steels. A similar
improvement has been made in AL Moly Permalloy.

WSW 72439

And research is continuing on silicon steels including
AL's famous Silectron (grain oriented silicon steel), as
well as on other magnetic alloys.

Another service of Allegheny Ludlum includes com-
plete facilities for the fabrication and heat treatment of
laminations. Years of experience in AL's lamination
department means that Allegheny Ludlum has en-
countered and solved most problems common to core
materials. This practical know-how is available to all.
Call us for prompt technical assistance. Write for blue
sheet EM -16 for complete data on AL -4750.

Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation, Oliver Building,
Pittsburgh 22, Pa. Address Dept. E -8A.

ALLEGHENY LUDLUM
STEELMAKERS TO THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY

Export distribution, Electrical Materials: AIRCO INTERNATIONAL INC., NYC 17
Export distribution, Laminations: AD. AURIEMA, NYC 4
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LOW -VOLTAGE HIGH-CUA
with the PERFORM

DC sours
smaller pag
diode refeienc
stability. Tie 2
that is unsiiirpa
response picipe
circuit prevents
single or dual
sensing. 1 0 a

Full info at
is now in print.

you directl,i.

ansistorized Power Supplies

Nine models available in 6, 12 or 28V
nominal outputs, 2:1 adj, range, output
power levels approx. 15, 30 and 50 watts.

Ripple: .01% maximum

Response time: 50 microseconds

Regulation: 1/4% for line and load
change combined

Meters: Optional on 50 watt units

Prices: From $165 to $240 depending on
model and rack or cabinet mount

ENT DC POWER SUPPLIES
E of ALL -TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY

utmost reliability, minimum ripple, and very fast response in lighter,
. And these new, compact power packs are fitted with the Zener
circuit that assures the 0.25% regulation accuracy and high

o 1 output voltage range gives these supplies an application range
d. The all semi -conductor design provides the excellent ripple and
ies that rule out line and load transients. An exclusive protective
ort-circuit damage to the transistors. 15 and 30 watt units come in
ck mount, or in cabinets. 50 watt units have provision for remote
200 watt units will be available shortly (90 days).

fff on this important advance in low voltage, high current technology
Ask your Sorensen representative for full data, or let us mail it to

SORENSEN & COMPANY, Inc. Richards Avenue, South Norwalk,
CONTROLLED POWER FOR

Connecticut RESEARCH AND INDUSTRY

ELECTRONICS engineering issue - August 29, 1958 CIRCLE 3 READERS SERVICE CARD 5
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RELIABLE COMPUTER TRA11.22:2L
4111111111111111111001111k

I I

TYPICAL CURRENT GAINS versus COLLECTOR CURRENT

at I<= 100 mA

V,,= -0.35V
1=26t

Normalized

.***--.***'\.,.............................................,

lo(mA)

10.335'max.

11110.260'max

actual size
200 400 600 800 1000 To - 5 Base

RAYTHEoN

TYPICAL COMPENSATING CAPACITY VALUES FOR STORAGE TIMES
LESS THAN 0.2 JJSEC.

01- + 15- - -  - 0
-15

C

Type kil-
ohms

2N658

2N659

2N660

2N661

2N662

3.9

6.0

9.1

12.5

4.5

120

100

80

40

110

Type

Punch
through
Voltage

max.

fob
ave.

Mc

HEE

ave.
I. = 1 mA

VcE = -0.25v

HEE:

ave.
In = 10 mA

VCE = -0.35v

Ico

at -12v

pA

rb'
Ic = -1mA

ohms

Cob

VCB = -6v

mmf

2N658 -24 5 50 40 2.5 60 12
2N659 -20 10 70 55 2.5 65 12
2N660 -16 15 90 65 2.5 70 12
2N661 -12 20 120 75 2.5 75 12
2N662 -16 8 30 min. 50 2.5 65 12

Typical values at 25°C unless otherwise indicated Dissipation Coefficients: In air 0.35°C/mW; Infinite Sink 0.18°C/mW"

These new PNP Germanium Computer Transistors made by Raytheon's reliable fusion -alloy
process add to the already comprehensive line of Raytheon Reliable Computer Transistors
which include several in the Submin (0.160" high, 0.130" dia.) package. Write for Data Sheets.

IEVITHEc)SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION
Silicon and Germanivm Diodes and Transistors  Silicon Rectifiers

Newton, Mass ..55 Chapel St, Blgelow 4-7500
New Tork 589 Fifth Ave., PLaza 9-3900
Chicago: 9501 Grand Ave., Franklin Park, NAtional 5-6130
Los Angeles: 5236 Santa Monica Blvd., NOrmandy 5-4221
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
INSTRUMENT -CRAMMED FOURTH -STAGE

ROCKET next month may get the chance that
it didn't get to prove itself when the Air Force's
first lunar shoot failed. Instrument payload of
about 40 pounds includes a small infrared scan-
ner, magnetometer, micrometeorite recorder,
batteries, and telemetry system. Air Force says
subcontractors for the fourth -stage include Hal-
lamore Electronics, Atlantic Research Corp.,
Pacific Automation Products, Rantec Corp.,
Reeves Instrument Corp., Summit Industries,
Western Electric and RCA.

EXPLORER IV's instrument package, designed to
measure intense cosmic radiation that swamped
earlier Explorers, has supplied data that permits
some preliminary conclusions. State University
of Iowa scientists now (1) eliminate theory that
the intense rays are X radiation created within
the satellite when electrons from the sun bom-
bard the metal skin; (2) report the instrument
package is speeding through an invisible shower
of electronically charged particles, and that these
are probably solar electrons striking the instru-
ments directly, possibly including hydrogen pro-
tons or other atomic fragments; (3) disclose that
at least 60 percent of these charged particles
readily penetrate the 1'u -inch thickness of lead
that shields one Geiger tube; (4) conclude that
starting at about 250 miles up, the radiation
intensity seems to double with about every 60

miles of altitude. At 1,200 miles above South
America, Explorer IV finds an exposure level
of about 10 roentgens per hour, or more than
100 times the saturation level of Explorer III's
Geiger tube.

SOVIET FIRING OF A LUNAR PROBE seems
to be imminent, judging by recent statements
of Russian scientists. An article in the official
organ of the Soviet Academy of Sciences states:
"Just as the launching of the satellites is con-
ducted in accordance with a broad program, so
we should similarly expect a series of launch-
ings of lunar rockets." Soviet statements never
refer to the timing of such firings, permitting
the Russians to keep their failures secret. But.
with an eye on the impact of such an achieve-
ment, the Academy of Sciences journal declares:
"Flights of lunar rockets will testify to the
maturity of rocket engineering, its readiness for
flights to the nearest planets, Venus and Mars."
The article says a moon flight requires rocket
velocity of 11.2 km per second, while Venus
and Mars would require rocket speeds of 11.5
and 11.6 km per second, respectively.

NEW INFRARED MISSILE DETECTION SYS-
TEM with a range of more than 1,000 miles is
disclosed by Aubrey Jones, Britain's Minister of
Supply, during a visit to Australia.

Last Year
mortn ogc
248 5 r?8,82

FIGURES OF THE WEEK

RECEIVER PRODUCTION

FIGURES OF THE YEAR
1958

Totals for first six months

1957 Percent Change

(Source: EIA) Aug. 8, '58 Aug. 1, '58 Aug. 9, '57 Receiving tube sales 190,406,000 221,175,000 -13.9

Television sets, total 114,556 99,929 169,148 Transistor production 18,452,324 11,199,000 +64.5

Radio sets, total 168,196 153,552 192,877 Cathode-ray tube sales 3,689,587 4,814,659 -23.4
Auto sets 42,693 38,994 61,299

Television set production 2,167,930 2,722,139 -20.4

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES Radio set production 4,961,293 7,187,294 -31.0

(Source: Standard & Poor's) Aug. 13, '58 Aug. 6, '58 Aug. 14, '57 TV set sales 2,177,652 2,810,403 -22.5

Radioty & electronics 52.29 51.03 46.89 Radio set sales

Radio broadcasters 65.70 64.17 61.08 (excl. auto) 2,964,338 3,638,969 -18.5

ELECTRONICS engineering issue - August 29, 1958 MORE FIGURES NEXT PAGE 7



Both Skate and Nautilus employed celestial altitude recorder (right) in transpolar voyages as . . .

Subs Use Navaho's Guidance
Inertial guidance of extinct subsonic missile

navigates Nautilus and Skate under polar ice

SUBMARINE navigation systems were
given a severe test by the recent
under -the -ice -pack transpolar cruises
made by the nuclear -powered
U.S.S. Nautilus and the U.S.S.
Skate. Performance of the equip-
ment, according to Nautilus skip-
per, Cdr. W. R. Anderson, ex-
ceeded all expectations.

General Dynamics is prime con-
tractor for both subs.

Inertial guidance system in both
Nautilus and Skate is a modified
version of the Autonetics-developed
inertial guidance used in the
Navaho-North American's now -

extinct subsonic guided missile.
Checking the drift in the in-

ertial systems of both Nautilus and
Skate is Sperry's Celestial Altitude
Recorder (SCAR), an optical sex-
tant that sights stars through a
periscope, feeds the readings to an
analog computer which corrects
errors caused by ship motion, and
then displays both the corrected
altitude and time the reading was
taken on tape.

Both Nautilus and Skate are

equipped with Sperry's automatic
course -keeping (CKC) and depth -
keeping controls as well as electro-
magnetic logs. The CKC enables
operator to make ultra -fine adju-st-
ments in steering. Magnetic ampli-
fiers used in the CKC will be re-
placed in the future by transistors,
Navy says. Also used were the C-11
Gyrosyn compass system, designed
for use in polar regions, and the
Mark 19 and Mark 23 gyrocom-
passes. Skate carried Sperry's depth
detector.

Special high -definition sonar for
close -in forward soundings kept the
way clear for safe passage under the
ice. Advanced hydrophone arrays
provided sonarmen with the direc-
tional discrimination they required
(ELECTRONICS, p 15, June 27).

Several devices were not ready
for the transpolar voyages:

 Precision depth recorder (Na-
val Ordnance Lab) will go on the
next cruise.

 Photoelectric astro tracker
(Kollsman) will soon be installed.
Evaluation, however, is probably a

year away due to the long waiting
list of equipment to be tested.

Here is the status of nuclear -
submarine equipment (ELECTRON-
ICS, p 28, March 7) still under de-
velopment, as reported by BuShips:

 Sonar for measuring ground
speed (GE and BuShips) has not
yet been sufficiently miniaturized
for subs.

 Optical tracker and horizon
follower-a fine -line tv telescope
for looking at the horizon in several
directions at once (Farrand Opti-
cal) is not yet completed.

 Telescope with improved in-
frared detectors (Electronics Corp.
of America) is not ready.

 Collins radiometric sextant
(AN/SRN-4), which will line up
radio transmissions coming from
the sun or moon, is still too big
for subs. A surface craft version is
ready for the U.S.S. Compass Is-
land.

Magnetics Papers
Reveal Trends
LOS ANGELES-PAPERS on non-
linear magnetics and magnetic
amplifiers drew the attention of
computermcn and amplifier spe-

(Continued on p 12)

TRANSISTOR AND TUBE SALES, MONTHLY
(Source: EIA) June, '58 May, '58 June, '57

EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS
(Source: Bur. Labor Statistics) June, '58 May, '58 June, '57

Transistors, units 3,558,094 2,999,198 2,245,000 Prod. workers, comm. equip.... 339,300 336,100 394,200
Transistors, value $8,232,343 $7,250,824 $6,121,000

Av. wkly. earnings, comm. .... $82.78 $80.96 $79.59Receiving tubes, units 36,270,000 36,540,000 35,328,000

Receiving tubes, value $31,445,000 $31,406,000 $31,314,000 Av. wkly. earnings, radio $82.21 $79.98 $76.97

Picture tubes, units 725,846 560,559 1,104,013 Av. wkly. hours, comm. 39.8 39.3 40.4
Picture tubes, value $14,203,381 $11,237,147 $19,981,319 Av. wkly. hours, radio 40.1 39.4 40.3

8 August 29, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering issue



CONVECTION COOLED
No internal blowers  No moving parts

0-32 VDC 0-2 AMP

 Ambient 50° C at full rating.
 High efficiency radiator heat sinks.
 Silicon rectifier.
 50-400 cycles input.
 Special, high -purity foil, long -life

electrolytics.

 Cenipact. Only 31/2" panel height.
 Short-circuit proof.
 Protected bi magnetic circuit breakers.
 Hermetically -sealed transformer. De-

signed to M IL-T27A.

Introduced at the 1958 I. R.E. Show

Model LT 2095 $365
Model LT 2095M (metered) $395

 All transistor. No tubes.
 Fast transient response.
 Excess ambient thermal protection.
 Excellent regulation. Low output impedance.

Low ripple.
 Remote sensing and DC vernier.

Voltage Bands .

Line Regulation .

Load Regulation .

AC Input

CONDENSED DATA*
0-8, 8-16, 16-24, 24-32 VDC

. . Better than 0.15 per cent or 20 millivolts
(whichever is greater). For input variations
from 105-125 VAC.

. . Better than 0.15 per cent or 20 millivolts
(whichever is greater). For load variations
from 0 to full load.
105-125 VAC, 50-400 CPS

*Preliminary and tentative specffioations

Electrical Over-
load Protection ...Magnetic circuit breaker, front panel

mounted. Unit cannot be injured by short cir-
cuit or overload.

Thermal Over-
load Protection ...Thermostat, manual reset, rear of chassis.

Thermal overload indicator light, front panel.
Size 31/2" H x 19" W x 141/2" D.

Send for complete LAMBDA L -T data.

LAMBLIOA. Electronics Corp.
11-11 131 STREET  COLLEGE POINT 56, NEW YORK
INDEPENDENCE 1-8500 Cable Address: Lambdatron, New York

CIRCLE 5 READERS SERVICE CARD



VERSATILE
Multi-channel-telegraph Al or telephone A3

STABLE
High stability (.003%) under normal operating conditions

RUGGED
Components conservatively rated. Completely tropicalized

vIA
0

Olt\it

.o

)9
0.0141° Here's the ideal general-purpose high frequency trans -

9_0° mitter! Model 44.6, suitable for point-to-point or ground -

to -air communication. Can be remotely located from
operating position. Coaxial fittings to accept frequency
shift signals.

This transmitter operates on 4 crystal -controlled
frequencies (plus 2 closely spaced frequencies) in the
band 2.5-24.0 Mcs (1.6-2.5 Mcs available). Operates
on one frequency at a time; channeling time 2 seconds.
Carrier power 350 watts, Al or A3. Stability .003%.
Nominal 220 volt, 50/60 cycle supply. Conservatively
rated, sturdily constructed. Complete technical data
on request.

Now! Complete -package, 192 channel, H.F., 75 lb.
airborne communications equipment by Aer-O-Com!
Write us today for details!

AER -Q - COM
3090 S. W. 37th AVENUE MIAMI 33, FLORIDA

A-131
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The miniature 7205, 7229 and 7230 and subminia-
ture 7231 and 7232 . . . CBS-Hytron originals . . .

introduce a new and growing family of fast -switch-
ing krytrons. These cold -cathode trigger tubes are
efficient and accurate. They replace relays and thy-
ratrons in simpler circuits for reliable military and
industrial equipment. They control up to 500
amperes with input signals of fewer than 20 micro-
amperes. And they are designed to operate under
extreme conditions of heat, shock and vibration.
You will find these new krytrons useful as elec-
tronic relays . . . timers . . . oscillators . . . sensers

. . . and pulsers. Check their features and charac-
teristics. Write for CBS-Hytron Bulletin E-287.

KRYTRON...\EW ELECTRO\IC SWITCH

ei

0

FEATURES
1. Rugged and reliable

2. Compact and light
3. Silent and cool

4. Stable inert gas fill
5. Instant -firing keep -alive
6. Sure dark/cold starts

7. Negligible jitter

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS
 High hold -off voltages 1000, 2000, 3000 volts

 High instantaneous pulse current 500 amperes

 Low trigger voltage (tp=2kis) 205 min. volts

 Low driving current 20 microamperes

 Short anode delay time 4 microseconds

 Minimum anode delay variation 0 4 microsecond
 Wide ambient temperature range -55 to +85°C

Reliable products through
Advanced -Engineering

CBS tubes

Ebb

CBS-HYTRON, Danvers, Massachusetts
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

p
eo

0
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cialists at a special conference here
this month.

Registration, which approached
800, was about double the attend-
ance at a similar meeting last year,
and the number of exhibitors
jumped from 8 to 31.

At least two important technical
trends were apparent:

 Magnetic amplifiers arc being
used successfully under extreme
conditions of shock, vibration and
temperature. Three technical pa-
pers cited dependable operation at
temperatures as high as 500 C.

 Use of magnetics in combina-
tion with solid state devices looks
promising.

Two papers were singled out by
the conference for special recogni-
tion. The first dealt with a high-
speed logic system and reported on
recent work with magnetic mem-
ories and transfluxcrs. Second pa-
per told of advances in high
efficiency conversion of d -c to a -c
in transistor -core combinations.
One inverter described supplies >-
phase square -wave power to gyro
motors used in missile guidance
systems.

Among the items displayed were
new automatic magnetic core test-
ing devices, high quality regulated
power supplies, airborne magnetic
amplifiers, and compact, produc-
tion model magnetic core mem-
ories with extremely fast access and
readout.

One display featured cube -
oriented steel for magnetic ampli-
fication. Core losses, said the
exhibitor, arc greatly reduced and
performance improved. This may
make possible the use of lamina-
tions for magnetic amplifiers, and
also smaller, more efficient trans-
formers.

Reactor Control
Is Transistorized
FULLY TRANSISTORED instrumenta-
tion system will be used with the
nuclear power reactor for the
Army's cold weather training sta-
tion at Fort Greeley, Alaska. It will
be Alaska's first A -power plant.

The reactor will be in operation
in 1960. The $100,000 power level

WASHINGTON OUTLOOK
ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURERS should take a close look at the new
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act. Congress extended it for another
four years, giving the President authority to cut tariffs by as much as
another 20 percent.

But loopholes through which domestic producers may win new
trade protection were widened significantly. And an almost overlooked
procedural timetable of the infant European Common Market means
that the U. S. won't be signing any new tariff -cutting trade pacts before
the new law nears expiration again in mid -1962. Thus the tariff -
boosting features in the new law will be tested long before its rate -
cutting power is used.

Most significant avenue to protection for domestic electronics pro-
ducers is the so-called national security provision, through which any
single individual may now request new imports curbs on any item
on grounds of its defense essentiality. The Office of Defense and
Civilian Mobilization, which handles these petitions, must now take
broad economic impact of specific imports on the domestic economy
into account in ruling on an industry's defense essentiality.

Also, Tariff Commission escape clause petitions will be easier to
file, and if the Commission approves rate increases, the President may
boost duties as much as 50 percent over the old 1934 Smoot -Hawley
rates, instead of over the lower 1945 schedules. And Congress now
may, by a two-thirds vote, overrule the President if he turns down
Commission recommendations for tariff or quota boosts.

Entirely separate from the new trade law, Congress at the same time
tightened curbs on low-priced foreign imports in amendments to the
1921 Antidumping Act. The Treasury now has broader leeway in
comparing foreign and domestic classes of goods that compete, and
is required to set higher punitive duties when an import is found to
be selling here at less than "fair value". The Tariff Commission, which
must rule that such imports threaten to injure a domestic competitor,
may now rule injury is threatened even if its members vote 3 to 3.

The reason no new trade agreements will be signed before 1%2 is
that it will take the European Common Market that long to set its
own external common tariff rates on which such new pacts must be
based. This means export-import patterns will remain fairly constant
over the next four years, with a slow rise in both predicted.

 Western nations have revised their control on exports to Com-
munist countries for the first time in three years. An Allied
Coordinating Committee (COCOM) made up of NATO nations
plus Japan, minus Iceland, has eased the minimum bans and
curbs on strategic exports.

But U.S. controls will continue stricter than COCOM's.
Some new electronic equipment will be added to the embargo
list. However, the Commerce Dept. will ease restrictions on
many items-particularly those which Russia and her European
satellites may now buy more easily from other Western manu-
facturers-some electrical equipment, metals, machine tools,
ships, aircraft, motor vehicles. The U. S. will continue to ban all
shipments to Red China, North Korea and North Vietnam.
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ONLY KIN TEL

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS

GIVE YOU ALL

THESE ADVANTAGES...

1. SINGLE -PLANE READOUT: KIN TEL digital voltmeters employ a
simple projection system to present numbers on a readable single
plane... no superimposed outlines of "off" digits... reduced possibility
of error. Standard lamps give 7000 to 8000 hours of life, compared
with 100 to 200 hours for ordinary readouts.

2. COMPLETE LINE OF ACCESSORIES-SPECIAL SYSTEMS: Versa-
tile "digital building blocks" permit measurement of AC, ohms, ratios
of AC and DC, automatic scanning of multiple inputs. Preamplifiers
increase digital voltmeter sensitivity to 1 microvolt DC, 10 microvolts
AC. Buffers permit driving typewriters, tape punches and printers.
KIN TEL'S Special Products Department can design and manufacture
digital instruments to meet your special requirements . . . complete
digital systems for data logging, missile checkout and automatic
production line testing.

3. ADVANCED CIRCUIT DESIGN: Transistors employed where they
contribute to performance and reliability... relay drive coils energized
with DC as in telephone type service to provide long, trouble -free
operation... automatic, continuous standard cell calibration. No elec-
tronic circuitry in readout allows easy remote mounting. Sensitivity
control permits stable reading of noisy signals.

4. MANUFACTURING EXPERIENCE: KIN TEL has manufactured over
10,000 "standard cell accuracy" DC instruments on a true production
line basis. Only by this method, by years of repeated manufacturing
experience, by an over-all awareness of the accuracies and tolerances
involved, is it possible to guarantee consistent accuracy and reliabil-
ity... to assure real value for every dollar you invest.
5. NATIONWIDE APPLICATION ENGINEERING FACILITIES: KIN TEL
has engineering representatives in every major city. An experienced
staff of over 200 field engineers is always immediately available to
help solve your application problems, provide technical data, or pre-
pare a detailed proposal. Factory level service is available in all areas.

6. DESIDERATE SPECIFICATIONS
Display...Four (4) digit with automatic polar-
ity indication and decimal placement. Total,
display area 2" high x 71/2" long, internally
illuminated. Individual digits 11/8" high.
Automatic Ranges...0.0001 to 999.9 volts
covered in four ranges. Sensitivity control
provides least digit sensitivities of .1, 1, and

10 my.

Accuracy...0.01% ±1 digit.
Counting Rate...30 counts per second, pro-
viding average balance (reading) time of 1

second, maximum balance time of 3 seconds.

Reference Voltage...Chopper-stabilized sup-
ply, referenced to an unsaturated mercury -
cadmium standard cell.

Input Impedance...10 megohms, all ranges.

Output ... Visual display, plus print control.
Automatic print impulse when the meter

Write today for descriptive literature
or demonstration. 5725 Kearney Villa Road

San Diego 11, California

(MODEL 401 DC DIGITAL VOLTMETER):

assumes balance. No accessories
drive parallel input printers.
Input...115 volt, 60 cycle, single phase,
approximately 75VA.
Dimensions...Control unit, 51/4" high x 19"
wide x 16" deep. Readout display, 31/2" high
x 19" wide x 9" deep.
Weight...Approximately 40 lb.

Price...$2,100

Ilc I IN

required to

IE L.

A Division of Cohu Electronics Inc.
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measuring system, being built by
GE, will be completed in mid -
1959. It will have transistorized
amplifiers and readout devices and
ion chambers to measure all neu-
tron levels in the reactor.

The primary nuclear system is
being built by ALCO Products,
which also built the Army's first
package power reactor at Fort
Belvoir, Va.

Attitude Display
For Helicopter
HELICOPTER pilot can now "see"
his midair position in relation to
the earth's surface by glancing at
a display that appears to be on a
cloud before the airplane.

The display, mounted on the in-
strument panel, consists of lumi-
nous east -west znd north -south grid
lines that simulate the earth's
surface. If the helicopter pitches
up, the entire grid -pattern appears
to move down. Same compensat-
ing action applies to roll or yaw.

The device works this way: a

contact analog generator, supplied
by Du Mont, interprets informa-
tion received from gyroscopes and
other flight control instruments,
and presents the data as a pattern
on the face of a cathode-ray tube
(see photo above).

From the tube, these images are
directed toward the specially
coated, combining reflector in front
of the pilot.

Devised for the Army -Navy Heli-
copter Instrumentation Program,
the device was designed and de-
veloped by Autonetics division of
North American Aviation under
subcontract to Bell Helicopter.
Firm says the system can be modi-
fied for fixed -wing aircraft.

MILITARY ELECTRONICS
 USAF is currently firming up a

big production contract for the Fair-
child Goose (SM-73), diversionary,
intercontinental missile. R&D con-
tracts now pass $32 million.

Guidance for Goose is by Fair-
child's Guided Missiles Division.
Ground support is by American
Machine & Foundry.

Objective of Goose is to send
out spurious signals that will appear
on enemy radar screens as a
squadron of heavy bombers. Actual
enemy radar signals will be ab-
sorbed to a great extent by Goose's
plastic frame. Electronic counter-
measures system is responsibility of
Ramo-Wooldridge.

 Appropriations to CAA for air
navigation facilities amount to
$175 million for fiscal year 1959.
Program provides for installation of
long range radar units for five CAA
air route traffic control centers.
Radar information from 11 existing
or programmed military radar units
will be microwaved into CAA air
route traffic control centers.

Nineteen airport surveillance
radars (ASR) will be installed at
CAA airport traffic control towers.
Ten control towers will be equip-

ped with airport surface detection
equipment (ASDE). Forty-two
radar beacons for long range radar
units and six for use with surveil-
lance radar will be installed.

Fiscal 1959 program also calls for
establishment of instrument land-
ing systems (ILS) at 19 new loca-
tions, including a second installation
at four locations. Other improve-
ments call for 23 new airport traffic
control towers; the relocation of 10
air route traffic control centers; in-
stallation of 62 VORTAC short
range navigation systems, and the
integration of 150 existing VOR
(very high frequency omnidirec-
tional radio ranges) with TACAN
(tactical air navigation), to make
up VORTAC stations. A total of
13 airports will be equipped with
terminal type VOR systems.

Seventy-three airports will be
equipped with high intensity
approach light systems, including
six locations which will get a

second such system. Seven airports
will install sequence flashing lights
on their approach light systems.

A simulator for air traffic control
analysis costing 53,235,000 will be
installed at CAA Technical Devel-
opment Center, Indianapolis.

New noisemaker (left) and wind tunnel test instruments tinder flight conditions as . . .

Instruments Get Space Tests
BEHAVIOR of instruments at hyper-
sonic speeds and at altitudes up to
75 miles are being investigated in
a specially built wind tunnel at the
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory

of the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics.

Experimental designs of air -speed
probes, and devices for pressure,
temperature, velocity and altitude
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'Hughes microwave tubes

TOUGH
ENOUGH

FOR
AIRBORNE

RADAR

Rugged, compact, light in weight...
all Hughes Microwave Tubes have
withstood the most severe require-
ments of airborne radar systems and
therefore can be applied in the most
taxing of environmental problems.

KU BAND BACKWARD WAVE OSCILLATOR

The Hughes Type LOU-2 is a precision built
oscillator which tunes over the frequency range
of 12.4 to 18.0 kmc. Typical power output over
band is 10 to 60 milliwatts. The tube is housed
in a self-contained permanent magnetic focus-
ing package so that a separate power supply
for a focusing electromagnet is not required.

S -BAND TRAVELING WAVE AMPLIFIER

Periodically focused, the type MAS-1A has a peak
power output of one kilowatt
2-4 kmc at duties up to 0.005. The tube has a
gain of 30 to 33 db, giving an excess of one
kilowatt over most of the band. When two tubes
are operated in cascade, the one kilowatt out-
put can be obtained with a drive on only one
milliwatt.

solor"'"'
S -BAND BACKWARD WAVE AMPLIFIER

The Hughes type PAS -2 is a narrow -band,
voltage -tuned amplifier that is designed for use
as an r -f preamplifier stage in contemporary
radar communications and other microwave
receivers. Features: frequency range 2.4-3.5
kmc, insertion noise figures on order of 41/2 db,
tube noise figures of less than 5 db, voltage -
tuned, crystal protection, spurious input signal
elimination, cold isolation greater than 80 db
and image rejection.

For additional information please write:
Hughes Products, Microwave Tubes, Inter-
national Airport Station, Los Angeles 45,
California. Or contact our local offices in
Newark, Chicago and Los Angeles.

r i
Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS

1

1HUGHES PRODUCTS 1

1

i

L _1
0 1958, HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
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determination arc placed in the
tunnel. Data obtained helps de-
termine instrumentation require-
ments for hypersonic aircraft,

. missiles and space vehicles.
Another type of tester for air-

craft, missile and rocket ship elec-
tronic gear was announced this
month by RCA. It is a compressed
air loudspeaker capable of generat-
ing a 160 -decibel noise-equivalent
to the total volume of 20,000
tv receivers. Still in development,
its job will be to reproduce the
buffeting given electronic equip-
ment by high intensity noise.

MIT Reactor Aids
Components R&D

Theos J. Thompson, director of MIT
Reactor, at control board in basement
of building. Two closed-circuit cameras
feed pictures from reactor exterior

MORE than $100,000 worth of elec-
tronic instrumentation monitored
the MIT heavy water research re-
actor which went critical for the
first time recently.

Privately owned and commer-
cially built, it is described as the
first heavy water research reactor
in the U. S. Electronic instrumen-
tation was installed by Leeds &
Northrup.

MIT plans to attach five neutron
spectrometers to five reactor ports.
They will be used to train students
in the new Department of Nuclear
Engineering, for materials and
magnetism research, and to aid a
Lincoln Laboratory project for im-
provement of electronic computer
components.

A group under Clifford G. Shull
hopes to obtain valuable data on
magnetism, with a view to improv-
ing electronic devices.

FINANCIAL ROUNDUP
 Temco Aircraft, Dallas, Tex.,

expects its percentage of electronic
equipment and missile sales to in-
crease from its current 17 percent
of total sales to 50 percent by
1961. Last year Tellico bought an
80 percent interest in Fenske,
Fedrick & Miller of Los Angeles
to diversify its products and to
strengthen its position in the com-
petition for missile business. FF-
&M recently announced it has
developed a new visual presenta-
tion system that projects radar in-
puts in 3-D color.

 Western Union buys a one -
sixth stock interest in Gray Manu-
facturing Company of Hartford,
Conn. Some 20,000 shares of WU
common, recently traded on NYSE
at 823. to $24, will be exchanged
for 60,000 shares of Gray. The
Hartford firm makes airborne radar
equipment, television optical pro-
jectors, office dictating machines
and telephone switchboards. It re-
ported a loss of $168,357 in 1957
on sales of $8.7 million, and also
had a deficit in 1956. \VU had
previously acquired a 331 percent
interest in Microwave Associates,

25 percent in Technical Opera-
tions, 25 percent in Wind Tunnel
Instrument and 14 percent in Tele-
prompter Corp. It also holds an
option to buy part of the stock of
Teleprinter Corp.

 Electronic Industries, Phoenix,
Ariz., manufacturer of cathode-ray
oscilloscopes, plans to issue 100,-
000 shares of common. Stock will
be sold at $2 per share and with-
out underwriting. New money will
be used to exercise option to
acquire assets of Photo Chemical
Products of California, and for raw
materials and working capital.

 Small Business Administration
becomes a permanent agency of the
government following passage of
the Small Business Act by Congress
and approval by the President. The
dollar limitation on business loans
to any one concern has been in-
creased from $250,000 to S350.-
000. (Limitation applies only to
government funds; larger loans can
be made when bank is participat-
ing). Maximum interest rate on
SBA's share of loans has been re-
duced from 6 to 51 percent.

MEETINGS AHEAD
Sept. 10-12: Tube Technique, Fourth

National Conf., Advisory Group on
Electron Tubes, OSD, Western
Union Auditorium, N. Y. C.

Sept. 12-13: Communications Conf.,
IRE, Sheraton Montrose Hotel,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Sept. 18-19: National Assoc. of Broad-
casters. Fall Conf., Buena Vista
Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.

Sept. 22-24: National Symposium on
Telemetering, Americana Hotel, Mi-
ami Beach, and Patrick Air Force
Base (Sept. 25).

Sept. 24-25: Industrial Electronics, 7th
Annual Conf., IRE, AIEE, Rackham
Memorial, Detroit, Mich.

Sept. 29 -Oct. 3: Audio Engineering So-
ciety, Tenth Annual Cony., Hotel
New Yorker, N. Y. C.

Oct. 1-2: Radio -Interference Reduction,
U. S. Army Signal Research & Devel.

Labs, IRE, Armour Research Foun-
dation, Chicago, Ill.

Oct. 6-8: Symposium on Extended
Range and Space Communications,
IRE and George Washington Univ.,
Eisner Auditorium, \Vash., D. C.

Oct. 8-10: IRE Canadian Convention
and Exposition, Electronics and Nu-
cleonics, Exhibition Park, Toronto,
Canada.

Oct. 13-15: National Electronics Conf.,
14th Annual, I lotel Sherman, Chi-
cago.

Oct. 20-21: Acro Communications Sym-
posium, Fourth National, PGCS,
Hotel Utica, Utica, New York.

Oct. 20-21: USA National Committee,
URSI Fall Meeting, Penn State
Univ., University Park, Pa.

Oct. 30-31; Nov. 1: Electron Devices
Meeting PGED, IRE, Shoreman
Hotel, Wash., D. C.

Nov. 6-7: Prof. Group on Nuclear
Science, IRE, Fifth Annual Meeting,
Villa Hotel, San Mateo, Calif.
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CERAMIC -JACKETED FOR POSITIVE MOISTURE PR )TECTION

MADE TO MEET ALL MIL -R-105093 REQUIREMENTS

SPR A 10-M2E
MEG r/ -

=_401E

1/4W

SPRAGUE 403C

SPRAGUE 404E
IB-M4

ausamswricose
CARBON.. F.!.!7.."!! RESISTORS

IN RATINGS FROM
11/8 TO 2 WATTS PROVIDE THE
STABILITY YOU WANT UNDER

THE TOUGHEST LOAD
AND HUMIDITY CONDITIONS

WRITE FOR BULLETIN NO. 7010A  SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY

35 MARSHALL STREET  NORTH ADAMS, MASSACHUSETTS

`PGDE.AP,

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS: RESISTORS CAPACITORS MAGNETIC COMPONENTS TRANSISTORS

INTERFERENCE FILTERS PULSE NETWORKS HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE PRINTED CIRCUITS
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A MESSAGE TO AMERICAN INDUSTRY

Modernize Now
For Growth and Profits

The biggest challenge facing American
industry today is that of thoroughly mod-
ernizing its plant and equipment. This is the
test period for companies to prepare for success
- or failure - in the '60s. Success depends
decisively on one key policy - modernization,
for growth and profits.

INDUSTRY'S BIG PLANS FOR MODERNIZATION

From less than half of
all new plant & equipment
expenditures in 1957 ...

.. to almost
two-thirds by 1961

'57 '58 '59 '60 61
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-20
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Data from Business' Plans for New Plants and Equipment,
1958-1961, a survey by McGraw-Hill Dept. of Economics

The problem of business recession is fading.
Sales and industrial production are moving up
again, slowly. Business is swinging back into
its normal course. This is growth, not retreat
and recession. If the recovery takes us back to
the normal growth trend, industrial production
will be up 15% to 20% by 1960.

But how can we get this growth in pro-
duction without the plague of price infla-
tion that has blighted our economy in
recent years? And, of fateful consequence
for the individual business firm, how can
it keep its costs down enough to make a
decent profit - something a very large
share of American companies are not do-
ing today?

This is the new challenge that confronts busi-
ness as the recession is left behind.

Nature of the Challenge
The recent record on costs and productivity

is not reassuring. Since 1947 wages in manu-
facturing have risen 68%, while output per
manhour has gone up 32%. This is a dismal
record for a nation that has prided itself on



gains in industrial efficiency. Clearly, if we are
to avoid continuing inflation, labor must key its
wage demands more closely to productivity in-
creases. But clearly, also, we must do far better
in raising output per manhour. Otherwise, in-
dustry cannot hope to offer stable prices, and
still make a profit.

What, then, is the answer? It is modern-
ization of plant and equipment, the re-
placement of obsolete producing facilities
with new and more efficient machinery
and buildings. Only in this way can industry
hope to increase production, hold down costs
and make a good profit showing in the years of
growth that lie ahead.

Industry's Answer
The chart on the preceding page shows how

American industry is buckling down to the task
of modernizing its facilities over the next four
years. It is planning to replace old equipment
with new machines that will raise output per
worker not just 2 Yc or 3% a year, but more
like the 5% annual gain in productivity that
this nation achieved in the years following
World War I.

Since World War II we have had to contend
with shortages of capacity and materials that
have held back the job of raising productivity.
But today the machines and techniques are
available. And industry is getting set.

A broad sample of manufacturing companies
surveyed by the McGraw-Hill Department of
Economics earlier this year reported these
plans: In 1958, expenditures for modern-
ization will rise to 56 % of total investmen t
in new facilities - compared to 48 % in
1957. And this emphasis will increase un-
til by 1961, expenditures for replacement
and modernization account for two-thirds
of all capital spending by manufacturing
companies. In dollar terms, manufacturers
will spend more on modernization in each of
the four years 1958-61 than in any previous
year except 1957.

Can It Be Done?

These are big plans. Can they be carried out?
Is it too visionary to hope that after a decade
of expansion, industry can now find the outlets
for huge amounts of capital investment in the
area of modernization? The answers are im-
portant to business and the nation, because on
this new wave of modernization depends our
hope of holding down costs and prices, and also
the prosperity of the vital capital goods indus-
tries - generators of boom and bust in our
economy.

To ensure that industry gets the an-
swers, McGraw-Hill's 34 business publica-
tions are now starting a coordinated effort
- the largest editorial effort in the history
of our company - to find, report and pub-
lish the opportunities for modernization
at a profit, in the fields we serve. These
special reports will begin in late September
and will run through November, with appro-
priate coverage for the specific needs of each
field. We are proud to share with industry the
responsibility for making sure that no oppor-
tunity is overlooked in the drive to modernize
now for growth and profits.

This message was prepared by the McGraw-
Hill Department of Economics as the first step
in our company -wide effort to report on oppor-
tunities for modernization in industry. The
Department is also preparing a longer report,
on modernization as a national problem, for
publication in October.

Permission is freely extended to newspaper,.
groups or individuals to quote or reprint all
parts of the present text.

PRESIDENT

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
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INSTRUMENTS FOR RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION
Bruel & Kj.mr in producing their wide range of quality
measuring instruments appreciated the need for
providing a means of disseminating information re-
lating to their measuring systems and the solution
of particular measurement problems.
The Brij& & Kjeer Technical Review was introduced
to meet this requirement.
Published quarterly and supplied free of charge over
the whole world, it deals with new instrumentation

systems, applications, analyses and practical informa-
tion.
The main subjects covered have been in the fields
of Acoustics, Vibrations, Mechanical Stress -Strain and
Electrical measurements.
If your work is in these fields, or if the contents of
past Technical Reviews are of interest to you please
fill in the attached reply form and mark with an X
the literature you would like to receive.

1.1953

2.1953
3-1953

A new Megohmmeter for 100 Million MO.
Acoustic Measurements on Automobile Horns.
Some Experiences with the Deviation Test Bridge Types

4-1955
1-1956
2-1956

A New Beat Frequency Oscillator Type 1014.
Noise Measurements and Analyses.
Use of Resistance Strain Gauges to determine Friction
Coefficients.

1502 and 1507.
3-1956 Determination of Acoustical Quality of Rooms from Rever.4.1953 Audio Frequency Spectrometer Type 2109. beration Curves.

Automatic Spectrum Recorder Type 2311. 4-1956 Electrical Measurement of Mechanical Vibrations.
1-1954 Noise Measurements with the Audio Frequency Spectre. 1-1957 Strain Gauge Measurements.

meter Type 2109. 2-1957 Sound Analysis in Industrial Processes and Production.
2.1954 The Automatic Analysis of Distortion in Sound Reproducing 3-1957 Measurement on Tape Recorders.

Equipment.
4-1957 Measurements of Modulus of Elasticity and Loss Factor3-1954

4-1954
Mobile Laboratories.
Tube Measurements and Sound Insulation. for Solid Materials.
Calibration of Probe -Tube Microphones. Surface Roughness Measurements.

1.1955 The Standing Wave Apparatus. 1-1958 Measurement of the Complex Modulus of Elasticity.
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Eimac Ceramic Tetrodes are the Best
Approach to the Advantages of SSB

The growing demand on available spectrum space
makes single sideband operation increasingly attractive
in aeronautical communications. SSB operat or allows
the same amount of intelligence to be transmitted in
one-half the bandwidth required for conventional AM
transmission. Longer range is possible with greater sig-
nal-to-noise ratio and reduction of interference from
other signals. Reliable communication with lower aver-
age power in the final rf stage results in substantial
reduction in total weight and cost of SSB transmitting
equipment.

A modern Class AB, linear amplifier is the ideal way
to raise an SSB signal to the desired power level with
stability and no distortion. Zero grid drive requirement

minimizes driver stage design problems and eliminates
distortion from this source. The 4CX250B, 4CX300A,
and 4CX1000A shown above are especially well -suited
for airborne use in Class AB, operation. The 4CX5000A
is ideal for high power ground station use. These tubes
offer the high power gain, low distortion, and stability
needed for Class AB, operation. And, each has perform-
ance -proved reserve ability to handle the high peak
powers encountered.

Eimac ceramic design gives these tubes the com-
pactness, ruggedness, and high reliability demanded in
exacting aeronautical applications.

Write our Application Engineering Department for
a copy of the technical bulletin 'Single Sideband".

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC.SAN BRUNO  CALIFORNIA
Ealtete ?e'tdt with ceramic tubes that can take it

4CX250B

CLASS AB, SSB OPERATION

4CX300A 4CX1000A 4CX5000A

Plate voltage 2000 v 2500 v 3000 v 7500 v

Driving Power 0 w 0 w 0 w 0 w
Peak Envelope Power 325 w 400 w 1680 w 11,000 w



AIMINI1 -lit SIAN
You'll be able to aim missiles at the stars . . . and hit your target .. . with AC's incredibly accurate Inertial Guidance Systems. And
we're aiming for top-flight engineers to do the job . . . men who want to see their stars rise in the exciting electronics firmament.

This is opportunity. For at AC you can exploit your full talents on guidance systems ... or any one of a dozen other fascinating
and complex electro-mechanical, optical or infra -red devices that are now in the research and development stage or in production.

There's a bright and secure future for you with AC ... and General Motors. You can grow with one of the most rapidly expand-
ng industries, within an organization long known for its sound policies and enlightened interest in potential leaders.

If you are a graduate engineer or physicist with three to ten years technical experience in micro -wave techniques, electronics,
the electrical or mechanical fields, or in gyroscope design, you should talk with the people at AC. Just write the Supervisor of Technical
Employment: Mr. C. E. Sundeen, Dept. A, 1925 E. Kenilworth, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin; or Mr. M. Levett, Dept. A, 1300 N.
Dort Highway, Flint, Michigan.

Producers of: AChiever Inertial Guidance Systems
Afterburner Fuel Controls  Bombing Navigational
Computers  Gun -Bomb -Rocket Sights Gyro -

Accelerometers  Gyroscopes  Speed Sensitive
Switches Speed Sensors Torquemeters

AC SPARK PLUG THE ELECTRONICS

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS
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TELEMETRY
RECEIVERS
by

NEMS-CLARKE

919 JESUP-BLAIR DRI

USAF SHIPBORNE
TELEMETRY STATION

 To the right in the photo are
pictured the Nems - Clarke Type
1401A Receivers in telemetry racks
aboard one of the telemetry picket
ships. These vessels are used in

down range support at the Air
Force Missile Test Center PAFB,
Florida. Ship installation was made
under Pan American World Air-
ways subcontract 57-5 by Cen,
tronix, Inc., Cocoa, Florida.

COMPANYLARKE
SION OF VITRO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

SILVER SPRING. MARYLAND JUNIPER 5.1000



Another Application for FERRAMICS

Section of typical memory plane
enlarged approximately 3 times.

Ferramic Cores help IBM Sage Computer
Perform Amazing Feats of Memory

General Ceramics Magnetic Memory Cores play
an important role in the reliable functioning of the
Sage Computer. G -C engineers developed rectan-
gular hysteresis loop ferrites and worked closely
with Lincoln Laboratories at MIT and IBM to
perfect toroids with the required magnetic proper-
ties for this vital defense system.

FERRAMIC CORES

These dependable components provide increased
speed and accuracy for computers and automatic
controls. General Ceramics cores and completely
assembled memory planes are available for auto-
mation systems. For complete information write
today to General Ceramics Corporation, Keasbey,
New Jersey -Dept. E.

GENERAL CERAMICS
Industrial Ceramics for Industrial Progrm

0 q o 0

MAGNETIC MEMORY
CORES AND PLANES PRECISION STEATITES

Since 1906

"ADVAC" HIGH
TEMPERATURE SEALS SOLDERSEAL TERMINALS
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A.C.Ratiometer
...accurate to eve parts permikOni

The Transformers, Inc. Model 214 A. C. Ratiometer is a precision instru-

ment to measure any voltage ratio from 0.000001 to 1.111111. Transformer
ratios can be accurately measured at "no load" or under any required load.

The Model 214 Ratiometer is designed for use between 25 cps and 2,500 cps.

It is supplied with plug-in filter and quadrature units for 400 cps operation.

Plug-in units for any other frequency are supplied to order.

'SCOPE

PLATES

ISOLATION
TRANSFORMER

RATIO

VARIABLE

TRANSFORMER

'SCOPE

?PLATES

FILTER

DETECTOR

AMPLIFIER

OUADRATURE
VARIABLE

TRANSFORMER

TEST

VOLTAGE

OUADRATURE
NETWORK

SIGNAL MIXER
TRANSFORMER

TRANSFORMER

UNDER TEST
0

LOAD

The Ratiometer consists of two precision variable transformers,
a calibrated quadrature injector, a filter, and a pre -amplifier.
Block diagram indicates connections of the various components
within the instrument.

ACCURACY
' (0.0005%

0.0001%
)+

ratio

FREQUENCY RANGE
25 cps to 2,500 cps

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE

PRICE

Twice the frequency in cps,
or 250V, whichever is lower.

Model 214 Ratiometer, com-
plete with 400 cps plug-in $123 5
filter and quadrature units

For additional information, ask for Bulletin # 205

RANSFORMERS, INCORPORATED
200 Stage Road, Vestal, N.Y.
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Al RCRAFT
DALLAS

CAN PUT HI -TEMPERATURE STRUCTURES
INTO YOUR PRODUCTION

YOUR

INQUIRY IS

OUR CHALLENGE
AT . .

AIRCRAFT COPPORATION  DALLAS, TEXAS

When Temco engineered and developed the aft -fuselage and
vertical stabilizer section of Convair's B-58 Hustler ... the wing
section and fuselage panels of Temco's own TT -1 jet trainer ...
the wings of the air -launched "Teal" missile ... the aircraft in-
dustry acknowledged Temco as a leader in development and
production of honeycomb sandwich and hi -temperature struc-
tures. Missile applications currently programmed are substan-
tial recognition of Temco's stature.

At Temco metal and plastic sandwich structures have been
employed in all types of airframe applications, with notable
development in the field of stronger, higher heat -resistant
metal bondings ... in improved plastic materials and methods
of reinforced plastic honeycomb fabrications.

Other outstanding advances now under development at Temco
are a new low-cost process for brazing stainless steel honey-
comb structures, employing a revolutionary new concept ...
and experimental progress in the new field of "cermets."

Since pioneering the "total package" concept of subcontract-
ing ... design, tooling and production ... Temco's engineering
staff and facilities have increased significantly, a growth as
rapid and as sound as that of the industry they serve. Today
these design support capabilities have been extended to en-
compass complete systems management. Whether your need
is fo a component, a subassembly, or a subsystem, an inspection
of Temco capabilities will prove profitable.
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In digital -computer -system design

DIG74,-_-TA
SYSTE

PER=CR MANCE

How to save $100,000 worth of computer time
Look for the biggest gain where yer normally lose

the most. Applying this bit of external logic to the
digital computer, you will find a big advantage for
yourself (and your customers) in a tape handler that
runs for months with only routine care. This pre-
production Ampex FR -300, stripped down to its
underwear, was photographed undergoing an accel-
erated endurance test. It proved out the basic design
features that have made this possible.

AMPEX MEETS THE CHALLENGE
OF THE MOVING PART

Within the computer's own circuitry, nothing
moves but electrical currents. But the tape handler
must keep pace with mechanical movements of in-
credible speed. A tape can't be moved by electrons
alone!

On the Ampex FR -300 Tape Handler, the magnetic
tape goes from zero to 150 inches per second in just
1.5 milliseconds - an acceleration of 260g. A flip-
flop pinch -roller mechanism makes contact between
tape and driving capstan. It has an inertia brake that
stops the tape with equal deceleration. This mechan-
ism is the single most critical part in the tape handler.
Ampex engineers tested prototype designs through
as many as 50,000,0011start-stop cycles. This equals
one year of extra -heavy-duty service for the most
critically stressed part in the entire tape handler.
Replacement at recommended intervals virtually
eliminates unpredicted shutdowns from this cause of
failure.

Yearly Value of Reduced Maintenance Shutdown

Hourly computer rental
(or amortization)

Hours saved
per week $ 100 $ 200 $ 300

1 $ 5,200 $ 10,400 $ 15,600
2 $ 10,400 $ 20,800 $ 31,200
5 $26,000 $ 52,000 $ 78,000

10 $52,000 $104,000 $156,000

On other parts of the Ampex tape handler, we alter-
nate between the philosophies of the instrument
maker and the tractor builder. Anything that accel-
erates with the tape. is incredibly light. For instance,
tape tensioning is done by columns of air. On the
other hand, the motors, bearings and frame are as
rugged as a bulldozer.

DEPENDABILITY, OF COURSE, BUT
SPEED IS MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL

Ampex's non-stop dependability would be mean-
ingless if it were achieved at any sacrifice in input/
output transfer rate. It isn't. The FR -300 offers the
fastest digital -transfer rates available today - 30,000
to 90,000 six -bit characters per second. It has the
shortest inter -record distances -1/2 inch with ample
safety factor. And it compacts the most data per file
with its 300 bit -per -inch packing density.

We suggest you take the earliest opportunity to
watch an Ampex Digital Tape System in operation.
We are sure it will win your confidence - just as it
has sold itself to a number of major computer manu-
facturers. In the meantime may we send you litera-
ture? Write Dept. E-1

AMPEX INSTRUMENTATION DIVISION  e60 CHAR TER STREET  RED \NOOD CmT'. CA 1=-0F74 A
Phone your Ampex digital tape specialist for personal attention to your needs. District offices serve the U. S. A. and Canada. Furngn representatives rover ire fre= nerrid



MALLORY
P R. MALLORY 8 CO. Inc.

...the Complete Line of Batteries
for All Applications
Mercury Batteries ...
Mallory pioneered and developed the mercury battery-now
makes a complete line of single and multiple cell units for all
major requirements. Electrically, the mercury battery is
ideally suited to transistorized circuitry ... mechanically, the
mercury battery provides the smallest power unit for mini-
ature and portable equipment of all types.

Zinc -Carbon Batteries ...
Mallory makes a complete line of zinc -carbon batteries that
serve most requirements of portable radios, instruments,
flashlights, photoflash equipment, and special services. Avail-
able in "A", "B" and packs, these Mallory Batteries give
dependable service wherever they're used.

Solidion® Batteries ...
One of several more recent Mallory developments is the new
solid-state "Solidion" battery. Having an indicated life of
15 years or more, this is a truly dry battery, with no liquid
electrolyte whatever. A 50 -volt stack occupies less than 0.2
cubic inches-weighs less than 0.3 ounce. Voltage is stable
even at extreme temperatures.

Long -Life Chargeable Cell ...
Developed by Naval Ordnance Laboratory, and now avail-
able from Mallory in limited production quantities, is a new
lead oxide silver cell with unique properties. It is manufac-
tured as an inactive cell and charged when ready for use. It
can be stored indefinitely in the inactive state at any tem-
perature likely to be encountered. Service life is exceptionally
long. Voltage discharge is constant over a wide range of
temperatures and discharge rates.
Look to Mallory for all your battery requirements-and look
to Mallory Batteries for most dependable service in any
equipment. Write to us today for technical data and consul-
tation on your specific applications.

In Canada, Mallory Battery Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto 4, Ontario

Parts distributors in all major cities stock Mallory
standard components for your convenience.

Serving Industry with These Products:
Electromechanical - Resistors Switches Tuning Devices Vibrators
Electrochemical - Capacitors  Mercury and Zinc -Carbon Batteries
Metallurgical - Contacts  Special Metals  Welding Materials
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MALLORY BATTERY COMPANY  CLEVELAND, OHIO
a division of

MALLORY
P.R. MALLORY & CO. Inc.

P. R. MALLORY & CO. Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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Electronic photoflash units for amateurs aid
professionals use transistorized power converters
to increase efficiency and decrease size and
weight for portability

Transistor Photoflash
Power Converters
More and more electronic photoflash units are using d-c/d-c transistor power
converters. Transistor supplies are small, light, draw little idling current
between charging cycles and contain no moving parts. New circuit designs
described can also be used for other applications where d-c/d-c or d -c/a -c
power or voltage conversion is required

By HAIG A. MANOOGIAN, Associate Editor

USE OF TRANSISTORS as switch-
ing elements in high -voltage

power supplies permits higher op-
erating frequencies. The resultant
smaller transformers allow a consid-
erable reduction in the supplies' size
and weight. Within the last few
months, many electronic photoflash
unit manufacturers have incorpo-

- rated transistorized d -c power con-
verters in their equipment to make
use of these advantages.

This article presents typical de-

sign approaches used for photoflash
equipment. The new techniques,
however, are just as useful for
d-c/d-c converters for other applica-
tions.

All the circuits covered operate on
the same basic principle of convert-
ing the battery or other low d -c
source voltage into an alternating
current and then using standard
techniques for voltage step-up, rec-
tification and power storage.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate two

symmetrical multivibrator oscillator
circuits. The two power transistors
alternately switch from cut-off
to a saturated state of conduc-
tion, in turn alternately switching
the battery voltage across windings
N, and N,. The number of turns on
feedback windings N, and N4 deter-
mines the magnitude of the positive
feedback signals and cutoff poten-
tials applied to the transistor bases.

In both circuits, bias networks
are used for initial starting of
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K= X1.000 4450V

900V
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FLASH

825 TUBE

FLASH TUBE
TRIGGER

0.01

O
SHUTTER
CONTACTS

FIG. 1-Power unit by American Speedlight Ascorlight uses sym- tact current to less than 100 ua. Heat sink (photo) for two power
metrical inverter circuit. Thyratron trigger tube limits shutter con- transistors is provided by mounting them on aluminum chassis

oscillation under normal variations
of battery voltage, load and tem-
perature; the transistor bases are
made sufficiently negative with re-
spect to their emitters so that at the
instant of switching on, the col-
lector current of one transistor will
be large enough for the loop gain
to be greater than unity.

200 Watt -Sec Unit

The circuit of Fig. 1 is used in a
photoflash unit designed for pro-
fessional use. The converter charges
the 200 watt -second storage ca-
pacitors to 90 percent of full charge
in 7 or 8 seconds ; peak current
drain from the nickel -cadmium bat-
tery during charging is only 5 amp,
while the idling current is only
350 ma.

Operating at approximately 1,500
cps, the oscillator uses a toroidal
saturable -core transformer. The
square -loop core material provides
ideal square -wave switching for
high circuit and transistor effi-
ciency; in addition, transistor fail-
ure due to spikes is minimized. The
collector -to -collector and base -to -
base voltage waveforms are shown
in Fig. 2.

To minimize high -voltage to
ground insulation problems, the
900-v full -wave voltage -doubling
circuit has its center grounded,
making the maximum voltage above
or below ground only 450 v.

The circuit of Fig. 3 charges the
30 watt -second capacitor to 300 v

FIG. 2-Collector-to-collector (top) and
base -to -base (bottom) voltage waveforms
for circuit of Fig. 1

in 8 to 12 seconds through a series -
line voltage doubler. Battery cur-
rent drain is approximately 750
ma peak and 150 ma during idling.
Since the transistors are rated at
2 or 3 amp collector current, these
low values of operating current
permit the transistors to be
mounted off the chassis with insul-
ating washers.

The circuit comprising R R, and

OFF N

BAT.
1

Ft°
A -C

I

Li

Hai
1 I

110V

A -C

C, has a broadly tuned time con-
stant that approximates the con-
verter's period. This circuit reduces
the idling current substantially
over that which would be obtained
without C yet it permits the con-
verter to draw the heavier current
required to charge the energy stor-
age capacitor in the minimum
length of time (patent pending).

Transistor Rectifiers

Another unusual feature of the
circuit of Fig. 3 is the use of the
transistor collector -base junctions
in a full -wave rectifier circuit to
charge the nickel -cadmium battery
from the stepped -down a -c voltage
across N, and Nc (patent pending).
The charging current is limited to
an approximately constant value of
35 to 40 ma by the 27 -ohm resistor
connected in series with the bat-
tery.

The converter operates as a 120-

27
3

N 
50
CI

2N307A 3K
OR T1017

RI

220 N2

1+
10

NE -2

16Y1

1MEG

74-7500

500K

SHUTTER
CONTACTS

0.15

I-4403\OR7

FT106

FIG. 3-Inverter transistors are used as rectifiers when charging integral nickel-

cadmium cells in Romal Electric's Vanguard supply
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FIG. 4-Single power trans'stor is used in Burleich Brooks Mecablitz 100 modified
blocking -oscillator circuit. Half -wave rectifier requires higher voltage step-up by Tr

cps square -wave switch so the same
transformer may be used for the
60 -cps charging voltage. The fully
charged battery provides 200 to 300
flashes.

Blocking Oscillator

Unlike the previously described
converters, the circuit shown in
Fig. 4 uses a modified blocking
oscillator to obtain square -wave
switching at approximately 4,200
cps.

Using only one transistor and
a half -wave rectifier, it charges a
300-4 capacitor to 500 v in 5 to 10
seconds from a 9-v dry -cell supply
that can deliver as many as 700
flashes.

The circuit is unconventional in
that it uses two transformers;
provides power transfer and T, pro-
vides blocking oscillator operation.

FIG. 5-Collector (top) and emitter (bot-
tom) voltages for circuit of Fig. 4

Aluminum plate provides heat sink for Mecablitz's power transistor; 4.200 -cps operat-
ing frequency permits decreasing transformer sizes to those shown

Flashtube and power supply illustrate off -chassis mounting of Vanguard's two power
transistors, heat sink is not necessary because of relatively low current operation

As can be seen from the waveforms
of Fig. 5, C, acts as a timing capaci-
tor in the ringing circuit formed by
C, and the secondary of T1.

To start the oscillator, make -
before -break switch S, momentarily
connects one side of bias resistor
R, to the negative side of the bat-
tery, causing the transistor's base
to become sufficiently negative
biased with respect to the emitter
so that conduction and oscillation
will occur.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

R. F. Shea, "Transistor Circuit Engi-
neering", John Wiley & Sons Inc., New
York, 1957.

Van Able and Rongen, The Design of
Transistor D -C Convertors, Philips Electr.
I ppl. But, Feb. 1956.
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After adjustments are made on transmitting hydrophone, it is al- (left photo). Receiving hydrophones are serviced by skin divers.
lowed to slide down track into the water to the desired depth Rack -mounted equipment (right photo) is the ultrasonic tester

By WILLIS C. GORE. A,-istant Professor of Electrical Engineering,
The Johns Hopkins CM Baltimore, Md.

Ultrasonics Tests
Changes in propagation time of less than 20 µsec over a direct path up to 300-

feet in length are measured by ultrasonic equipment providing a 50 -watt
test signal. Reflected -path signals are separated from direct -path ones

PULSE
RATE
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TRIGGER TRANS
AMPT MITTER -.-

GATE GEN

TRANS -
MI TIER
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DET
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DELAY
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BEAM
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Fl LT

PULSE
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H BOX-
CAR
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D -C
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TRIGGER TRIGGER

SHAPER SHAPER
AMP 8 AMP

D -CDET PULSE
BOX-
CAR

FILT AMP GEN OUT

FIG. 1-Block diagram of the complete ultrasonic instrumentation system

ULTRASONIC EQUIPMENT to be
described was designed for

attenuation and propagation studies
in sea water. For its intended use,
the equipment had to meet several
major requirements. First, a 50 -
watt test signal had to be furnished
to an underwater transmitting
transducer. Second, a means for
amplifying the output of the re-
ceiving transducers for presenta-
tion on a recording meter was nec-
essary. Third, the equipment had
to be usable over a frequency range
from 25 to 150 kc. Finally, the
direct -path received signal had to
be separated from the reflected -
path signal.
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FIG. 2-Trigger and gate generator circuits used in equipment measuring propagation under the sea
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Undersea Propagation
To solve the direct -vs -reflected -

path problem, the receiver was
made sensitive for intervals of
time smaller than the time differ-
ence between the two paths. This
time is variable from 10 to 500
µsec. Delay between transmission
of the ultrasonic energy and the
time at which the receiver is made
sensitive varies from 0.3 to 170
millisec.

Signals as small as 20 or in am-
plitude can be detected by the re-
ceiver. The operator can record two
quantities. The first is received
signal amplitude from either one
or both receiving transducers. The
second is variations in underwater
transmission time. For the latter
reading, full scale is 200 µsec or
approximately a one -foot path -
length difference.

Basic timing of the system is
established by a trigger and gate
generator. Triggering rate is fixed

by the pulse -rate oscillator, Fig. 1,
which generates pulses with a time
interval variable from 0.3 to 170
millisec. Normal operation is at a
spacing of 80 millisec, correspond-
ing to 12.5 cps. Trigger pulses are
amplified and delivered to circuits
which trigger the transmitter, trig-
ger the delay generators for both
receivers and synchronize the sweep
on a crt for visual presentation of
the received pulses.

Gate Generator
First output of the trigger am-

plifier initiates the transmitter gate
generatorl-V1, V4, and V75 of
Fig. 2. Function of the transmitter
gate generator is to generate a
pulse of voltage of variable width,
10 to 5,000 µsec. This pulse is used
to turn on the transmitter for a
corresponding length of time. Out-
put of the gate generator goes to
the transmitter gate-V V10 and

VIA-which connects the output of
the r -f oscillator to the input of the
transmitter for the duration of the
gate voltage pulse. Input to the
gate is one volt of r -f signal and
output is also one volt of r -f signal.
The gate can be left on continuously.

Output of the transmitter gate
goes to V,,, Fig. 3, where it is am-
plified and to V,R, Fig. 3, where the
phase is split to drive a push-pull
amplifier, V,. Output of V, drives
a push-pull final power amplifier
consisting of three tubes (V3, V,
and V,) connected in parallel.

The transmitter can develop a
100-v peak signal across a 100 -ohm
resistive load for a mean power out-
put of 50 w. The crystal transmit-
ting transducer is resonated and
matched at the transducer itself to
represent 100 ohms of resistance.
A meter enables the operator to
monitor transmitter output.

In the transmitter, Fig. 3, P, and
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FIG. 3-Schematic diagram of the transmitter

P, are plug-in circuits which must
be changed as the operating fre-
quency is changed. The 100-kc out-
put transformer was formed by
winding an appropriate number of
turns on a tv horizontal output
transformer core. It matches the
100 -ohm transmitting transducer
to the output stage.

Receiving Circuits
Output from the receiving trans-

ducer is fed through input filters
to the input of two receivers. The
schematic of the filter is shown in
Fig. 4A. The filter is approximately
20-kc wide, allowing a pulse rise
time of about five psec. Rejection
at 86 kc was necessary to eliminate
interference from a strong, locally
generated carrier at that frequency.
The filter and the plug-in compo-
nents in the transmitter are the
only components that must be
changed in operation over the usable
frequency range. Output of the
filter is fed to the receiver for
amplification and detection.

There are two receivers in the
overall system. Both have similar
modes of operation so only one will
be described. For the first receiver,
Fig. 5, the input signal is ampli-
fied by V V,, V. and V,. Amplified
output is fed to the receiver gate-
V., V. and VT,. The gate acts like a
switch in that an output appears
only when a pulse is applied. By
this means the receiver is made
sensitive only for short intervals
of time in the vicinity of the time
in which a return is expected. This
gate enabling pulse is obtained

1

= J

150V +260V

V3

P1

1
OUT

L_ _J
Pa

from the receiver gate generator
(V,,, V. and V. in Fig. 2). The
pulse is adjustable in width from 10
to 5,000 /am

The gate generator is triggered
by output of the delay generator,
V. and V. in Fig. 2, through the
trigger amplifier, V,.. The delay
generator is triggered by the same
pulse which starts the transmitter.
Delays variable from 0.3 to 170
millisec are obtained from the gen-
erator. These delays correspond to
separations of about 1.5 to 80 feet
between the transmitting and re-
ceiving transducers. Output of the
gate in the receiver is detected by
V., Fig. 5, and filtered so that the
envelope of the received pulse is
available for presentation on an
oscilloscope. Filter schematic is
shown in Fig. 4B.

Amplitude of the received pulse
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is recorded in this manner. It is
amplified by V., Fig. 5, and used to
charge a capacitor in the box -car
generator, Va. and V. so that the
amplitude of the pulse is remem-
bered in the interval between
pulses. To record rapid variations
in the received signal amplitude,
the box -car generator must forget
the old amplitude when another
pulse is received. This action is
accomplished by taking the receiver
gate and shaping it into a narrow
pulse. The pulse is then amplified
by V., and V. and used to discharge
the capacitors in the box -car gen-
erator through V. just prior to ar-
rival of the next pulse.

Key Waveforms
Output of the box -car generator

is as shown in Fig. 6A. The drop
in voltage corresponds to the dis-
charge of the capacitor. It occurs
at the time the receiver gate is
opened. The rise in voltage corre
sponds to the reception of a pulse.
Note that the width of the most
negative -going portions of the
waveform is the time between open-
ing of the receiver gate and arrival
of the pulse. At the output of the
box -car generator, there is a con-
tinuous voltage representing the
amplitude of each received pulse.

Current available from the out-
put is not enough to drive the pen
recorders. Further amplification is
accomplished with recorder ampli-
fiers, making the output sufficient
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FIG. 4-Receiver input filter design and response (A) and detector filter design and
response (B)
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FIG. 5-Complete circuits for one of the receivers. The second receiver is similar in design

deflection of the
recorders.

To measure variations in the time
of arrival of the received pulses,
-output of the box -car generator is
shaped, amplified, and limited. Re-
sultant waveform is shown in Fig.
6B. Amplitude of all pulses are the
same and their width is the same
as the width of the negative pulses
in Fig. 6A. They represent the time

(A)

18)

'(C)

10)

-1
REC GATE

1

RECEIVED PULSES

D C OUT FRO BOX -CAR GEM V,0

LIMITER OUT

N -

INTEGRATOR AMP OUT

FINAL BOX -CAR GEN OUT

FIG. 6-Rey waveforms for the ultra-
sonic equipment

between the opening of the receiver
gate and the arrival of the received
signal. The received signal is in-
tegrated and amplified into the
waveform shown in Fig. 6C. Peak
amplitude of the triangular waves
is proportional to the width of the
pulses in Fig. 6B. This output is
sent to another box -car generator,
to produce an output as shown in
Fig. 6D. This waveform shows the
variations in time of arrival of the
received pulses. It is suitable for
presentation on the recorder.

Waveforms in Fig. 6 have exag-
gerated time scales. Normally, the
times for the gates and pulses are
measured in tenths of millisec while
time between pulses is measured in
tens of millisec.

Direct operating potentials for
the equipment were supplied by
regulated supplies furnishing +300
v at 250 ma, -150 v at 100 ma
and +260 v at 300 ma.

In use, the equipment has yielded
significant and consistent results
in evaluation of underwater sound
propagation.' To see if the results
obtained were actually caused by
variations in propagation time

rather than equipment instability,
the following experiment was con-
ducted. A signal generator was
connected to the input of the first
receiver and the receiving hydro -
phone was disconnected. The re-
ceiver was gated and the gated
signal appearing at the output of
V., Fig. 5, was attenuated and used
as an artificial signal for the input
to the second receiver. Delays of
the two receivers were made about
equal with the first receiver's delay
only slightly longer than that for
the second.

With the fixed -signal input, delay
stability is better than one part in
a thousand or 0.1 percent. Since
measured time variations were well
in excess of 15 Asec, significance
can be attached to these results.
This equipment was developed un-
der contract to Geophysics Branch
of the Office of Naval Research.
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Electronic Organ Uses
Twelve neon tone generators mounted on six printed circuits supply 12 notes
of the chromatic scale. Each tone generator has four pairs of neon tubes in
series, each pair shunted by two series capacitors. With the signal taken from
common point between capacitors, sufficient isolation exists to prevent feed-
back and spurious tones in output. Formant voicing system is provided in
analog form. Switching circuits permit duplexing of voices on either manual

By RICHARD H. DORF Consultant, Kinsman Manufacturing Co., Inc., Laconia, N. H.

THE FRONT COVER-Engineer installs removable printed-circut modules in electronic
organ. Modules include tone generators, voicing panel and amplifier
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FIG. 1-Each main block in organ block diagram is a removable module with two
tone generators on each of six tone modules

FOR MANY YEARS designers of
electronic organs have tried to

design instruments with neon -lamp
relaxation oscillators as tone
sources.' Neon lamps are economi-
cal and they yield a saw -tooth wave-
form ideal for a formant tone -color-
ing system, the type which makes
possible many of the most realistic
imitations of pipe -organ and or-
chestral sounds. Neon lamps gener-
ate little heat, require little power
and are easily adapted to printed
circuitry.

Since relaxation oscillators are
basically unstable, they must be
synchronized. Efforts to develop a
suitable neon -lamp tone generator
have, therefore, been directed to-
ward devising frequency -divider
chains in which a master oscillator
synchronizes the highest -frequency
neon oscillator and each subsequent
neon oscillator synchronizes the
next at half its frequency, an oc-
tave lower in pitch.

Generators of this type have been
commercially impractical because
synchronizing methods could not
prevent a tone an octave lower fed
back from the next divider being
heard as part of each output, and
could not prevent the inherent in-
stability and large tolerances of
the gaseous tubes from overcoming
the sync within a short time. Re-
cently, though, a neon -lamp fre-
quency divider has been developed
that overcomes these shortcomings
and makes possible commercial
manufacture of a reliable organ.

The new organ, a spinet -type
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Neon Tone Generators

Voicing panel contains all filter components plus stop switches
operated by plastic stop tablets shown at left

instrument, is designed to meet all
the normal standards of the modern
spinet organ. It has two manuals
of 44 keys each, 25 stop tablets
selecting tone colors and pitch reg-
isters for the manuals and a 13 -key
pedal clavier, with additional con-
trols for vibrato selection, percus-
sive effects and limited individual
volume control of the manuals for
balancing purposes. A three -unit,
two-way speaker system with divid-
ing network is enclosed in the lower
half of the console, which is de-
signed as a bass -reflex enclosure.

A block diagram of the organ
circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The tone -
generator system has six printed -
circuit panels, each containing
circuits for two of the 12 generator -
divider chains necessary for the 12
notes of the chromatic scale. Each
chain generates six octavely related
notes ranging down in frequency
from 3,951 to 65.4 cps, from the
high 4 -ft B to the low 8 -ft C.

Pitch registers in organ termin-
ology are based on the lengths of
the longest pipes for each register.
In effect, an 8 -ft note is produced
when the pitch obtained from a
given playing key is the same as
that obtained from the physically
corresponding key on a piano. A
4 -ft tone produced by the same key
is an octave higher; and a 16 -ft
tone produced by that key is an oc-
tave lower. The range mentioned
covers, therefore, the 16th through
87th keys on a piano, or approxi-

Printed-circuit section of amplifier (left and right background)
contains capacitor plate operated by swell shoe (right foreground)

mately from two octaves below to
four octaves above middle C.

General Operation
A wiring harness conducts all the

generated tones to the key -switch-
ing system that is a part of the
playing manuals. Pressing a key
causes three contacts to touch three
separate buses so that each bus
carries all tones of the selection be-
ing played, but in three different
octave relationships corresponding
to the 4-, 8- and 16 -ft registers. The
buses are connected to a bus am-
plifier panel containing three dual
triodes, one triode section for each
bus, plus another dual triode for
outphasing even harmonics to pro-
duce the symmetrical waveforms
required for realistic imitation of
certain instrumental tone colors.

From the bus amplifiers all tones
go to the voicing panel which is

located under the stop or tone -color -
control tablets on the left cheek
block of the upper manual. Here
the tones of selected pitch registers
can be switched through filters hav-
ing spectrum responses similar to
the acoustic spectrum responses of
the orchestral instruments and
pipes to be imitated. After filter-
ing, tones are passed to the main
amplifier located on the floor of the
console and the speaker system.

The 16 -ft pedal tones ranging
down to 32.7 cps for low C are pro-
vided by a pedal generator consist-
ing of an aperiodic flip-flop circuit.
The pedal key switches select one
of 12 tones from the lowest -fre-
quency stage of a main generator;
this tone is fed to the flip-flop,
which divides its input frequency
in half and thereby furnishes an
extra octave of tone without an
extra divider stage on each main

8+

ic7

SYNC
OUT

(A)(A) (B)

FIG. 2-Standard neon relaxation oscillator (A) is modified (B) so that series lamps
have high -Impedance point between lamps for sync injection
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FIG. 3 -Complete tone generator for one series of octavely related tones has master oscillator that provides initial sync for neon -lamp
divider chain. Resistor R, varies from unit to unit and maintains oscillator Q within common range

generator. This one -note -at -a -time
system is desirable because in most
organ playing only one note at a
time is desired, and a lockout sys-
tem, which is part of the pedal
key -switch design, makes it im-
possible to play two notes simul-
taneously.

Pedal tones feed filters in the
voicing panel and join the manual
tones to be amplified and repro-
duced. Triggering and gating cir-
cuits in the percussion unit on the
pedal -generator panel simulate the
fast attack and slow decay charac-
teristic of percussive instruments.
The main amplifier chassis also con-
tains the power supply for the
entire organ and a 5- to 8 -cps
oscillator, selected amounts of
whose output are fed to the genera-
tor master oscillators to cause the
rhythmic variation in frequency
which produces the necessary vi-
brato effect. A knob on the voicing
panel provides continuous control
of vibrato intensity from zero to
maximum.

Tone Generators
While the classic, neon relaxation

oscillator shown in Fig. 2A can be
synchronized to an externally gen-
erated signal, it cannot be done
reliably. No single -lamp method
rigidly synchronizes through two
to three semitones either side of
center without distorting the out-
put waveform.

Two frequency -divider stages ap-
pear in Fig. 2B. The first neon
oscillator syncs the second stage at

frequency f. The second stage, like
the first, is a modified neon oscilla-
tor with series lamps V, and V,
replacing a single lamp, and series
timing capacitors C. and C. replac-
ing a single capacitor. Added com-
ponents do not alter circuit opera-
tion because C. and C. are a voltage
divider with the smaller C. acting
as the main timing unit. The ca-
pacitive divider isolates the output
from the oscillator so that loading
does not disturb the timing con-
stants.

Firing Voltage
Although the oscillators of Fig.

2A and Fig. 2B operate similarly,
the modified circuit needs a higher
B+ because the firing voltage of
the two series lamps is higher than
that of a single lamp. The two
lamps provide a point in the circuit

whose impedance both to ground
and to the timing components is
extremely high before firing or dur-
ing the capacitor charge time.

Capacitors C. and C, in another
voltage divider are 1/100 of the
value of timing capacitors C, and
C, and do not load the first stage.
Because their junction connects to
a high -impedance point between V3
and V the portion of the output of
the first stage at the second -stage
junction is approximately propor-
tional to the values of the two
capacitors.

The negative flyback pulse of the
first stage appears before the
charge on C. and C. is high enough
to ionize V, and V, and is applied
to the junction of V. and V,. Hence,
the lower electrode of V. is sud-
denly made sufficiently negative to
ignite it. Once ignited, a higher

Table I -Capacitor Values for Each Musical Note

Dirlisf

Note
C 6 Ci Ci Co Cr C. C, Cu, C, C,, CU Cu

C,C#,D, Df 0.002 0.025 0.1 0.0008 0.008 0.0016 0.016 0.0032 0.032,0.00640.064

0.02510.005

0.0125 0.125

E,F,FI,G 0.0016 0.02 0.08 0.000640.0064 0.00125 0.0125 0.0025 0.05 0.01 0.1

GI, A; Al, B 0.00125 0.016 0.064 0.0005 0.0005 0 001 0.01 0.002 ,0.02 0.004 0.04 0.008 0.08

Note C Cl D Di E F Ff G Cl A Al B
C iLl pf

CI 0.02 0.02 0.0160.0,6 0.0125 0.0125 0.01 0.01 0.008 0.008 0 0064 0.0064
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positive potential appears on the
upper electrode of V4 and that tube
ignites. Capacitors C. and C.

quickly discharge and extinguish
V. and V4. Capacitors C. and C,
begin recharging to create the ris-
ing portion of the second -stage out-
put wave.

Frequency Dividing
The first stage thus triggers the

second. Second -stage output fre-
quency can be adjusted to f/2 by
triggering the oscillator on every
other sync pulse. No appreciable
amount of f/2 generated by the
second stage feeds back to the out-
put of the first stage. Despite the
small values of C, and C4, a large -
amplitude sync signal can be trans-
mitted by them to the high -imped-
ance junction of V. and V4. But
any second -stage tone transmitted
back to the output of stage one
must pass through high -impedance,
series voltage divider C. and C, and
low -impedance shunt divider C,.

Actual attenuation of the back -
coupled signal is about 60 db.

Capacitor Values
The complete tone generator is

shown in Fig. 3 and Table I gives
the capacitor values for generators
of different notes. With the excep-
tion of the tabulated capacitor
values and padding resistors R,

through R. and R component val-
ues for all 12 generators are the
same. Because of wide tolerances in
neon -lamp characteristics, the pad-
ding resistors must be factory se-
lected for proper timing period. In
some generators resistor Ri, is
placed across the master -oscillator
coil to lower its Q. The Q of all
master oscillators must be within a
common range so that the injected
vibrato signal causes approximately
equal frequency changes from unit
to unit.

Although the plate of the
grounded -plate Hartley master os-
cillator in the first -stage generator
is not really at a -c ground potential,
the oscillation theory operates as if
it were. The plate -load resistor al-
lows the output to be taken from
the plate for the highest -frequency
octave of tones in the organ. The
plate voltage, which tends to be
pulsed, is integrated when passed to
ground through selected capaci-

tance and has roughly a saw -tooth
shape with a relatively long flyback
time.

Only a single neon lamp com-
prises the first divider, because it
is synchronized from the cathode
of the master oscillator and feed-
back of lower tones to the highest
output is not possible. The second,
third, fourth and fifth divider
stages are identical with those in
Fig. 2B.

Commercial neon lamps, like
other gas tubes do not compare in
stability of characteristics with
hard tubes. Their firing and ex-
tinction voltages may vary with
temperature, use and age.

Artificial aging brings the tubes

PEDAL FREQ DIVIDER

circuit as the percussion unit. All
eight of the main printed -circuit
modules are of the same size and
shape.

The pedal -generator input from
the pedal switches goes through
amplifier and shaper V2 which yields
a saw -tooth wave with a steeper
flyback than that obtained from
a neon oscillator. Because only one
tone at a time is handled, no inter-
molulation results. The output
passes at the original frequency to
the voicing filters for the 8 -ft pedal

tones.
The output wave from V, feeds

bistable multivibrator V, which
changes state with each input trig-
ger. The bistable output at V,. is
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FIG. 4-Pedal generator produces notes an octave lower than main generator with
the use of bistable multivibrator V2

past the initial period of unpre-
dictability and stabilizes firing
and extinction voltages within the
requirements of the circuit. Ex-
pected life, thereafter, may exceed
10,000 hours, during which time the
characteristics change slowly but
predictably.

Pedal Generator
Generated tones are switched to

three output buses for each manual,
each bus reproducing the selection
played in a different pitch register.
The outputs of the lowest generator
stages are also connected to trans-
fer -type pedal key switches, which
permit only a single tone to pass to
the pedal generator.

The pedal generator shown in
Fig. 4, to which the selected tone
goes, is located on the same printed

half the frequency of the input.
Hence, the 16 -ft pedal tones are
produced without a low -frequency
divider stage for each tone genera-
tor. The bistable frequency divider
is not subject to mistuning ; it is
merely an economical extension of
the main generators and is fully
synchronized to them.

Bus Amplifiers
The tones keyed by the manuals

emerge from the six keying buses
at low amplitude, because a resistor
is in series with each key switch
and each bus is terminated in a
much lower resistance. Thus, all
tones are isolated to prevent rob-
bing, an effect which causes a tone
to sound at lower volume than nor-
mal if used twice or more-say as
an 8 -ft tone on both manuals or as
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an 8 -ft tone for one key and a 4 -ft
tone for the key an octave below,
and so on. Isolation also prevents
paralleling generator -stage outputs
of different frequencies, which
might cause errors in synchroni-
zation.

The bus terminating resistors
appear in the schematic of the bus
amplifier panel in Fig. 5. Each of
the six bus outputs is amplified
by a triode stage to improve signal-
to-noise ratio. The negative feed-
back from plate to grid of each
stage yields a fairly low dynamic
output impedance and reduces noise
and distortion.

Outphasing
Production of outphased tones is

an important function of the ampli-
fier panel. Certain instruments and
tone colors, characterized by almost
total absence of even harmonics,
have a distinctlye hollow, woody
tone. Stopped flute, clarinet and
tibia are typical. To produce a wave
composed almost entirely of odd
harmonics from an original saw-
tooth, the saw -tooth of one fre-
quency must be combined with
a phase -inverted and amplitude -
halved saw -tooth an octave above'
The resulting square -shaped signal
has a frequency equal to that of
the lower of the two combined
frequencies.

For an 8 -ft outphased tone for
the upper manual, the 8 -ft upper -
manual signal, which is fed to the
grid of V2, for amplification as a
straight 8 -ft tone, is fed to the grid
of V,B. Through resistive network
Ri and R,, the 4 -ft upper -manual
tone is also fed to the same grid

K= X1,000
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22 Kvi

0.002

100K
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I2AU7
r
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, .,t
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from the plate of V,., which pro-
duces straight 4 -ft tones. The re-
sistive network causes the 4 -ft
phase -inverted tone to reach the
grid of 1718 at half the amplitude
of the 8 -ft tone. The plate of V18
then produces an upper -manual 8 -ft
symmetrical tone. Triode V28 and
the upper -manual 16 -ft and 8 -ft
tones similarly produce an out-

phased 16 -ft tone.

Voicing
Organ voicing-production of the

variety of tone colors which can be
called upon at will-is the most
important feature of the instru-
ment. All that has gone before is
in preparation for the voicing. Any
organ may be expected to produce
a certain number of the correct
pitches, plus keys and pedals for
selecting them; but it is the charac-
ter and variety of the tone colors
that distinguishes a quality organ.
In every organ, the generated wave-
form and the keying system are
selected to conform to the voicing
method; in this organ, the formant
system of voicing is used, and the
saw -tooth waveform and the provi-
sion of keying to produce different
pitch registers is ideal.

The formant system of tone color-
ation is used in virtually all stand-
ard musical instruments and is an
outgrowth of perfectly natural fac-
tors.

A formant is a point of emphasis
of a peak on an instrument's re-
sponse curve; but as a practical
matter it is customary to refer to
the entire curve as the formant
characteristic of the instrument.

The widely held belief that har-
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monic structure of a tone deter-
mines its timbre is only partly true,
and imitation of a natural instru-
mental or pipe tone cannot be
obtained by employing the same
harmonic structure for notes of all
fundamental frequencies. On the
contrary, formant theory shows
that in any normal instrument the
harmonic structure must change
with variation of fundamental input
frequency.

Musical Tone Limitation
In the organ described here the

same formant system is employed,
but in analog form with electrical
rather than acoustical signals. The
generated waveform is a saw -tooth,
as in most instruments, especially
reeds and brasses. For imitation
of stringed or bowed instruments,
the saw -tooth is differentiated to
produce the sharp pulses caused by
the rough bow hair energizing the
strings. For flute -type tones, the
saw -tooth is integrated to substan-
tially eliminate most of the har-
monics; the purer, or more hooty,
woody flute tones are produced by
integrating the symmetrical waves
obtained by outphasing.

All tones are passed through
selector switches into the filters
contained on the voicing panel,
which is diagrammed in Fig. 6.
Nineteen different tone colors or
timbers are available ranging from
sharp strings and reeds to bland
flutes and pipelike diapasons. The
filters are partially interlocked;
some produce several stops of the
same tone color but in a different
pitch register, and parts of some
filters in conjunction with parts of
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FIG. 5-Bus amplifiers located between keying -system outputs and formant filters provide outphased signals cb that lack even -harmonic
content. Combinations of these produce the tone colors called for by the voicing panel
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others, produce composite effects.
Filter interlocking reduces cost and
saves space without any sacrifice in
voicing.

To trace a typical tone -color ef-
fect in Fig. 6, select the lower -
manual 8 -ft trumpet. Begin with
the input carrying the lower -man-
ual 8 -ft saw -tooth from the bus
amplifier, and assume that the
trumpet 8 -ft switch has been closed
by depression of the appropriate
plastic tablet. The signal passes
through R, and C, to a series reso-
nant circuit of L, and C2. Output of
this filter is at the junction of L,
and C2 at which a resonant rise of
voltage at a frequency correspond-
ing to the principal formant of the
original instrument exists.

In passing through R, and C, the
signal loses a portion of funda-
mental and lower harmonic com-
ponents depending on fundamental
input frequency. In addition to the
resonant rise of voltage because of
L, and C, the incorrectly loaded
constant -K filter causes a rather
sharp falloff beyond the nominal
cutoff frequency which is twice that
of resonance. The filter sections
and the component values closely
duplicate the acoustic filter charac-
teristics of the orchestral trumpet,
so that this stop produces a sur-
prisingly realistic trumpet sound.

Organ Stops
The stop arrangement in the

organ duplicates in type the duplex-
ing which was characteristic of
theater organs. Theater instru-
ments were designed for maximum
flexibility of tonal effects, and the
duplexing allowed several ranks of
pipes, each with different tone
color, to be played from either
manual rather than from only one
manual as in classical organs.

Duplexing is provided by switch-
ing tones at the inputs of the filters,
so that tones of either manual and
of any pitch register can be put
through any filter. Duplexing is
limited, of course, by the number of
control tablets and associated
switches. Fourteen stops are pro-
vided on the upper manual, six of
which are duplexed on the lower
manual, in addition to four undu-
plexed pedal stops.

A soft -normal tablet is provided
for each manual. In the soft posi-
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FIG. 6-Voicing panel contains formant filters which transform sawtooth-generator
signals into waveforms of various instruments

tion, the associated triple switch
shunts the normal terminations of
the keying buses with additional re-
sistors so that volume of all three
registers of the manual is reduced.
The filters and their terminations
determine volume and timbre of
the various stops, and the soft -nor-
mal tabs add flexibility by allowing
the player an additional adjustment
for balancing relative levels of the
two manuals.

Vibrato
The amplifier chassis also con-

tains in addition to the power sup-
ply the vibrato oscillator, operating
at an adjustable frequency between
about 5 and 8 cps. Output is fed
through the circuits in Fig. 3 to all
generator master oscillators, where
it varies the frequency about its
mean value. The amount of fre-
quency variation and thus the in-
tensity of vibrato effect may be
varied manually with the 5,000 -ohm
potentiometer, which is located on
the voicing panel.

The amplifier, itself essentially

IMEG

10)(1,000

B+

2201
K

C2

3901.y.F _

212AX7

1K

FIG. 7 --.Swell shoe operates capacitive
volume control Co that replaces expen-
sive industrial -type potentiometer

straightforward, ends in a pair of
6L6's and employs a good deal of
negative feedback to maintain line-
arity. Its unusual feature is the
volume -control arrangement ope-
rated by the swell shoe and dia-
grammed in Fig. 7. Its design is
entirely capacitive to eliminate an
expensive industrial -type potenti-
ometer as well as possible noise
problems.

Operating the swell shoe varies
the value of capacitor C, which con-
sists of a metal rectangle about 2
by 6 in., hinged at one end and
moving in relation to a similar
rectangle which acts as the other
plate and is fixed. Capacitor C, is
the series leg of a capacitive volt-
age divider, the shunt leg of which
is a dynamic capacitance of about
0.02µf across the grid of the tube
due to capacitive feedback from the
plate through C,. The range of
attenuation is great, and because of
the low dynamic impedances, noise
and hum are negligible.

Resistor R, adds a loudness con-
trol effect to the system. As Ci is
decreased R, becomes more promi-
nent and the circuit begins to re-
semble a low-pass filter with R, as
the series element and the dynamic
tube capacitance as the shunt ele-
ment. The filtering effect maintains
the apparent bass -treble balance at
reduced volume levels.

REFERENCES
(1) R. M. Strassner, Gas -Diode Elec-

tronic Organ, Eimeraoxics, p 70, Jan. 1951,
(2) R. H. Dorf, "Electronic Musical In-

struments", Radio Magazines, Inc., Min-
eola, N. Y., 1958.
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METEOR TRAIL IN IONOSPHERE
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FIG. 1-Overall block diagram of meteor -burst communications system shows signal
path for the detection and control of transmission, as radio waves bounce from ionized
meteor trail. Information is transmitted only during meteor -burst
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FIG. 2-Information receiver detects the
presence of a usable signal during a
meteor burst and demodulates the isk
signal information

By B. M. SIFFORD and W. R. VINCENT Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California

Meteor Bursts Provide
Meteoric -scatter propagation system synchronizes transmission of radio
waves with ionized trails of meteor particles. Meteor bursts reflect transmitted
signals and convey intelligence in vhf band for transmitter -receiver distances
up to 1,500 miles. High-speed, intermittent transmission may use recorded
voice, stored pulse or facsimile information. Advantages: wide bandwidth.
low power, information security and compact antennas

1-ROPAGATION of radio signals by
reflection from ionized meteor

trails, as shown by experimental
meteor -burst systems, such as the
Janet system pioneered by the
Canadians, and the circuits dis-
cussed in this article show that a
reliable, low -capacity communica-
tions channel can be established for
distances up to 1,500 miles.

Meteor -burst communications
permit the use of low -power trans-
mitters and low -gain antennas.
Usable frequencies up to 100 mc are
far higher than can be normally
propagated by the ionosphere. The
vhf band is not affected as severely
by ionospheric disturbances as are
h -f circuits.

Falling -Star Link

An experimental meteoric -scatter
propagation link, established be-

tween Montana State College in
Bozeman, Montana, and Stanford
Research Institute in Palo Alto,
California (830 miles apart), has
been in almost daily use since Oc-
tober, 1956. Excellent teleprinter
performance is now obtained, and
no propagation failures have been
encountered for over 18 months.

A block diagram of the meteor -
burst link is shown in Fig. 1.

Teleprinter information is trans-
mitted from Bozeman on 40 mc,
while link -control information is
transmitted back from Palo Alto si-
multaneously on 32.8 mc. The inter-
mittent meteor -burst channel is
utilized effectively only when an ac-
ceptable signal is picked up at the
receiver.

Detection and control of trans-
mitted information takes place in
three steps. First, the information

transmitter at Bozeman radiates its
40-mc c -w recognition signal. A
sensitive receiver at Palo Alto mon-
itors this frequency. During a
meteor burst, the receiver detects
the presence of a usable signal and
modulates the link -control transmit-
ter on 32.8 mc.

Finally, the Bozeman receiver
demodulates the link -control signal
from Palo Alto, and uses it to start
and stop the teleprinter modulation
of the Bozeman transmitter.

Conventional teleprinter is used.
Each character is represented by a
start pulse, five information pulses,
and a stop pulse transmitted se-
quentially. Conventional fsk modu-
lation with a frequency deviation
of 2.5 kc is used for both informa-
tion transmitter and link -con-
trol transmitter. Laboratory con-
structed 2 -kw transmitters are
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FIG. 3-Simplified schematic of burst
detector. The start -link channel indicates
when the incoming signal exceeds a
usable threshold

Equipment to study meteor auroral
reflections was constructed by Stanford
Research Institute for Rome Develop
ment Center. Griffiss Air Force Bait
Rome, New York

Communications Path
used at each terminal installation.

The power amplifier is a conven-
tional class -C push-pull amplifier
that uses a pair of 4-400A tetrodes.

During bursts, information is
transmitted from Bozeman at ten
times the normal 60 wpm rate.

Antennas

Simple three -element Yagi an-
tenna arrays are used at both ter-
minals. Transmitting and receiving
antennas are spaced about 200 feet
apart, in a line perpendicular to
their line of directivity. This spac-
ing reduces transmitter coupling
into the receiver so that simulta-
neous transmission and reception

takes place without the need of fil-
ters in the antenna feed line.

Receivers at both terminals are
similar, with the exception that the
information receiver at Palo Alto
also detects the received signal
strength in addition to demodulat-
ing the fsk information.

A block diagram of the informa-
tion receiver is shown in Fig. 2. A
cascade preamplifier with a 2-db
noise figure is followed by fre-
quency conversion to 10.7 mc. A
Collins 51J receiver, used as an i-f
stage, is followed by another con-
version to 40 kc. Filters separate
mark and space frequencies, and de-
tectors and control circuits follow.

ABOUT METEOR -BURST COMMUNICATIONS

Our earth, traveling in its orbit around the sun, sweeps up millions of meteors each day,
ranging from dust -sized particles to large bodies weighing many tons. Although few
large meteors ore intercepted by the earths upper atmosphere, showers of meteor particles
enter the E -region of the ionosphere. Meteoric collisions with the sparse upper -atmosphere
atoms, 30 to 50 miles above the earth, cause the meteors to become white hot and leave

trails of ionized meteoric and upper atmospheric particles. Ionization density of these par-
ticles is sufficient to reflect incident vhf radio waves.

Received signals from meteor bursts vary in duration from a few milliseconds up to many
seconds. Spacing between signal bursts vary from a fraction of a second to minutes. The
number of signals received vary with the time of day. The maximum number of signals occur
in the early morning, and the minimum in the evening. Although the signals are erratic in
duration, spacing and amplitude, a dependable communications path is statistically available.

Recent propagation studies, together with the general advancement in communication
knowledge, show that an intermittent system that transmits information only during the brief
intervals in which a usable reflected system is received, has many advantages

Two separate and independent
types of teletypewriter storage and
speed converters are used at the re-
ceiving terminal. One type uses a
continuous loop of magnetic tape as
the recording medium, while the
other uses magnetic cores. Storage
components are interchangeable
and the only input required for each
is the detected intermittent tele-
typewriter signal from the receiver.
Storage outputs drive conventional
60 -ma line current communications
teleprinters.

Burst Detectors

The dual-purpose detector of the
information receiver first decides
when a usable signal is received
from the transmitting station.
This rapid decision uses minimum
meteor -burst time. The receiver is
quick to detect the end of a burst to
halt information before the signal
fades below a usable level. Trans-
mitted information is detected with
minimum signal-to-noise ratio, mak-
ing full use of all available trans-
mission time.

A simplified schematic of the de-
tector is shown in Fig. 3. Outputs
of the two mark space filters are
rectified and d -c outputs are added
both destructively ( + to -), and
constructively (+ to ± ). The de -
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Oscilloscope photo of filtered and detected signal from an actual meteor burst

structively added d -c output is con-
nected to two channels. The start-
link channel indicates when the in-
coming signal exceeds a usable
threshold. The other channel sup-
plies received fsk information.

Transmission is continuous be-
tween bursts on one of the two sig-
nal frequencies. When the signal
reaches the receiving terminal at
Palo Alto with sufficient strength so
that the output of one filter exceeds
the output of the other filter by a
preset level, a signal in the link -
control circuits shifts the frequency
of the link -control transmitter.

This method of starting the link
discriminates against coherent in-
terference in both filters. The start-
link signal is also filtered with a
special diode circuit after detection.
Thus the probability of starting the
link on large impulse noise signals
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is decreased. The additional filter-
ing causes a loss of about 10 milli -
sec of transmission time.

Once information transmission
starts, the destructively added d -c
output follows the fsk signal by re-
versing polarity. Detected pulses
are regenerated by a Schmitt trig-
ger in the link -controls and sent to
the storage system. This informa-
tion is the desired intelligence.

The constructively added detector
output measures the signal level
during fsk. As the received signal
is always in one filter or the other,
detector output is independent of
the received information and is a
function only of the received signal
strength. This signal indicates
when the meteor -burst signal fades
below the stop -link threshold. Lit-
tle post -detector filtering is done on
the stop -link signal to permit rapid
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FIG. 5-Link-control block diagram.
Start and stop links are regenerated by
Schmitt trigger circuits

response to fast -fading meteor sig-
nals.

A circuit diagram of the detector
circuits is shown in Fig. 4.

Control Circuits

Signals from the link -control cir-
cuits modulate the link -control
transmitter and supply regenerate
information signals used by the
storage devices.

A block diagram of the link -con-
trol circuits is shown in Fig. 5.

Start -link and stop -link signals are
regenerated by Schmitt triggers
with separately adjusted thresh-
olds. The start -link threshold is
about 6 v. As an increasing start -
link signal goes through 6 v, a pulse
sets a flip-flop. The flip-flop output
switches the link -control transmit-
ter to the start -link frequency. Ad-
ditional start -link signals caused by
the frequency shift keying have no
effect on the flip-flop.

The stop -link trigger threshold is
adjusted to about 5 v. As the signal
fades below this level, a pulse, gen-
erated by the Schmitt trigger, sends
the flip-flop back to the stop -link
frequency. When the storage ca-
pacity is approached, a filled -stor-
age warning signal overrides the
flip-flop output through the filled
storage gate, and the link -con-
trol transmitter is immediately
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Triggers are set well above ambient noise to preclude false triggering by noise spikes

switched to the stop -link frequency.
The threshold of the fsk informa-

tion signal Schmitt trigger is ad-
justed to 0 v so that pulses are re-
generated on the basis of polarity
only and not amplitude. In the ab-
sence of a received signal, noise
coming through the filters would
trigger the circuit in a random
manner. To prevent this noise from
producing an output, the regener-
ated signal passes through the noise
gate, which is opened and closed by
the link -control signal. This insures
that there will be no information
output until the received signal ex-
ceeds the start -link threshold, at

to0
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FIG. 7 -Threshold levels of slop -link
trigger are based on known maximum
fade rate of meteor burst

which point the received signal is
large enough to control triggering
of its regenerator.

The noise gate is closed by the
stop -link signal, but only after a
time longer than the inherent delay
between the stop -link signal and
the arrival of the last information
pulse at the receiver. This delay
is a combination of the two path -
transient times, the response time
of the link -control receiver, and the
time for the transmitter to finish
sending the last character. This
total delay was found to be about
30 millisec maximum.

The link -control circuit is shown
in Fig. 6. At the transmitting ter-
minal only the differential detector
and one Schmitt trigger control the
tape recorder. Otherwise the two
link -control circuits are identical.
The threshold level of the Schmitt
trigger, set well above ambient
noise, precludes false triggering of
the transmitter modultion by noise
spikes. This circuit is also filtered
with a diode circuit, as in the start -
link of the information receiver.

A constant signal-to-noise ratio
of about 9 db gives a character -
error rate of less than one percent,

using this detection system. Infor-
mation stops before the signal-to-
noise ratio deteriorates much below
this level. The 30-millisec time re-
quired to stop arrival of informa-
tion is time anticipated by the burst
detector when the signal-to-noise
ratio will fall to 9 db. The method
of anticipation is based on the as-
sumption that meteor signals have
a finite maximum fade rate. This
known maximum fade rate estab-
lishes a minimum signal-to-noise
ratio at the end of all bursts. Ex-
trapolating back to 30 millisec can
determine the threshold level of the
stop -link trigger, see Fig. 7.

The stop -link threshold is set,
generally, at about 12 db and the
start -link threshold at about a 16
db signal-to-noise ratio.

The average information trans-
fer rate is approximately 15 wpm
with parameters used in the present
system. Character error rates were
less than 1 percent but, of these,
over 60 percent occurred at the end
of bursts.

This meteor -burst communica-
tions program is conducted under
contract with Air Force Cambridge
Research Center, AF 19 (604) -1517.
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How to Measure
Unit uses a double -mixing process and linearly transposes phase shifts accu-
mulated at 30 mc down to 2 mc where they are accurately compared against a
calibrated 2-mc reference signal. Principles can be extended to measure phase
shifts at any frequency in high -frequency range

By ALLAN NIRENBURG
Project Engineer, Department of Radar and Navigation, Airborne Instruments Laboratory, Inc., Mineola, New York

WITH THE ADVENT Of mti
radars, phase -sensitive hyper-

bolic navigation systems, Doppler
navigators, and other modern phase -
sensitive electronic systems, accu-
rate measurements of phase at all
frequencies is vital.

Below 50 mc the trombone co-
axial lines become too large to be
physically realizable, just as the
lumped parameter lines become too
small to be physically
above 5 mc. A unique method of
measuring phase shifts is therefore
required for the frequency range
of 5 to 50 mc.

Phase -Shift Measurements

Such a system has been developed
and can be explained with the
pentagrid mixer shown in Fig. 1.
The total output signal current flow-
ing at any time is a nonlinear func-
tion of the product of input signals
p (t) and q (t). The difference -
frequency term (p - q) t can be
isolated and extracted with a band-
pass filter. If input signal q(t) is
made equal to (p + k) t + 0, where
k is some arbitrary frequency and

is a phase -shift term, the output
difference -frequency term (p - q) t
is equal to frequency kt plus the
original phase -shift term 0.

Thus, a phase shift 0 at one fre-
quency (p + k)t 0 may be
linearly transposed to another fre-
quency (kt 0) with phase term 0
unaltered. Using this principle, a
recently designed system measures
phase shifts in i-f amplifiers as a
function of input signal amplitude
at frequencies in the region of 30

l's

FIG. 1-Output o pentagrid mixer Is a
nonlinear function of its two inputs

mc. It can be adapted to any fre-
quency in the 5 to 50-mc range.

The phase -measuring system
shown in the block diagram of
Fig. 2 uses a double mixing process

that linearly transposes any phase
shifts that are accumulated at 30 mc
down to 2 mc. These phase shifts
can then be accurately compared
against a calibrated 2-mc reference
signal.

A 30-mc signal feeds through a
piston attenuator into the unit be-
ing tested. The attenuator is essen-
tially a waveguide operated far be-
low its cutoff frequency, so that
attenuation is a linear function of
length and the phase shift through
it is a constant 90 deg for all
lengths. The attenuator, therefore,
exhibits no internal phase shift as
it is varied over an 80-db range.

Heterodyning the 30-mc signal
with a 2-mc reference signal yields
a signal at 32 mc. The test -unit
signal which is (30 mc + 0), where
0 is the phase shift of the unit, is
now heterodyned with the 32-mc

signal. A resulting difference fre-
quency (2 me + 0) can now be com-
pared with the 2-mc reference
signal, and the value of 0 can be
determined.

Phase shift 0 is measured by
superimposing the 2-mc reference
and the (2 mc + 0) signals on an
oscilloscope with an electronic
switch. The scope is synchronized
to the reference signal and the pat-
terns are shown in Fig.
(2 mc + 0) signal shifts in phase
while passing through the unit un-
der test, it moves across the scope
a distance proportional to 0 with
respect to the reference signal.

The reference signal remains
superimposed on the (2 mc + 0)
signal when it is shifted an amount
of calibrated variable delay line pro-
portional to the phase shift in the
unit under test. With a 0.75-psec
variable delay line whose complete
dial -face range represents 540 elec-
trical deg at 2 mc, phase shifts of
less than 1.5 deg can be resolved.

Reference Frequency

Choice of 2 mc as the reference
frequency is a compromise between
a number of opposing design con-
siderations. The reference fre-
quency must be low enough to per-
mit accurate phase -shifting by a
lumped -parameter delay line and
also low enough to permit it to be
viewed on and to synchronize a con-
ventional cro. It must be high
enough so that the (30 mc + 2 mc)
sum -frequency of interest can be
easily filtered and isolated from the
30 -me base -frequency and 28-mc
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Midfrequency Phase Shift
difference -frequency terms.

Tube V. of the instrument, shown
schematically in Fig. 4, is an oscil-
lator tuned to the 30-mc frequency
at which tests are to be conducted.
The oscillator signal is fed through
cathode follower .l7 to the atten-
uator and to the unit actually under
test. The 2-mc reference signal
generated in tube V. is fed,
through cathode follower V, to the
variable delay line and to the exter-
nal synchronization input of the
scope indicator. A sample of both
the 30 and 2-mc signals are mixed
in mixer tube V and the 32 mc
sum -frequency term is extracted
when the signal passes through two

2 -MC

OSC

SCOPE-41-
SYNC
SIG

-01 MIXER

2 -MC
CAL PHASE
SHIFTER

T2T1C

GATED

AMP

32 MC

MIXER

2 MC 0

GATED
AMP

f
DUAL TRACE
CR0 OUT

30 -MC

OSC

ATT

UNIT
UNDER
TEST

ASTABLE

MV

FIG. 2-Phase-measuring system has
two mixers that brings 30-mc input down
to 2 mc

FIG. 3-Error signal shifted in phase
with respect to reference signal (top)
and reference signal shifted into phase
with error signal by calibrated phase
shifter (bottom)
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FIG. 4-Free-running multivibrator output is R -C coupled to grids of gated amplifiers
Van and V711. Output of V11, is a composite signal

sharply -tuned band-pass filters. The
32-mc signal is mixed with the
phase shifted, 30-mc signal from
the unit under test. Mixer tube VG
mixes the signal and the resulting
difference -frequency term (2 mc
60 is amplified in V-,4. The signal
is then fed through gate V.

The 2-mc reference signal that is
passed through the variable delay
line is now amplified V. and fed
to gated amplifier V:. Both gated
amplifiers V33 and V, have a com-
mon 2,200 -ohm plate load resistor.
A square wave, generated in a
stable multivibrator V, alternately
gates the amplifiers ON. The multi -
vibrator runs free at an arbitrary
frequency many times lower than
the reference frequency of 2 mc
and couples to the gated -amplifier
grids by R -C -diode networks.

Positive portions of the square -
wave, are shunted to ground by
diodes D, and D2 and the amplifier
operates in a conventional manner.
During the negative portion of a
square wave, the diode does not con-
duct and the negative waveform

cuts off the amplifier. With alter-
nate square waves applied from the
plates of the multivibrator to both
gated amplifiers, the 2-mc reference
signal and the 2 mc + 0 phase -
shifted signal appear alternately on
the plate of V.

Composite Signal

With an oscilloscope synchronized
to the reference signal, and the
composite signal at the plate of
V fed to the vertical deflection
amplifiers of the cro, the reference
and phase shifted signals appear
superimposed; the phase -shifted
signal can be seen to shift phase
with respect to the stationary ref-
erence signal. Gain controls in both
signal amplifier channels facilitate
accurate superimposition of the sig-
nals on the scope and a trace sep-
aration control in the common
cathode circuit of the gated ampli-
fiers positions and superimposes the
dual traces.

This device was developed under
AF contract with the Cambridge
Research Center.
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Designing Noisefree
Enclosure Openings
Technique reduces interference introduced by meter and ventilation openings
in electronic equipment enclosures. When apertures are designed as wave -
guide attenuators operating below cutoff for lowest propagating frequencies,
shielding efficiencies up to 100 db are obtained

By ARNOLD L. ALBIN, Senior Engineer, Filtron Co., Inc.. Culver City, California

OPENINGS for control shafts,
meters and ventilation may

permit radiation of electromag-
netic energy from transmitters,
or introduction of spurious sig-
nals into a receiver. Interference
is reduced by designing the aper-
ture through which leakage
occurs as a waveguide-type atten-
uator.

A cutoff frequency for each
waveguide is the lowest fre-
quency at which propagation oc-
curs without attenuation. Below
cutoff, attenuation is a function
of guide length and frequency.
When an aperture is designed in
a shielding enclosure as a wave -
guide operating below cutoff for
the dominant mode or lowest
propagating frequency, theoreti-

120

z
-I 100

zi 80
0G3

60
z

t3 40

r 20

0
100 1,000 10,000

FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES

r  0.125 IN

0.25 IN

0.5 IN.

I IN.

2 IN.

FIG. 1-Attenuation of a circular wave.
guide for TEit mode. Curves continue
horizontally down to 10 mc

cal shielding efficiencies of 80 to
100 db are readily achieved.

Circular Openings
The attenuation down a wave -
guide may be found from
arEn --16/r 41- (fr/3,460), db/in. (1)

where r is the radius of the guide
and f is frequency, if the TE0,
the dominant mode in a circular
guide, is considered.

Inductance coupling causes
propagation in the TE. mode,
while capacitive coupling favors
the TM,. mode.

Because the attenuation for the
TMoi mode is greater than that of
the TE11 mode, at frequencies
well below cutoff, the design is
based on the TE. mode. Figure
1 is a set of design curves based
on Eq. 1 for circular waveguides
with r from 0.125 to 2 in.

Figure 2 is a design chart for
rectangular waveguides ranging
from 0.25 to 4 in. in width.
When the diameter of hole or
other opening is known, select
maximum frequency at which in-
terference suppression is de-
sired. From either chart select
appropriate curve. At intersec-
tion of desired frequency and at-
tenuation curve, read attenuation
in db/in. of length. Compute re-
quired length from desired value
of attenuation where 80 to 100 db

T.120

-110

ce

60
z0

z
.: 2

0
100 500 1,000 5,000 10000

FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES

FIG. 2-Attenuation of a rectangular
waveguide for TEio mode. Curves con-
tinue horizontally down to 10 mc

is suggested as an average figure.
Making the length of wave -

guide three times the diameter
for 100 db of attenuation with
circular guides and 80 db with
rectangular guides is a useful
shortcut for frequencies well be-
low cutoff.

As an example, a 1 -in. meter
opening is required in a trans-
mitter control panel. It is neces-
sary to find the required length
of the meter housing for 100 db
of attenuation. Transmitter fre-
quency is 100 mc. From Fig. 1
a = 32 db/in. at the intersection
of the 100-mc ordinate and the
curve for i-in. radius. The re-
quired length = 100 db/32 db/in.
= 3.13 in., but from the shortcut
it equals 3 x 1 = 3 in.
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KEEP UP-TO-DATE ON MAGNETICS

Now guaranteed practical inductance limits for regular
and frequency -stabilized permalloy powder cores

Call them frequency -stabilized or temperature stabilized, the
important thing about these new molybdenum permalloy
powder cores made by Magnetics, Inc., is our guarantee of
core inductance within realistic limits. You can write-right
now-for these guaranteed limits.
Filter circuit designers will take note that these guaranteed
limits for permalloy powder cores are far tighter than those
published before. Note also that they are guarantees on in-
ductance which is the parameter of chief concern to the core
user rather than on permeability.
This can save you dollars on your production line-by cut-
ting down on adjustment of number of windings on coils.

And you know, too, that temperature stabilization eliminates
difficult compensation problem's.

But did you know that we guarantee these new inductance
limits for all of our permalloy cores, whether stabilized or
not? For all the facts, write us at Magnetics, Inc., Dept. E-47,

Butler, Pennsylvania.

-,1616911P

macnEncs inc.
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

High -Frequency Phase Detector
OPERATION at higher frequencies
where stray capacitances become
significant was an important re-
quirement for a phase -sensitive de-
tector. The circuit and an adjust-
ment procedure are described that
provide optimum balance and lin-
earity with minimum complications.

One advantage of the circuit,
shown in Fig. 1, is that one ter-
minal of the three pairs for signal,
reference and output is grounded,
for both r -f and d -c. Hence, there
are no bypass capacitors to upset
symmetry and no floating coils that
require electrostatically shielded in-
ductive coupling.

Amplitude of the in -phase com-
ponent of the signal is primarily a
function of reference voltage. If
one -percent accuracy is required,
the reference should be the order of
ten times the maximum input sig-
nal. For 10 -percent accuracy, a two-
to -one ratio should be adequate. As
long as the crystal diodes are rea-
sonably symmetrical, some differ-
ence in their characteristics will
have only a minor effect on per-
formance. However, it can do no
harm to select matched diodes.

To achieve good balance, it is
necessary that the signal voltages
applied to the diodes be exactly
equal in amplitude and opposite in
phase. This requirement can be sat-
isfied most easily by making the
signal input transformer a bifilar
winding. In this type coil, inductive
coupling between the two ends is
extremely tight, and the distributed
capacitance, although large, is sym-
metrical. Because of the poor di-
electric properties of wire insula-
tion, the Q of such a coil will be
lower than that of a simple winding
of the same net inductance with the
same form diameter and wire size.
The lower Q is minor compared to
the advantage of symmetry.

In a bifilar winding for 10 mc of
above, the number of turns in the
two halves of the coil must be the
same within a small fraction of a
turn. Also, the lead lengths from
the coil to the crystals must be
equal.

The signal may be capacitively
coupled from the plate of a pentode

c,

SIG
IN BIFILAR

WINDING

FIG. 1-Bifilar winding ensures that
signal voltages applied to diodes are
equal in amplitude

to one end of the bifilar coil. The
balance is not likely to be disturbed
if capacitance added by the input
circuit is small compared to the tun-
ing capacitance in shunt with the
coil.

Two pentodes in push-pull, each
one capacitively coupled to one end
of the bifilar coil, also preserve sym-
metry. The coil should be well
shielded to prevent inductive pickup
from the reference circuit.

When reference voltage is pres-
ent, capacitors, C, and C2 charge at
opposite polarities on alternate half
cycles. If the circuit is balanced,
the d -c voltage at A will be equal
and opposite to that at B. The
potentiometer is adjusted for zero
voltage at C. With reference voltage
reduced, d -c output should stay
nulled. If it does not, asymmetry of
the diodes is indicated.

When the diodes conduct, a volt-
age at reference phase will be de-
veloped at each end of the signal
input transformer. However, this
voltage, measured with respect to
ground, has the same phase at each
end of the input transformer and
therefore is zero from end to end.

If there is an input signal but
no reference, capacitors C, and C,
again charge to equal and opposite
voltages. In this case, failure to
balance indicates asymmetry of the
input.

In normal operation with a large
reference voltage and a small signal
input, conduction of each diode is
proportional to the vector sum of
the two voltages present, phased so

that conduction of one diode is in
creased when that of the other is
decreased. The voltage at point C is
proportional to the unbalance. This
voltage will be zero when the input
and the reference are in quadrature.

This circuit has been used suc-
cessfully by the author at a fre-
quency of 16 mc in an application
where precise quantitative results
were required. No serious difficul-
ties were encountered, and it seems
reasonable to expect that the circuit
could be made to work at higher
frequencies.

This material was abstracted
from "Design and Construction
of High -Frequency Phase -Sensitive
Detectors" by the University of
California Radiation Laboratory.

Override Circuits
Are Simplified
By RONALD L. IVES Palo Alto, Calif.

INDUSTRIAL and military systems
often require that electronic control
stations be arranged so that one
station can take over system control
from another. Later control must
be restored to the original station.
The equipment must constantly give
clear indications of which station
is in control.

This operating requirement
makes necessary a system of over-
ride circuits, which all too often
consist of an array of relays and
vacuum tubes of considerable com-
plexity and maddening proneness
to trouble.

To reduce both complexity and
fallibility of override circuits and
their indicators, a group of relay -
less overrides has been developed.
The fundamental circuit, illustrat-

+6V +10V

FIG. 1-Basic override circuit will
operate with d -c. like -phased a -c. mixed
a -c and d -c and, with a capacitor, un-
like -phased a -c
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CD for the most complete line of POWER SUPPLIES

and STABILITYVIREGULATION

VOLTAGE REGULATED
POWER SUPPLIES

MODEL
OUTPUT
VOLTS

DC

OUTPUT
AMPERES

DC

OUTPUT
IMPEDANCE

OC
INC

IKC.
100KC

W

SIZE

H 0

SC -18-0.5 0-18 0-0.5 .04 .4 81/4" 4512" 135/8"

SC -18-1 0-18 0-1 .02 .2 81/4" 4512" 135/8"

SC -18-2 0-18 0-2 .01 .1 81/4" 43;2" 135/8"

SC -18-4 0-18 0-4 .005 .05 19" 31/2" 13"

SC -36-0.5 0-36 0-0.5 .08 .8 81/4" 4%2" 135/8'

SC -36.1 0-36 0-1 .04 .4 81/4" 45/:2" 13%'

SC -36-2 0-36 0-2 .02 .2 19" 31/2" 13"

SC -3672-0.5 36-72 0-0.5 .15 1.0 81/4" 4%2" 133/4"

SC -3672-1 36-72 0-1 .08 .8 19" 31/2" 13"

Patent Pending

(TUBELESS)

TRANSISTORIZED
SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTED

 REGULATION: 0.1% for line changes 105.125 volts
at any output voltage in the range minimum to maxi-
mum.

0.1% or 0.003 volt for load changes 0 to maximum
(whichever is greater) at any output voltage in the
range minimum to maximum.

IN RIPPLE: 1 my. RMS.

 RECOVERY TIME: 50 microseconds.

 STABILITY: (for 8 hours) 0.1% or 0.003 volt (which-
ever is greater).

 AMBIENT OPERATING TEMPERATURE: 50IC maximum.
Over -temperature protection provided. Unit turns off
when over temperature occurs. Power -on -off switch
on front panel resets unit.

 TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT: Output voltage changes
less than 0.05% per C.

 SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION: No fuses, circuit
breakers or relays! Designed to operate continuously
into a short circuit. Returns instantly to operating
voltage when overload is removed. Ideal for lighting
lamps and charging capacitive loads.

 OVERCURRENT CONTROL: Can be set from 0 to
120% of full load. Current is limited to preset value
for any load including short circuit.

KEPCO
LABORATORIES, INC.

13138 SANFORD AVENUE FLUSHING 55, N.Y.

INDEPENDENCE 17000

Model SC -18-2-m

*Two units mounted
Rack Adapter RA -2

 REMOTE PROGRAMMING at 1000 ohms per volt is
provided. Remote programming allows mounting a
voltage control at a remote point.

 REMOTE ERROR SIGNAL SENSING is provided
maintain stated regulation directly at load.

 CONSTANT CURRENT OPERATION: These units can
be set up for constant current operation without in-
ternal modification.

 POWER REQUIREMENTS: 105-125 volts, 5065 cycles.
400 cycle units available.

 OUTPUT TERMINATIONS: DC terminals are clearly
marked on the front panel. All terminals are isolated
from the chassis. Either positive or negative terminal
of each DC output may be grounded. A terminal is
provided for connecting to the chassis. The DC termi-
nals, the remote programming terminals and the re-
mote error signal sensing terminals are brought out
at the rear of the unit.

el CONTROLS: Power -on -off switch, one turn voltage con-
trol, on front panel. Over -current control on rear of
unit. Ten turn voltage control available on special
order.

 Continuously Variable Output Voltage. No voltage
switching.

 Suitable for square wave pulsed loading.
 Either positive or negative can be grounded.
 Units can be series connected.
 High efficiency  Low heat dissipation.
 Compact, light weight  For bench or rack use.
 Color: Gray hammertone. (Special finishes available).

ORDERING INFORMATION:
Units without meters use model numbers indicated in
table. To include meters add M to the Model No. (e.g.
SC -.18-1-M).

*Rack adapter for mounting any two 81/a" x 42" units is
available. Model No. RA2 is 51/1" high 19" wide.

*Rack adapter for mounting any one 81/4" x 4K2" unit is
available. Model No. RA3 is 51/4" high 19" wide.

AN 0.01% SERIES IS AVAILABLE IN 13 NEW MODELS
KEPCO OFFERS MORE THAN 120 STANDARD VOLTAGE REGULATED
POWER SUPPLIES COVERING A WIDE RANGE OF MAGNETIC, TUBE
AND TRANSISTOR TYPES. MOST MODELS AVAILABLE FROM STOCK.

SEND FOR BROCHURE B-587
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PRECISION
10 WATT POWER

PADS

SO OHM
IMPEDANCE

DC to 1 KMC
FREQUENCY RANGE

1 to 10 DB
ATTENUATION

Connectors: "N"
Model 10: bilateral.
Model 11, female input.
Model 12: male input

 Maximum Input VSWR. 1.15.
 Resistors: Pulsed stabilized.
 Maximum Deviation of Inser-

tion Loss from Nominal: Lt0.2
DB (indicates frequency sensitivity
and DC inaccuracyl.

 Calibration Frequencies: DC;
400 MC; 750 MC; 1000 MC.

Weinschel Engineering
10503 Metropolitan Ave., Kensington, Md.

C!71CLE 60 READERS SERVICE CARD

retinal
AUTHORIZED

DISTRIBUTORS
FOR

KURMAN
RELAYS

Pioneers in designing and manufacturing
relays for industry and Government agen-
cies since 1928. Kurman Relays are engi-
neered to the highest standards of quality
and proven for ruggedness, dependability
and long life.

SUB -MINIATURE

SENSITIVE

RELAY

SERIES T

QUALITY DESIGNED RELAYS
FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT:

 Sensitive  Polar  Telephone  Power
 Time Delay  General Purpose

Write for Catalog.
For prompt service call:

DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

minal Radio CORP

85 CORTLANDT ST.. NEW YORK 7, N.Y.  WOrth 43311

ing the principles, is shown in
Fig. 1. This arrangement will work
effectively with a d -c supply, with
like -phased a -c and with mixed a -c
and d -c. If a large capacitor is
shunted across the ground return
(shown dotted in Fig. 1), it will
also work with unlike -phased a -c.

When the main station has con-
trol, the indicator lamp labeled A
glows, and lamp B, having no
current supply, does not. The sili-
con diodes function as sneak -circuit
preventers when the supply is d -c.
When the supply is a -c, they act as
both rectifiers and sneak -circuit
preventers.

When the second station takes
control, it produces 10 volts. This
voltage, minus the drop across lamp
B and its shunt resistor and across
the silicon rectifier, raises the poten-
tial from Y to ground to more than
6 volts. Therefore, lamp A is extin-
guished since there is no longer a
potential across it.

Adjustment is simple and
straightforward. Station A is
energized, and the resistor between
Y and ground is adjusted until
lamp A has the desired brilliance.
Reducing the voltage to 0.8 of
rating apparently multiplies lamp
life by a factor of about ten without

impairing its usefulness as an indi-
cator.

Next, station B is energized, and
the resistor across lamp B is ad-
justed until the brilliance of the
lamp is satisfactory. The resistor
controls are locked, and no further
adjustment is needed.

Successive overrides can be cas-
caded by adding sections identical
to the right half of Fig. 1 to point
B. Each added section needs about
four more supply volts than the
succeeding one.

Two methods of locking out over-
ridden units have been found satis-
factory by test. The first, suitable
for systems consisting only of a
main station and one remote sta-
tion, is illustrated in Fig. 2. The
remote station control -line output,
which is five volts, is fed to one half
of a 10 -volt winding on a small
filament transformer. Output across
the whole winding is fed to lamp B.
Output from the 115 -volt winding
of this transformer is rectified and
filtered, producing approximately
150 volts of negative hold -off bias
for the main station.

When the remote station is on,
the main station pilot is out,
and the remote station pilot lamp
is lit. The operating circuits of the

Long -Range X -Rays

Peristaltic movement of a patient's intestine is viewed by doctors eight miles away in
a Montreal hospital. Closed-circuit or transmitted tv pictures of x-ray images used with a
Philips intensifier permit consultants to diagnose human ills without being on the spot

CIRCLE 24 READERS SERVICE CARD
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The

"career -curve"

of a

man named

Carter

Charlie Carter started out like a ball of
fire. First ten years - terrific! Then he
seemed to slow down. Other men -
younger newcomers - passed him by.
Why?

What happened to Charlie? Nothing.
It's what has been happening to industry.
Business has become so big and busy, it
moves too fast for men who seem satis-
fied with the status quo. Never have
management ranks been so wide open
for "get-up-and-go" men.

Look ahead, read ahead, get ahead.
Know your job inside out. Be an "au-
thority". But don't stop here. Be a grow-
ing man . . . equally knowing on the
cross -currents of other job functions
within your company - well-informed
on the working inter -relationship of all
operations - the big picture.

How can you do this comfortably?
With the business publication you have
in your hand right now. Its editors know

your field. They work in it - right at
your side. They are your eyes and ears.
They go to the places you would go if
you had the time. They look, listen,
question for you. They review, analyze,
edit . . . deliver all that is important to
you. They eliminate the non -essential
and the time -wasting. They do this fast
and accurately. And because they write
about that which is as close to you as
your own family - your future . . .

you will find your favorite McGraw-
Hill publication more and more a pleas-
ure as well as a profit to read.

The big benefit to you is simply this:
The greater time you put into reading
this magazine, the greater your gain in
"time saved". You handle your present
job faster and with far greater effective-
ness. And you reward yourself with
bonus hours of new opportunity to look
up and do something about that bigger
job ahead.

MCGRAW-HILL SPECIALIZED PUBLICATIONS
The most interesting reading for the man

most interested in moving ahead



to
make

a fast,
_accurate
contact

path
across

potentiometer
windings...

Cut potentiometer contact paths
6 to 10 times FASTER with the
S.S.WHITE Airbrasive Unit. It
gas -propels a fine stream of
abrasives to give fast, uniform,
perfectly controlled cutting ac-
tion. The cutting action will not
affect even the finest wires... or
create heat to damage wires or
surrounding varnish. Cuts lines
as fine as .008"! For more infor-
mation about this amazing new
industrial tool, ask for Bulletin
5705A.

INDUSTRIAL
AIRBRASIVE®

UNIT

S. S. WHITE INDUSTRIAL DIVISION, Dept-EU,10 E. 40th St., New York 16, N.Y.
Western Office: 1839 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

-150 V
HOLD -OFF
BIAS FOR
STATION A

O

LAMP
B

CONTROL LINE
FROM STATION B

FIG. 2-Hold-off bias of -150 volts is
developed to override unused station

INDICATOR SUPPLY

115V A -C

TO MAIN
STATION

ONE
TURN

HOLD -OFF BIAS

100K

0.5

LOCKED -OUT
INDICATOR

OPERATING
INDICATOR

TO LOADS

500 OHM
RELAY
COIL

2D21 OR
5696

CONTROL
LINE

FIG. 3-Current transformer in control
line locks out overridden station in
system with any number of stations

main station are effectively biased
off.

The second method, suitable for
any number of interlocked stations,
uses a current transformer in
the control line. The control line
from a given station draws no
current when that station is locked
out. Therefore, the current trans-
former will have output only when
the station under consideration is
actually in control. A number of
alternatives to this circuit, shown
in Fig. 3, will function as well.

As with all indicating circuits,
the problem of indicator lamp fail-
ures kept recurring. Using slightly
lower voltage for the lamps and sys-
tematically changing lamps after
about 60 percent of their probable
service life were found effective.

Two special circuits also were
found useful in permitting service
to continue despite lamp burnouts
and in indicating plainly when a
lamp did need replacement. In Fig.
4A, each of two lamps in series is
individually shunted by a resistor.
In the event of a lamp failure, the
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lamp goes out but current still flows.
In Fig. 4B, the indicator forms

one leg of a balanced bridge. The
other three legs are resistors equal
in value to the hot resistance of the
lamp. A lower current lamp, nor-
mally not lit, is connected across the
bridge. If the main lamp burns out,
current flows through the system.
The auxiliary lamp lights preserv-
ing the indicating function and pin-
pointing the trouble.

REQUIRED E r 2EL
I

(A)

REQUIRED E 2EL

I .21L
(B)

FIG. 4-Lamp failure in circuits at A
and B does not stop current flow, and
circuit at B also indicates lamp failure

Using this general type of
over -ride circuit greatly simplifies
construction and greatly reduces
maintenance time and frequency. It
also eliminates many relays, with
their attendant contact, flyback and
sneak -circuit troubles.

100 Disks Store
10 Million Units
ONE HUNDRED metal disks-spin-
ning at 1,200 rpm and capable of
storing 10 million units of infor-
mation-now operate in United
Airlines' reservation dept.

Information on 365,000 flight de-
partures annually is electronically
transferred from IBM cards and
magnetically recorded on disks,
which make up memory units of
IBM's first two production mod-
els of RAMAC-Random Access
Method for Accounting and Control.

Installation is at Stapleton Air-
field in Denver.

DU PONT
REPORTS

ON R 0
SOLVENTS

for precision -parts cleaning

Q70

New solvents by Du Pont clean with minimum
effects to elastomer and plastic parts

Now you can protect delicate, costly parts
during cleaning operations by using
"Freon" solvents. For safe cleaning of
precision parts and instruments,
Du Pont's new "Freon" solvents remove
oil and grease, yet show minimum effects
on elastomeric and plastic materials.

Chart below compares linear swell of
some commonly used plastics and elas-
tomers due to "Freon" with that caused
by other solvents. "Freon" cleans effec-
tively, yet is noncorrosive without in-
hibitors, nonflammable, and much less
toxic than ordinary solvents.

PERCENT LINEAR SWELL IN VARIOUS SOLVENTS (100 HRS. @ 130°F.)

ELASTOMERS NEOPRENE WRT OR.S BUNA-N

"Freon"-TF

"Freon"-MF

Carbon Tetrachloride

Trichlorethylene

Inhibited Methyl Chloroform

*DISSOLVED

I I

1

20% 40% 20% 40% 20% 40%

PLASTICS LINEAR POLYETHYLENE NYLON 101 EPDXY RESIN

"Freon"-Tf

"Freon"-MF

Carbon Tetrachloride

Trichlorethylene

Inhibited Methyl Chloroform

mo

NIL NIL
NIL

11

111

4% 8% 4% 8% 4% 8%

NOTE: Swelling would be approximately nil in all cases with "Freon" solvents at their boiling points. Swell-
ing would be considerably greater with all other solvents at their boiling points.

Freont solvents minimize cleaning haz-
ards. These new solvents by Du Pont offer
outstanding safety for men and equipment.
"Freon" is much less toxic than ordinary
solvents-will not burn or explode. "Freon"
is noncorrosive without inhibitors-is ex-
ceptionally stable even in the presence of
oils and water. "Freon" solvents are suit-
able for a wide range of uses where ordinary
solvents create problems of corrosion or
damage to plastics, paint and elastomers.

FREE
BOOKLET
Mail coupon for your free copy
of booklet describing proper-
ties of "Freon" solvents . . .

there's no obligation.

For your free copy of Du Pont's booklet
describing the unique properties of "Freon"
solvents, mail the coupon or write: E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), "Freon"
Products Division 528, Wilmington 98, Del.

aUPONT
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LI MG...THROUGH CHEMISTRY

tFreon is Du Pont's registered trademark for its fluorinated hydrocarbon solvents.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
"Freon" Products Division 528, Wilmington 98, Del.

Please send me your free booklet describing the unique
properties of "Freon" solvents for precision -parts cleaning.

Name
Company
Address

Position

City Zone State
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COMPONENT DESIGN

Klystron Amplifier Uses Capacitive Tuning
Its HOBERT HOCK \\ Varian

Type VA -824 klystron amplifier

NEW DESIGN of a klystron amplifier
features capacitive tuning with a
screw inserted through a broad
wall of the waveguide forming the
external cavity. The design results
in a rugged, easily tuned tube with
good thermal stability.

Tuning range is six percent in
X -band. At midband, power gains
as high as 12.5 db have been ob-
tained. Mean gain is 10 db. Satu-
rated power outputs of two to five
watts may be obtained with low

Assodatrs, Palo Alto, Calif.

voltage and current. Primarily, the
tube is aimed at service in airborne
equipment-either c -w, pulse -modu-
lated, synchrodyned or serrodyned.

Mechanical Design
Since the tube is designed for

airborne applications, the cathode
and heater connections are potted
in silicone rubber compound to pre-
vent voltage breakdown and corona
at high altitudes. Figure 1 is a
schematic sectional view of the new
VA -824. The internal cavity is

INPUT
IRIS

-MATCHING SCREWS

,TUNERS ----

CERAMIC
COUPLING
WINDOW

INPUT7"'
EXTERNAL
CAVITY

INPUT
INTERNAL CATHODE
CAVITY

COLLECTOR

CERAMIC
COUPLING
WINDOW

OUTPUT
EXTERNAL
CAVITY

OUTPUT
INTERNAL
CAVITY

FIG. 1-Sectional view of klystron

OUTPUT
IRIS

rigid -walled. It does not have a
thin -walled flexible diaphragm as
does a gap -tuned tube.

Figure 2 is a mechanical drawing
of the electron gun. A pancake
heater is held snugly against the
back of the cathode button. This
type of construction is rugged and
thermally efficient. Ceramic, rather
than glass, was chosen to enhance
further the ruggedness of the
mount. A single ceramic ring is
used for both the cathode support
and the vacuum seal. The gun has
a perveance of 2.4 micropervs. Con-
vergence is less than two because of
ion focusing.

A transmission efficiency of 65
percent is obtained through four
copper hexagonal -honeycomb grids
and the 0.185 -in. diam drift tube
which is 0.330 -in. long. At the de-
signed operating potential of 750 v,
these conditions correspond to a
power density in the beam of about
240 w/cm2 which is safely below
the power density which will melt
the copper grids.

Ceramic windows were used

Planes of Neon Lamps Display Numerals

Planes of bright neon lamps form and hold easily -read 21/2 -inch
numerals. In -line readout was designed by Computer Measure-
ments Corp, North Hollywood. Calif., for use with electronic
counters. Controller receives read -command pulses from fre-
quency counter and operates code converters at proper moment
to receive 4 -line 1-2-2-4 binary decimal code from counter. Six
code converters (right) translate input into 10 -bit code in form
of relay contact closures. Converters use unique folded relay

tree which requires fewer contacts than usual relay tree. Digit
modules use 10 -bit code to fire neon lamps in proper order for
numeral display. At end of counting cycle, memory circuit in
controller unlatches relays so they may be reset when count-
ing instrument has completed its next cycle. Displayed numer-
als will not cycle except as a test procedure. Digit modules
contain 40 long -life neon bulbs and matrix of 201 resistors on
6 component boards
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. . . two

. . . five . . . four

. . . one

. . . three

yVER.564-t

When the target is space and a million dollars' worth of missile rests idly on
the ground-not even a long countdown helps. In a showdown situation, the
successful shoot depends on the "go, no-go" type of test that pinpoints the trouble.

NEXT TIME...LOOK TO INET

FOR PRECISE GROUND POWER

This INET 400 -cycle ground power unit was
tailor-made for the Atlas. In meeting all
of Convair's specifications for pre-flight

calibration of electrical systems, the
unit operates in parallel with the missile's
power system and provides remote control

regulation. Frequency regulation is ±0.2%.
With shock load equal to a third of rated

output, frequency recovers to ± 0.2% in
0.15 seconds. Voltage regulation is

± 0.5% with recovery time at 0.30 seconds.

INET DIVISION LEACH CORPORATION

Missile men desiring a special reprint
of _the above cartoon should write to

"Count -down",
c/o het Division of Leach.

18435 SUSANA ROAD, COMPTON, CALIFORNIA
DISTRICT OFFICES AND REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF U.S. AND CANADA
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interchangeable with

many other makes

Stromberg-Carlson's new type "E"
relay combines the time -proven
characteristics of the type "A" relay
with a mounting arrangement com-
mon to many other makes.

As the sketch above shows, our
new frame mounting holes and coil
terminal spacing allow you to spec-
ify these relays-of "telephone qual-
ity"-interchangeably with brands
you have been using. Costs are com-
petitive and expanded production
means prompt delivery.

Welcome engineering features of
the new "E" relay are-

*Contact spring assembly: maximum of 20
Form A, 18 B, 10 C per relay.

*Coil: single or double wound, with taper tab
or solder type terminals at back of relay.

* Operating voltage: 200 volts DC maximum.

You may order individual can cov-
ers in a choice of 3 sizes for the new
relay, as well as for our type "A"
and "C" relays.

For complete details and specifi-
cations on the "E" relay and other
Stromberg-Carlson relays, send for
your free copy of Catalog T -5000R.

STROMBERG-CARLSON
A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

TELECOMMUNICATION INDUSTRIAL SALES
114 CARLSON ROAD, ROCHESTER 3, N.Y.

CIRCLE 29 READERS SERVICE CARD

mounted in platinum cups. Plati-
num was chosen since it has nearly
the same coefficient of expansion as
the ceramic.

Electrical Design
Starting point for development

of the tube was the general prin-
ciple of coupled -cavity tuning as
originally applied to reflex kly-
strons.1 This principle was com-
bined with the necessity of at least

CATHODE -TO -BODY
CERAMIC INSULATOR

AND VACUUM SEAL

ANODE

PANCAKE HEATER

OXIDE -
COATED
CATHODE

GUN ALIGNING AND
SPACING CUP

FIG. 2-Electron-gun assembly

two cavities when building an am-
plifier. Figure 3 shows the tuning
curves of a tightly coupled double -
tuned cavity such as used in the
VA -824. Frequency of the internal
cavity is fixed and independent of
the tuning which affects only the
external cavity.

Because the two cavities are
heavily coupled together, the actual
tuning curves are as shown by the
solid lines. They exhibit the two
resonant frequencies that are char-
acteristic of over -coupled, double -
tuned circuits.

A third resonance at a higher fre-
quency involves the coupling net-
work between the internal and ex-
ternal cavities. Normal operating
range of a VA -824 is in the full -
wave cavity mode, where the
greatest gain is normally attained.
Useful tuning range is intimately
connected with the coupling net-
work which imposes an upper limit
on the frequency attainable. Lower
limit on the tuning range is im-
posed by the half -wave cavity mode.

A cavity mode which has one
null of the electric field at the wave -
guide -coupling iris and another null
on the other side of the drift tube
on the internal cavity is defined as

a half -wave cavity mode. If there
is an intervening null, the resultant
mode is termed a full -wave cavity
mode. For each additional null, the
higher -order cavity modes are re-
ferred to as three -halves, two -full -
wave, five -halves, etc.

Since the VA -824 operates on the
full -wave mode, a null occurs some-
where in the vicinity of the ceramic
coupling window. The half -wave
mode has an upper frequency limit
of about 9.3 kmc. The three -halves
mode has a lower limit of about 11
kmc. Because the tube is driven by
an external frequency source, it is
not necessary to provide mode sup-
pression means for the two spurious
modes. It is possible, however, to
achieve some gain in the spurious
modes if the drive frequency is ad-
justed to the frequency of a
spurious mode.

Figure 4 is a drawing of a
coupled -cavity resonator showing
the magnetic and electric field con-
figurations. From the electric field
sketch, it can be seen why the tun-
ing may be likened to capacitive
tuning. The tuning screw is near
a peak of the electric field of the
full -wavelength cavity mode.

>-

w
0
OG

THREE -HALVES -WAVE
MOD

FULL-
CAVITYWAVE

MODE

t:74, EXTERNAL,7
/ INTERNAL CAVITY

HALF -WAVE MODE

TUNING

FIG. 3-Tuning curves for tightly
coupled double -tuned cavity

Dimensions of the ceramic win-
dow and frame were initially chosen
based on results of tests which
measured the r -f transmission
through the combination in wave -
guide with a maximum of trans-
mission adjusted to occur at mid -
band.

Internal cavities are of the singly
re-entrant type. Both input and
output cavities consist of an in-
ternal and external cavity coupled
tightly by a large iris at the
vacuum seal. The internal cavity is
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lENVIINENTtas("7i ®

with Creative Imagination
probe physical universe

at Cubic Corporation

Cubic Engineers, endowed with creative imagina-
tion, successfully developed a single system for the
simultaneous tracking or guiding of five or more
anti -bomber or anti -ICBM missiles.

At Cubic Corporation creative imagination is con-
tinuing to broaden the scope and realization of such
versatile systems as MOPTAR, which is completely
mobile and capable of operating in the most stringent
missile environments.

YOU, who enjoy the creative challenge of scientific
and technical developments which probe the very
nature of the physical universe, should talk to Cubic!

Cubic Corporation RIGHT NOW affords Engineers
and Scientists the opportunity to grow and gain
added prestige in such advanced fields as:

Advanced Mathematics

RF-UHF-VHF

Antenna -Propagation

Airborne Packaging

Digital Data Handling

Electronic Circuitry

At Cubic Corporation in beautiful, equable-climated
San Diego you will be associating with a company
in which creativity is required, recognized, rewarded.

Write or phone Mr. Joseph Devlin
5575 Kearny Villa Rd.
San Diego 11, Calif.
BRowning 7-6780
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LAPP...

FOR 38 YEARS

SPECIALISTS IN

ELECTRICAL PORCELAIN

From the earliest day of radio
and radio -frequency circuits,
Lapp has pioneered the applica-
tion of electrical porcelain and
steatite to the special require-
ments of this industry. Today,
"Radio Specialties" identifies a
large and efficient department
at Lapp where hundreds of parts
for hundreds of specialized re-
quirements have been designed
and built. We welcome the op-
portunity to help you-in design
and production-with your re-
quirements for insulating parts
and associated sub -assemblies.
Write Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.,
Radio Specialties Division, 145
Sumner Street, Le Roy, N. Y.

Lapp

SIDE VIEW

OUTPUT
WAVEGUIDE

OUTPUT IRIS

TOP VIEW

rTUNING SCREW

VACUUM WINDOW

ELECTRON
GAP

DRIFT TUBE

E FIELD

H FIELD

FIG. 4-Electromagnetic fields for tube

evacuated and contains the electron
interaction gap. Since the portion
of the resonator inside the vacuum
is not tuned, it has been made rug-
ged.

The external cavity is outside
the vacuum envelope. Since it is not
evacuated, a simple rugged pro-
trusion through one wall forms a
convenient tuner. The ceramic win-
dows in the coupling irises serve as
rugged vacuum seals.

As a consequence of the external -
cavity construction, it was possible
to design the tube with good
thermal conductivity. It reaches
thermal equilibrium rapidly and
thermal compensation is achieved
easily. In terms of the change in
gain at the desired operating fre-
quency, it has been possible to
achieve temperature compensation
of less than 0.025 db/C.

Conclusion

Design of an all -ceramic klystron
to meet objectives of a medium pow-
er amplifier has resulted in tubes
with more than specified 7.8-db gain
over a 6.2 -percent range in X -band.
This was achieved by using a satis-

Reverse-Twist Cable

MM1

Multiconductor, multicolored retractible
cable manufactured by Organic Devel-
opment Corp., Garden Grove, Calif., has
its winding direction reversed in the
middle of its length. Technique elimi-
nates strain at terminals and reduces
inductive effect
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factory bandpass network between
the internal and external cavities.
For the particular distance of the
ceramic from the gap and the thick-
ness of the ceramic, there is a
unique shape and size of the iris to
result in a successful klystron am-
plifier of this type.

No magnetic focusing is neces-
sary for the tube. Weight is about
8 oz and overall dimensions are
about 1 by 2 by 3 in.

REFERENCE

(1) T. Moreno, Characteristics of Mod-
ern External Tuning Cavity Reflex Ely -
strolls, WESCON, Los Angeles, Calif.,
Aug. 1956.

Dials and Scales
Are Self -Illuminating
ELECTRICAL LUMINESCENT scale and
dial material capable of providing
its own illumination has been de-
veloped by Deutsche Philips GmbH
of Hamburg, Germany.

The sheet material is built up as
shown in Fig. 1. A layer of fluores-
cent material is located between a
layer of transparent conductive ma-
terial at the front and a layer of
nontransparent conductive material
at the back. These three layers are
sandwiched between two sheets of
glass.

3

\5 \4 220 V

FIG. 1-Laminated scale and dial mate-
rial has following layers: (1) glass front
plate, (2) transparent conductive layer,
(3) fluorescent layer, (4) nontransparent
layer of conductive material and (5)
backing plate

When the two layers of conduc-
tive material are coupled to an a -c
source, electrical fields with high
local field intensities are formed.
The fields cause high electron ac-
celeration. At each half -cycle point,
the field polarity is reversed and
the electrons give up their surplus
energy in the form of light. Using
a 220 -volt, 50 -cps source, the lami-
nated material is said to have an
indoor life of several thousand
hours.

LOW NOISE *
MINIATURE CHOPPERS

by AIRPAX
AIRPAX has developed a new series of miniature

choppers characterized by extremely low noise* level
for use in null seeking servo systems, instrument ampli-
fiers, and similar applications.

Series 2300 choppers operate from a 6.3 VOLT
400 CPS source. Permanently adjusted contacts and
AIRPAX armature design insure long life - over 5000
operational hours!

Drive coil leads are brought to top terminals mini-
mizing drive and contact circuit coupling. Choppers are
hermetically sealed for operation in any atmosphere.

Although designed for dry or nearly dry circuits
surges of 2 milliamperes at 100 volts do not change
operational characteristics!

Normal operating temperature range is - 65C to
+ 100C. Extended temperature range choppers and
variations of top terminal connectors and base headers,
are also available from stock.

* tiazafizr-vu

SERIES 2300 FOR 400 CPS

AIRPAX

ACTUAL SIZE

THE AIRPAX PRODUCTS COMPANY, CAMBRIDGE DIVISION
CAMBRIDGE, MARYLAND
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

Peg Board Photos Give Permanent Harness Guide

Mockup of wiring harness and assembly directions are photographed for files and
production use

ADJUSTABLE harness boards avoid
storage of permanent wiring boards
when harnesses must be produced
in small lots over a long period of
time. Permanent records and pro-
duction wiring guides are provided
by photos of the setups.

Convair division, General Dy-
namics Corp., San Diego, Calif., de-
vised the boards shown. The firm
had been using 1,600 feet of storage
space for the hundreds of boards
used with one airliner and would
have required more space for 865
wiring setups for a new plane.

The new boards look like a giant

cribbage board, painted gray. They
measure 2 by 8 feet. A grid of
inch peg holes is drilled in the
board, with holes K inch apart. Hole
positions are indexed by numerals
across the top and bottom of the
board and letters along the sides.

The harness is first made on the
board in the mockup department.
Serial number and assembling di-
rections such as peg positions, splic-
ing instructions, wire identifica-
tions, location of identifying tapes
and so on are printed on small
wooden slips and fixed in place on
the board.

5 by 20 inch blowup of master photo is
easily read

The setup is photographed and
the harness, pegs and directions are
stripped from the board so that it
is ready for the next mockup. Three
copies of the photograph are made.
Two go into the planning folder for
each harness and the third is sent
to tooling for later transfer to as-
sembly records.

Photo copies are 5 by 20 inches,
large enough for easy reading of
the information on the boards.
Copies are made on DuPont Chrono-
flex. It has a thin plastic base and
can be folded and unfolded often
without losing legibility.

Wiring Board Pattern Cut to Size on Film
NEGATIVES for photo -etched single
and double -sided printed wiring
boards may be prepared in the
actual board size on coated Sta-
bilene sheets made by Keufel and
Esser Co., Hoboken, N. J.

The transparent base film is cov-
ered with a strippable translucent
red coating which inhibits passage
of ultraviolet rays during board
exposure. Burroughs Corp. research
lab in Paoli, Pa., uses the following
method to prepare experimental
wiring boards:

A layout of the conductor side of
the board is made on the reverse
side of Cut 'N Strip with pencil or
ink. A grid pattern slipped under
the sheet facilitates spacing. After
the surface is laid out, the sheet
is turned red side up.

Full width conductor lines are

Coating is stripped from plastic film to produce photo -etch negative

cut with the 3 -legged tool shown,
using a straight -edge or French
curve as a guide. The tool has twin
knife points held in a metal block.
Adjusting knives in 3 block sizes
allows conductor lines to vary from
:31> inch to :1'2 inch. Plastic buttons
on the tool legs slide over the film.

The red film between the parallel

line cuts is stripped away, leaving
clear plastic in the conductor pat-
tern. If a cutting mistake is made,
the red coating can be renewed with
a touch-up dope.

Arcs and pads are cut with a
modified drop bow compass with a
center dot attachment and a tung-
sten carbide blade. The center dot
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GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEMS
A combination of most of the advanced tech-
nologies in a number of fields, the Hughes
guided missile development and study pro-
grams include Ballistic Missiles, Air -to -Air
Missiles, AICBM, and Surface -to -Air Missiles.

Diversification and expansion by the Hughes
Research & Development Laboratories into
unexplored new areas have created more en-
gineering openings than ever before existed!

Engineers or Physicists, with degrees from
accredited universities may investigate by
writing directly to:

Dr. Allen Puckett, Associate Director,

Systems Development Laboratories

r

HUGHES
Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City 22, Calf

-

Activity at the Hughes Research & Development Laboratories is spread

over a wide range of sciences. However diverse this activity-whether

interest centers on components, sub -systems, or systems themselves

-the final systems use is always a common denominator. As a result

of this view, Hughes has evolved as the West's leader in advanced

electronics.

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
Projects underway include the development of

systems capable of deflecting their signals
from meteors, artificial satellites, and even
the moon. Still another area is the develop.
ment of systems which transmit intelligence
through media impervious to radio fre-
quencies.

AIRBORNE SYSTEMS
Made up of advanced radars, computers, auto-
matic flight control, communication and nav-
igation equipment, these Hughes systems are

designed to meet the ever-increasing opera-
tional and flight demands of supersonic flight.

the [Vest's leader in advanced electronics

© 1900. HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

,Cmi1/4
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Keep equipment at peak
operating efficiency with
this New, Low -Cost
TIME TOTALIZER !

'Trademark Reg. U. S. Patent Office

 DIRECT READING COUNTER . .. accurately records oper-
ating time in hours and tenths up to 9,999.9.

 SMALLER, LIGHTER . . . than any other commercial unit.
Weighs 5 ounces. Overall length only 21/2".

 RUGGED . . . withstands heavy shock and vibration. Oper-
ates over a temperature range from -55°C to +71°C.
Case is dust -tight and oil -tight.

 LOW POWER REQUIREMENT .. . 2.5 watts at 120 vac.
 COMPLETELY DEPENDABLE . . . utilizes the well known

Haydon Timing Motor.
 AVAILABLE . . . for 60 cycle operation at 120 or 240 vac.
The low cost of this new Series ED -71 Elapsed Time Indi-
cator makes it possible to provide an economical, accurate
record of operating time for machine tools, communications
equipment and practically any other type of industrial or
commercial installation. Insures accurate scheduling of main-
tenance, tool changes and parts replacement. Helps to keep
operating efficiency at a maximum . . . operating and mainte-
nance costs at a minimum. Other Haydon Elapsed Time Indi-
cators of similar size and weight are available for military
applications.

WRITE NOW FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

IAT TORRINGTON
Haydon

DIVISION OF
GENERAL TIME CORPORATION

2432 EAST ELM STREET
TORRINGTON, CONNECTICUT

HEADQUARTERS FOR TIMING

is a guide for drilling holes. The
dot is made by a sleeve cutter on
the compass center post. Where a
hole, but not a pad, is desired, the
sleeve cutter is used and the dot
stripped off so the hole location will
appear as a small island of copper
on the finished board.

Cutting tool scribes parallel lines

Double -sided boards can be made
from a layout on one sheet of film.
The pattern of one side is drawn
with solid lines and the other side
with dotted lines. Hole locations
for both sides have common center
points.

The front side of the board is
then cut on the red surface of the
sheet on which the layout is made.
The under side is cut on a second
sheet placed with its layout side
against the layout side of the first
sheet, so the red. is up.

The conductor lines may be cut
with an ordinary knife, but the edge
definition and the uniformity of the
conductors will probably suffer.

Fixture Design Makes
Wire Assembly Easier
WIRING ASSEMBLY fixture with sheet
metal slots and stalls enables as-
semblers to organize their work
better, saves bench space and is
easier to work with, reports United
Controls Corp., Seattle, Wash.

The firm uses the fixture shown
in production of a missile change-
over switch assembly. The assembly
consists of 111 wires which are
soldered to 3 connectors, bundled
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Slots keep wires sorted out after solder-
ing to connectors

and lugged to 32 switches.
Base of the fixture is a plate rest-

ing on triangular supports at right
and left edges. The back leg of the
triangle is 2 pieces connected by a
wing nut so that the slope can be
adjusted. The connectors, in an end
plate which becomes part of the
final assembly, rest in a holder at
the bottom of the plate.

Three groups of wire channels
are provided. One group, above the
connectors, holds the wires for the
top switches. This group is
mounted on pegs to provide clear-
ance for the 2 other groups of chan-
nels, which are riveted to the main
plate. The latter run diagonally
from the connectors and hold the
wires for the lower switches. Hold-
ing stalls are placed alongside the
lower wire channels.

Routing directions are taped
on the fixture. Wires are color
coded and tagged with identifying
tape. Channeling and tagging
eliminates checking back on wires

Top view of wiring fixture

MARCONI'S
SPEED SSB CHECKS
HF SPECTRUM ANALYZER
Type OA 1094

The Marconi OA 1094 Analyzer

gives an immediate panoramic dis-

play of the frequency spectra of

signals in the band 3 to 30 mc. It

brings speed and convenience to the

alignment of SSB communication

transmitters and drives. Intermod-

ulation distortion, hum level and

carrier compression, the bandwidth

of FSK and on/off keyed signals-

these can all be seen at a glance and

evaluated directly against the CRT

graticule. A crystal -controlled first

local oscillator insures a drift -free

display at sweep widths as low as

100 cps. Highly -selective IF crystal

filters provide 60 db discrimination

between components as little as

60 cps apart. Please send for leaflet

B85 R/A.

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATION

.11111111,""'"'....tetet

Basic Frequency Range : 3 to 30 mc : optional LF
Extension Unit for 0 to 3 mc.
Sweep Width : Continuously variable up to 30 kc.
Sweep Duration : 0.1 to 30 sec in 6 steps.
Amplitude Measurement Range : 0 to -30 db and
-30 to -60 db relative to reference signal.
IF Bandwidths : 6, 30, and 150 cps.
CRT : 6 -inch diameter with long -persistence phosphor.

MARCONI
INSTRUMENTS

Designed and developed by
communication engineers of the
British General Post Office for
use at their HF point-to-point
transmitter stations, the 0,4 1094
is manufactured by Marconi
Instruments under GPO authority.

III CEDAR LANE

ENGLEWOOD

NEW JERSEY

Tel LOwell 7-0607

CANADA CANADIAN MARCONI CO 6035 COTE DE LIESSE MONTREAL 9

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITED ST. ALBANS HERTFORDSHIRE ENGLAND

TC85R
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(hut time
Polycrystalline

(Yttrium -Iron Garnet)
for

ISOLATORS, ROTATORS and
PA RAM ETR I( AMPLIFIERS

 Lower loss than ferrites in the
microwave region.

 Lower noise factor than ferrites.
 Narrow line -width; 55 oersteds at

9,000 mc .; 30 oersteds at 3,000 mc.
Available in Rectangular or Cylindrical shapes

Write for Prices !
MICRLIWAVIL

CHEMICALS LABORATORY, INC
282 ' 11E't YORK1.11
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$10,000 a Year Saved
with Graphic Instruments

DAYTIME POWER LOAD BEFORE
POWER SURVEY WAS BESIJDE
MAXIMUM DEMAND 910 KW

BEFORE

DAYTIME POWER LOAD
AFTER THREE YEARS WORK
MAXIMUM DEMAND 430 KW.

AFTER

Power Savings of $10,000 a year were made, as the result of a power

survey, at the same time that output increased 25%. You too can make

similar savings in your plant.

Bulletin 537-A describes this survey Ask for
IBulletin 856 tells How to Make a Plant Survey Them

"The Meter With a Record" For Over 50 Years

The ESTERLINE-ANGUS Company, Inc.
Pioneers in the Manufacture of Graphic Instruments
Dept. E, P. 0. Box 596, INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

Second fixture directs terminal attach-
ment

during assembly. Faults found in
functional testing can be localized
in a single bundle of wire.

Previously, assemblers snaked
wires between pegs on a flat fixture.
The new fixture, designed by Mrs.
Bette Koons, wire assembler, is
credited with a 30 per cent saving
in wiring time.

After assembly, the harness is
laid out on a second fixture, which
rests on top of the final assembly
chassis. Wires going to particular
switches or other components are
kept loosely bundled with tape and
terminals are attached. The fixture
is marked with terminal locations.

Sensitized Metal Is
Base for Name Plates

Negative of multiple artwork is placed
on metal sheet in printing frame

NAME PLATES, instructions and
dials may be produced with sensi-
tized metal sheet and photographic
techniques. The technique is re-
ported as suitable for short run
needs, or for quantity production
when name plate changes are fre-
quent.

The process illustrated was
adopted by Hughes Aircraft Co.,
El Segundo, Calif. It uses an an-
odized metal sheet coated with a
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Sheet of name plates is rinsed after
unexposed areas are etched off

Sheet is sheared into finished name
plates

light-sensitive, acid -resistant ink.
The material and processing chem-
icals were supplied by Miller Dial
and Name Plate Co., El Monte,
Calif.

After preparation of multiple
artwork, a composite negative or
positive is made. The negative is
placed in a printing frame in con-
tact with the Fotofoil and exposed
for one minute. The exposed sheet
is bathed in ink hardener for 45
seconds. The solution hardens ex-
posed areas of the coating and
softens unexposed areas.

A hard stream of cold water
washes the coating from unexposed
areas. The colored anodized coating
revealed is then etched away so that
printing appears as clear metal on
a colored background. After an-
other rinse, the sheet of name plates
is ready for shearing and punching.

When runs of several thousand
duplicate plates are made, Hughes
reports, two men (with assistance
of art and photographic depart-
ments) can produce 7,000 plates
daily in a working area of 48 square
feet.

late,
INSULATED

all types conforming to SPECIFICATION MIL -W -16878B

Within the wide range of insulated electronic wires ...
conforming to Specification Mil -W -16878B ...
Continental offers every type and size. Insulations in
polyvinyl ... Teflon ... Silicone Rubber ... and Nylon
assure a Continental wire to Mil -W-168788
specifications for practically every electronic operation
where moisture, high and low temperatures, and
corrosion present their problems.

Whether from stock or to your special order, Continental
insulated wire is quality engineered to precise
specifications. For help with your insulated wire
requirements, write today. Be sure to give details on
amperage, voltage, diameter limitations, and

operating temperatures.

Direct all inquiries to CONTINENTAL WIRE, Wallingford.

40'0.72rime en1"c2r1wire corporation WALLINGFORD, CONN.

YORK, PENNA.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Events Counter
two versions
THE HUNTER MFG. Co., 108 N.
Linn St., Iowa City, Iowa, is pro-
ducing two versions of its electrical
events counter. Model 122A will
count at rates up to 1,000 events
per sec, while the 122B handles up
to 2,000 events per sec. Six digits
in the model 122 permit counting

up to 999,999. A pushbutton reset
control will instantly clear all fig-
ures at any time. The unit counts
electrical pulses of at least 12 v
magnitude, with the recommended
range from 12 to 50 v. Terminals
for accepting the pulses are located
on the rear panel. The last two
figures in the count appear on glow
decade tubes. The other four digits
appear in a mechanical counter lo-

cated on the left side of the front
panel. Circle 300 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Teflon Terminals
tiny feed -through type

SEALECTRO CORP., 610 Fayette
Ave., Mamaroneck, N. Y., has de-
veloped a subminiature fced-
through Teflon terminal which
provides an excellent mechanical as
well as soldering bond especially
with finer wires. Instead of just
being wrapped around each end

lug, in this type the connecting
wire first passes through a hole and
then wraps around the lug for great-
est security. Each end lug is flatted

on both sides, rather than just plain
round, for tighter wrapping of the
wire. This type FT-SM-93 ML
measures only 0.093 in. for bushing
diameter by 0.100 in. long, or 0.380
in. overall including both end lugs.
The holed and flatted lugs provide
extra holding power where vibra-
tion and shock are vital operational
factors. Circle 301 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Voltage Regulator
fast response
SORENSEN & CO., INC., Richards
Ave., South Norwalk, Conn. Model
FRLD 750 a -c voltage regulator fea-
tures fast response and the ability
to reduce line distortion below 0.35
percent. Transients caused by line
or load changes are suppressed

than one cycle, and
regulation accuracy is within -±-0.25
percent for line and load changes
combined. Even when input dis-
tortion is above that of the normal
utility supply, its effect on the out-
put is reduced by a factor of at
least 8:1, and transient magnitude
is also reduced by the same factor.
Circle 302 on Reader Service Card.

H -V Delay Line
multitap unit
CONTROL ELECTRONICS CO., INC.,
1925 New York Ave., Huntington
Station, N. Y. The F384 h -v,
lumped constant, multitap delay

Q Meter
a -c operated
NORTH HILLS ELECTRIC CO., INC.,
402 Sagamore Ave., Mineola, N. Y.
This new Q meter provides a con-
venient method for making r -f

measurements of circuit magnifica-
tion, inductance, capacitance and

line features a 2.5 kv d -c rating and
high accuracy in its multitap posi-

power factor at frequencies between
100 kc and 100 mc. A signal from
the internal oscillator is injected
into an inductive loop across which
the voltage is metered and adjusted
to a set level. A fraction of the
loop provides a signal with low in-
put impedance to the test circuit.
The coil under test is in series

tions. It has a 66 psec total delay
with taps every 2.0 iLsee. Rise time
is approximately 10 percent of the
delay selected at any one of its 33
tap points. Impedance is 9,100
ohms. Circle 303 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.
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3 New Midget Pliers by KLEIN
Here is a new line of genuine Klein E'liers in oblique and long nosed
patterns specially designed for wiring modern electronic assemblies
or doing any close work in confined space.

These midgets are hardly longer than your favorite package of
cigarettes and their extremely small size will simplify many small
close -tolerance jobs.

Available in oblique cutting, long nose with and without knurl,
and end cutting pliers.

K T
L Mathias LEINEstablished 1857

7200 McCORMICK ROAD  CHICAGO 45, ILLINOIS

& Sons
Chicago, Ill., U.S A.

See your distributor.
No. 257-4 Oblique Cutting Plier. Size 4 in.

321.41/2 Long Nose Plier 4Y2 in.

322-41/2 (Without Knurl) 4Y2 in.

224-41/2 End Cutting Plier 41/2 in.

Available with coil spring
No. 257-4C Oblique Cutting Plier

321-41/2C Long Nose Plier
322-41/2C (Without Knurl)
224-41/2C End Cutting Plier

Free Bulletin on Klein Pliers
Bulletin 758 on Klein Pliers

sent you on request.

KlEbv,

4p Mryf

iZara,14
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in Southern California

MISSILE GUIDANCE

ENGINEERS

AIRBORNE RADAR

ENGINEERS

TELEMETERING ENGINEERS

SONAR &

ANTI-SUBMARINE

WARFARE ENGINEERS

MARINE HYDRAULIC

ENGINEERS

There are important positions

available in these small, inde-

pendent engineering groups at

Bendix-Pacific for engineers at

all levels. Bendix-Pacific is par-

ticularly interested in strong,

analytical engineers who have

the calibre and capabilities to

advance into systems engineer.

ing programs.

Please write W. C. Walker
your qualifications or fill in

the coupon and mail it today.

W. C. Walker, Engineering Employm't Mgr.
Bendix-Pacific, Bendix Aviation Corp.
11600 Sherman Way, No. Hollywood, Calif.
I am interested in (check one)
I] Electrical El Mechanical Engineering
I am a graduate engineer with_

degree.

I am not a graduate engineer but have
years experience.

Name

Address

City

Zone State

resonance with an internal low
loss, variable capacitor. The voltage
across the capacitor indicates the
Q, and is detected by a voltmeter
calibrated directly in terms of cir-
cuit magnification. The oscillator
is modulated at 60 cps 50 percent,
so that d -c amplifiers need not be
used in the voltmeter, thus elimi-
ating zero setting. Circle 304 on
Reader Service Card.

Flexible Coupling
new size added
CERTIFIED FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS,
INc., 37 North Bond St., Mt. Ver-
non, N. Y., has added a new size
flexible coupling to its line. The
5R flexible coupling is for shaft
sizes I in. to 11 in. with every
in., millimeter size, and their com-
binations inclusive. It is rated for
15 hp maximum at 1,750 rpm.
Circle 305 on Reader Service Card.

Relay
telephone type
POTTER & BRUMFIELD, INC., Prince-
ton, Ind. A miniature telephone
type relay features a push -to -release
reset lever. Designated the MA,
it operates on 2.4 w, 25 millisec
pulses and features contact arrange-
ments up to 4 pdt. It can be fur-
nished to operate on d -c voltage
or current values up to 110 v or 11
amperes. When the relay operates,

a latch lever locks the armature in
position so that the contacts re-
main transferred when power is
removed from the coil. The con-
tacts return to their original posi-
tion when the reset lever is pushed
to release the latch lever. Circle
306 on Reader Service Card.

Beam Power Tube
high-perveance
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, Harri-
son, N. J. The 7027 is a high-
perveance beam power tube for
use in push-pull power -amplifier
circuits of high-fidelity audio equip-
ment. Featuring high power sen-
sitivity and high stability, it is
capable of delivering high power
output with low distortion. For
example, two 7027's in class AB,
push-pull service with 450 v on the
plate can deliver a maximum -
signal power output of 50 w with
total harmonic distortion of only
1.5 percent. Circle 307 on Reader
Service Card.

Sweeping Oscillator
dual output
KAY ELECTRIC CO.,
Pine Brook, N. J.,
sweeping oscillator
which provides two
sweeps-high to low
high-for suppressed
quencv alignment.
Dual Radar -Sweep, the all -electronic
instrument features two individual
outputs centered at 37.5 mc. The
low -to -high sweep is from 30 mc to
45 mc; the high -to -low sweep, from
45 me to 30 inc. Unit has a built-in
age circuit that equalizes the ampli-
tudes of both sweeping outputs. A
coherent frequency excursion is
maintained in both directions to
establish a crossover point directly
at the center of the bandwidth. The

Maple Ave.,
announces a
with marks
simultaneous
and low to
carrier fre-

Called the
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instrument also presents simultan.
eusly on the oscilloscope both the
wide and narrow sweeps around a
common center. Circle 308 on
Reader Service Card.

Frequency Test Set
audio and carrier
STEWART BROTHERS, Div. of In-
strument Laboratories. 315 W.
Walton Place, Chicago 10, Ill., an-
nounces model J.1( audio and car-
rier frequency test set. Transistor
oscillator 1,000 cps
constant voltage. Output is 0,

-13, -16 db into 600 ohm line.
Output impedance is 600 ohms.
The db meter is accurate from 60
cps to 600 kc; readable from -20
to +53 dbm. Self contained loads
of 150 and 600 ohms can be
selected by switch if desired. Circle
309 on Reader Service Card.

Audio Oscillator
panel mount
WAVEFORMS, INC., 331 Sixth Ave.,
New York 14, N. Y. A new method
of instrument mounting is em-
bodied in the 510B -P oscillator.
Assembled on an oversize panel
which serves as both mounting

The amplifier
you have been waiting for...

01f11115UTIAL AMOtlilift
410611. DA  102

EPSCO DA -102

WIDE -BAND
DIFFERENTIAL

LOW-LEVEL DC AMPLIFIER
Designed for applications involving either dynamic or quasi -static
data, the Epsco DA -102 is a wide -band, chopper -stabilized, differen-
tial DC Amplifier with very high open -loop gain. The differential input
isolates the signal source, minimizing errors due to stray ground
currents, hum and pick-up.

Compare these specifications:
6.5µ volts noise at 10 KC  200,000 to 1 DC common mode rejection 
up to 50,000 to 1 AC common mode rejection  less than 2g volts per
day short term drift  3 db response at 20 KC for a gain of 1000 
0.1% stability  ±20 volts DC single -ended output up to 40 ma

output current  0, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000 gain settings

Complete specifications on request. Portable and rack mounting
models available now for immediate delivery.

EPSCO SYSTEM BUILDING BLOCKS

 low-level differential amplifiers
 high-speed electronic multiplexers
 quick -look oscillograph recorders
 voltage -digital converters
 magnetic core buffer storage units
 transistorized logic circuits

pseO- First in data control

Epsco, Incorporated, 588 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 15, Mass. For service in the West:
Epsco Service Corp. of California, 1722 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles 24, California
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If it's
TOWERS you
need, check

ROHN
\ FIRST

AMERICA'S FINEST
COMMUNICATIONS
TOWER OF ITS KIND
... WITH EXCLUSIVE
BUILT-IN ECONOMY

Reduce Costs
-by getting a tower spe-

rifirally for your job. These
towers are suitable for use
up to 300 feet guyed-or
self supporting to 50-60 ft.!
ROHN towers are in daily
use for micro -wave, radio
and dozens of all type com-
munications requirements
throughout the U. S.-at
big savings-yet more than
sio the job! Can be used for

multitude of jobs.

4/ Proven design
V -get full engineering
data to prove superiority.
Gleaming, hot -dipped gal-
vanized finish available-
stays shiny and new-no
painting needed. Design
fully tested-proved by
thousands of installations.
Easily shipped and inexpen-
sively installed. Cross pieces
form natural ladder for serv-

Special Towers
_you're invited to sub-

mit your requirements.
Towers will be built to your
specifications if practical.
Let us know your needs-
ROHN can satisfy them
BEST when it comes to
towers of this type.

Close-up of a Rohn No. 30
Tower used for radio communications.

Note guying arrangement, triangular tower
design-natural "ladder" for antenna

maintenance. This tower is easily
erected-very moderate in cost.

FREE
Send for new "Specifications &
Price" catalog for Rohn Communi-
cations Towers. Your inquiry will
receive prompt attention. Rohn
representatives are coast -to -coast to
serve you. Write-phone-wire

ROHNManufacturing Co.
I 116 Limestone, Bellevue

Peoria, Illinois
"Pioneer Manufacturers of TV and Corm

munication Towers of All Kinds.'
CIRCLE 40 READERS SERVICE CARD

72

plate and escutcheon, the total
panel area of the instrument is only
7 in. by 4.1 in. The unit can be
bolted to any panel with a cutout
of 61'A in. by 415g in. The oscillator
covers the range 18 cps to 1.1 me
and delivers 10 v output. Frequency
accuracy is 2 percent. Response is
±1 db. Price is $160. Circle 310
on Reader Service Card.

C -R Tubes

three types
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS

INC., 1740 Broadway, New York 19,
N. Y., has announced a series of
three 5 -in. crt's featuring high de-
flection sensitivity and resolution.
Type 5UP1 is characterized by
green fluorescence and medium
persistence. The 5UP7 has a blue -

white fluorescence, yellow phos-
phorescence, and long persistence
phosphor. The 5UP11 employs
blue phosphor and has a short per-
sistence. Circle 311 on Reader
Service Card.

Delay Line
145 to 1 ratio
ESC CORP., 534 Bergen Blvd.,
Palisades Park, N. J. A new
lumped -constant delay line has an
extended bandwidth. Delay -to -rise -
time ratio of 145 to 1 enables
computer engineers to design delay
line memories with 72 hit storage
capacity rather than 25. The new

August 29, 1958

unit measures 3 in. by 41 in. by
81 in. Temperature coefficient of
delay is less than 65 ppm per deg C
and can be improved considerably.
Circle 312 on Reader Service Card.

Photocells
polycrystalline
CLAIREX CORP., 50 W. 26th St..
New York 10, N. Y., announces a
series of polycrystalline photocon-
ductive cells. The elements con-
sist of photoconductive material on
one side of a ceramic wafer which is
11 in. in diameter and A in. thick.
Indium electrodes symmetrically
cover part of the surface, leaving a
sensitive area which is a rectangle
A in. long by approximately e in.
wide, with the electrodes along the
length of the sensitive area. Circle
313 on Reader Service Card.

Centrifugal Pump
miniaturized
NORTHERN RESEARCH AND ENGI-
NEERING CORP., 100 Memorial
Drive, Cambridge 42, \ lass., has
developed a miniature, high spe-
cific speed, centrifugal pump for
aircraft and missile heat transfer
and cooling systems. Life expec-
tations exceed 15,000 hr. Flow
rates in excess of two gallons per
minute and pressure exceeding 100
in. (of the fluid being pumped)
can be obtained at speeds up to

- ELECTRONICS engineering issue



10,000 rpm. Less than 6 w input
to the pump are required through
this entire range of operation. Max-
imum pump efficiency is from 3
to 40 percent at pressures of 40
to 60 in. and at wheel speeds from
8,500 to over 9,500 rpm. Circle
314 on Reader Service Card.

Solar Furnace
fully automatic
THERMAL DYNAMIC PRODUCTS,

INc., 38 NV. 53rd St., Ncw York
19, N. Y. A new and fully auto-
matic solar furnace is now available
to research laboratories, and scien-
tific and industrial testing com-
panies. Important features incor-
porated in its design include a fully
automatic electronic solar tracking
system to maintain precise align-
ment of the parabolic lens with the
sun, as well as motor driven remote
controls for sample positioning and
temperature adjustment. The solar
furnace is ideally suited for testing
materials such as those used in a
missile nose cone. It may also be
used for simulating temperature
conditions present in a nuclear re-
actor. Circle 315 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Subminiature Relay
high precision
CONIAR L LEcT RIC Co., 3349 W.
Addison St., Chicago 18, Ill. Type

From General Electric ...
PLAIN TALK ON

TANTALYTIC* CAPACITOR
AVAILABILITY

It's time for plain talk on the facts of tantalum electrolytic
capacitor availability. There is no "availability" problem
as far as General Electric is concerned.
Here's why:
 No metal shortage-Stocks of capacitor -grade tan-

talum have doubled within the past year.
 No production capability shortage-General Electric's

production facilities have tripled in the past year.
 No delivery bottlenecks-General Electric's improved

manufacturing processes and techniques have virtually
eliminated production rescheduling.

 Few military directive priorities-Since the supply of
Tantalytic capacitors has met demand, the military
requirements can be met without directive priorities.

This is why we say-now and in the future, General Elec-
tric will continue to provide Tantalytic capacitors in the
types and ratings you want-when you want them.

For specific information on Tantalytic capacitor ratings,
prices, deliveries, contact your nearest General Electric
Apparatus Sales Office or write to General Electric Co.,
Section 449-4, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

-mark
of General Electric Co.

**Trade -mark of
General Electric Co.

SOLID TANTALYTIC CAPACITORS
-for transistorized circuit appli-
cations-rated up to 60 volts,
polar units only-sizes down to
0.125 inches by 0.250 inches.

125C TANTALYTIC
CAPACITORS-for
aircraft electronic
systems - ratings
10 180 mfd, 30 to
100 volts. Sizes V: to
11/4 inches in height.
Also tubular, dou-
ble -cased units.

GENERAL

KSR** TANTA-
LYTIC CAPACI-
TORS -for mis-
siles, radar, air-
borne electronic
equipment appli-
cations -ratings
up to 3500 mfd-
three case sizes
1.375, 2, 2.5 inch-
es in height.

85C TANTALYTIC CAPACITORS
-for applications requiring high
quality but where temperatures
are less severe.

ELECTRIC
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Adds versatility, operating ease, and integrated control to
your telemetry data recording station.

The Model 7-100 combines up to four input data sources
into a composite signal for recording on a single magnetic -
tape track. Provides visual monitoring of individual inputs,
composite output, or recorder functions.

The basic MIXER MONITOR is packaged in a dual unit
with integral power supply, suitable for standard relay -rack
mounting. The dual units may be used alone or mounted
in groups, as shown, with selector switch panel and tape
recorder remote control.

For full information and prices, write for bulletin B-101,
P. 0. Box 37, Melbourne, Florida.

Personnel

Inquiries

Invited

RADIATION
INC.

MELBOURNE AND ORLANDO, FLORIDA
AVIONICS  ASTRIONICS  INSTRUMENTATION

S -M relay, less than 1 in. long and
weighing less than # oz, is designed
for control systems, computers, air-
craft, missiles and applications re-
quiring miniature size and depend-
able performance. It is designed
for continuous use in the -65 C
to +125 C temperature range. Life
expectancy is 100,000 operations
minimum, at rated load. Nominal
coil voltage is 26.5 v d -c; contact
arrangement, 2 pdt; contact rating,
2 amperes at 28 v d -c resistive
(maximum). Circle 316 on Reader
Service Card.

Positioning Towers
all -dielectric
sm. I wic-.\ I LANTA, INC.. 2162
Piedmont Road N.E., Atlanta, Ga.,
announces the series 401 model
range towers for supporting and
pu.itioning antennas, reflectors and
scale model airframes. Constructed
entirely of low dielectric constant
materials above the base unit, al-
lows reflectivity or radiation pattern
measurements to be made under
simulated free space conditions.
Other features include variable
speed drive and dual synchro posi-
tion information for both axes, op-
tional height of 8 and 16 ft by use
of an 8 ft extension section and a
load capacity of 200 lb. Circle 317
on Reader Service Card.

Trigonometric Pot
3 in., 15 turn
ANALoui 1 CONTROLS,
Roselle St., Mineola, N. 1., an-
nounces the model PT315 trigono-

39
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metric potentiometer. Developed
initially for extreme accuracy con-
version of slant range to ground
range and altitude in d -c analog
computation, these pots enable ac-

curate triangle solution over a range
of angles commonly encountered
in navigational problems. They arc
usable at conventional carrier fre-
quencies as well as d -c. The units
arc internally compensated for a

specified load so that no isolation
amplifier is required. Circle 318
on Reader Service Card.

Low Noise Amplifier
150 mc to 300 mc
II.-sr.E,r,ic. R.s, \IQ:ND, AND BRo\\
INc., Circleville Rd.. State College.
Pa., has developed a new, low noise
distributed handpass amplifier to
cover the frequency range 130 to
300 mc. It has a gain of 24 db and
a noise figure of 6 db over fre-
quency range. Design incorporates
an input network consisting of a
pair of low noise triode amplifiers
which allows for greatly improved
sensitivity and flutter response
characteristics. Subminiature com-
ponents and printed circuit tech-
niques have been employed to re-
duce weight and space required.
Circle 319 on Reader Service Card.

TWT Solenoid
light weight
NEw VoRk I RANSFORNIER CO..
INC., Alpha, N. J. The No. 39803
solenoid was designed to produce a
flux of 600 gauss for focusing travel-
ing wave tubes. The solenoid
proper is 71 in. long and has a cir-
cular opening of 1-1 in. to accept
the tube and wave guide assembly.
Weighing only 13 lb, it produces
a full flux field with a low input
power of 100 to 125 w. A small
built-in blower keeps the tempera-
ture rise to 65 C. Circle 320 on
Reader Service Card.

CARCINOTRONS

Type 0 - BROAD BAND
ELECTRONICALLY TUNED
CW OSCILLATORS

9 TYPES

A continuous

overlapping

frequency range

from 1,000
to 37,500 mcs

TYPE CO 421 U.S. PATENT PENDING

The "Carcinotron" Type "0" product line of Backward Wave Oscilla-
tors with an integral magnet is available in a series of 9 different types.
Power ratings range from approximately 5mW at 37,500 megacycles to
1500 mW at 1,000 megacycles.

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

TYPE FREQUENCY RANGE Mc/s POWER OUTPUT mW

CO 315
CO 210
CO 119
CO 94
CO 63
CO 43
CO 421
CO 2012
CO 1308

1000 - 2000
1600 - 3200
2400 - 4700
3600- 7200
4800 - 9600
7000 - 11000
8500 - 16000

15500 - 24000
23500 - 37500

200 - 1500
100- 1000
50 - 500
30- 400
20 - 200
30- 150
10- 100
10 - 100
5 - 250

The frequency of oscillation is a function of line voltage and
is continuous without dead spots or reverse frequency areas.
Tetrode structure of the gun allows for amplitude or pulse
modulated operation. Frequency modulation is obtained by
means of voltage variation with very low power requirements.

External housing is electrically grounded Forced air cooling
Filament voltage 6.3-l-5% VDC Cathode, oxide coated, indirectly heated
Filament current 3.1A Oscillator frequency independent of load

Wide tolerance for load VSWR

Small Lightweight Rugged Long Life

NOW AVAILABLE information, price and delivery

AMERICAN RADIO CO., INC:
445 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y. PLaza

 Contact us for further

Subsidiary of Compagnie Giwirale de T.S.F. (CSF) Paris, France
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CaC

YO

Specialized

FOR CHARACTER DISPLAYS

YEARS AHEAD IN DESIGN PERFORMANCE

For critical applications, many of our
customers have saved years of trial and
error in YOKE selection by specifying
Celco YOKES.

The construction of our yokes makes it
possible to achieve sensitivities, linear-
ities, responses and distortion -free de-

flecting fields not possible with the usual
types of yoke.

For precision military and commercial
displays, Celco also offers standard yokes
in 7/8", 1", 1 X6" , 2", & 1/2" CRT neck
diameters:

Write for CELCO DEFLECTION YOKE Catalogue &
Design Sheets or for immediate engineering
assistance Call your nearest CELCO Plant:

eageaelote Efefigeetial ..eadovarateed
Mahwah, N. J.

Davis 7.1123
Miami, Fla. Cucamonga, Calif.

Plaza 1.9083 Yukon 2-2688

Literature of
MATERIALS

Insulation Tubing. The William
Brand & Co., Inc., Willimantic,
Conn. A four -page publication in-
cludes samples, applicable specifi-
cations. operating temperatures,
available sizes, standard colors
stocked and a general description
of Turbo plastic and coated insula-
tion tubings. Circle 321 on Reader
Service Card.

Epoxy Resins. Marblette Corp.,
57-31 Thirtieth St., Long Island
City 1, N. Y., has published a guide
to resin selection for plastic tooling,
potting and impregnating, coating
and adhesion. Circle 322 on Reader
Service Card.

COMPONENTS

Decade Counter Tubes. Syl-
vania Electric Products Inc., 1100
Main St., Buffalo. N. Y. An
8 -page brochure lists minimum and
maximum ratings on a variety of
bidirectional counter tubes. It in-
cludes data on two new tube types,
7155 and 6476A. Circle 323 on
Reader Service Card.

High -Voltage Switch. G. H. Le-
land, Inc., 123 Webster St., Day-
ton 2, Ohio. Bulletin 158-HV
gives performance data and envi-
ronmental conditions of the
C-80333-001 hermetically sealed
high voltage rotary selector switch.
Circle 324 on Reader Service Card.

Precision Pots. Electromath
Corp., 42-14 Greenpoint Ave.,
Long Island City 4, N. Y., has
available a brochure containing
data sheets on its latest designs of
single and multiturn precision po-
tentiometers. Circle 325 on Reader
Service Card.

Transistorized Chopper. Solid
State Electronics Co., 8158 Orion
Ave., Van Nuvs, Calif., has avail-
able literature explaining the opera-
tion and application of the model
50 transistorized chopper, a solidly
encapsulated unit designed to alter-
nately connect and disconnect a
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the Week
load from a signal source. Circle
326 on Reader Service Card.

Waveguide Filters. Microphase
Corp., Box 1166, Greenwich.
Conn. Supplement 1 to Catalog
C2 illustrates typical wayeguide
r -f filters with Very sharp cutoff
and low insertion loss in the pass -
band. Circle 327 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

EQUIPMENT

Airborne Power Supply. General
Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y.
Bulletin GEC -1497 deals with a 28-
v, one -ampere unregulated trans-
former -rectifier airborne power
supply. Circle 328 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Nuclear Instruments. Hamner
Electronics Co., Inc., P. 0. Box
531, Princeton, N. J. A condensed
catalog shows the company's com-
plete line of nuclear instruments
for research and industrial control.
Circle 329 on Reader Service Card.

Sweep Signal Generator. Elec-
tronics Division, Van Norman In-
dustries Inc., 186 Granite St., Man-
chester, N. H. A four -page folder
illustrates and completely describes
model SG -132 15-400 mc vhf -uhf
sweep signal generator. Circle 330
on Reader Service Card.

FACILITIES

Precision Gears. U. S. Gear
Corp., 81 Bay State Rd., Wake-
field, Mass. A recent folder shows
the company's facilities for inspec-
tion and assembly, cutting, quality
control and machining of precision
gears. Circle 331 on Reader Service
Card.

Transistor Circuitry. Transistor
Applications, Inc., 50 Broad St..
Boston, Mass. A recent booklet
discusses the company's personnel
and facilities for work in the tran-
sistor circuitry field. A list of the
company's complete equipment is
also included. Circle 332 on
Reader Service Card.

VERSATILITY achieved by plug -ins which: ex-
tend frequency range - increase sensitivity -
measure time intervals.

FEATURES - Accuracy as high as 1 part in

1,000,000 ± 1 count using internal oscillator.
Stability long time 2 parts/million/week

short time 1 part/million/day

MEASURES Frequency - time interval - per-
iods - time and frequency ratios - frequency
drift - total events - regular or random
pulses.

VERSATILITY - provisions for printer readout;
scope connector; marker pulse output from
0.0001 to 1 sec in steps of ten; secondary
standard output frequencies 10 cps; 1 KC, 100
KC and 1 MC.

Price on application.

MODEL 140.40

MODEL 140-100

MODEL 140.1100

MODEL 120.100

Max rate: 40 kc. Input:
neg 50.150 v. Power: 6.3
vac @ 1.2 a; 300 vdc @
9 ma.

Max rate: 100 ke. Input:
neg 70.180 v. Power: 6.3
vac @ 1.2 a; 300 vdc @
14 ma.

Max rate: 1.1 mc. Input:
neg 20 v. Power: 6.3 vac
@ 1.2 a; 300 vde @ 47 ma.

Preset, 100 kc max rate. In-
put: neg 70.180 v. Power:
6.3 vac. @ 1.5 a; 300 vde
@ 17 ma.

MEASURES Frequency - time intervals - per-
iods - time and freq. ratios - freq. drift -
- total events - regular or random pulses.

10 MC Direct Reading, with frequency mea-
surements to 220 MC made simply and with
extreme accuracy with plug-in converter.

14.20A Basic Unit
14-21 Converter 100 MC
14-22 Converter 220 MC
14-23 Video Amplifier
14.24 Time Interval

Price on application

MODEL 13-20

1.1 MC DIRECT READING with automatic
placement of decimal point, no interpolation,

FEATURES - self checking of counting and
gating circuits; Accuracy -4- 1 count; stability
1 part in 106; period measurements 0 to 50
KC; time interval measurements 3 microsec-

onds to 100,000 seconds.

NORTHEASTERN ENGINEERING, INC.
25 So. Bedford St., Box 150, Manchester, N. H.
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PLANTS and PEOPLE

GE Opens New Silicone Lab
PART of the latest multimillion dol-
lar expansion of the General Elec-
tric silicone operation is a new
laboratory (picture) now being oc-
cupied in Waterford, N. Y. Expan-
sion of silicone facilities, begun in
1956, will he continued through
1958 and '59 in conjunction with
the Operation Upturn program be-
ing conducted by GE throughout
the country.

The new laboratory, a two-story
brick structure, houses complete
equipment and services required for
study of new silicone gums and
rubber compounds, silicone fluids,
resins and emulsions. Also located
there arc advance development lab-
oratories, complete library facilities,
management offices and conference
rooms.

A considerable portion of the de-
partment's analytical services will
also be performed in the new lab
as soon as supplementary equip-
ment now on order is delivered and
installed.

Major items in the Operation
Upturn program for GE silicones
are the completion and equipping
of a new process development labo-
ratory and conversion of the orig-
inal product lab into a marketing
technical center.

Charles E. Reed, department
general manager, points to this
work as excellent examples of the
major goals of the program. "New
and improved silicones and the
added values they will contribute
to products in which they arc used
will lead directly to increased sales
and employment by us and our
customers," he says.

Total costs for the current ex-
pansion of silicone facilities will ex-

ceed $5 million, reports Reed. This
figure includes the purchase of an
additional 69 acres of land acquired
at Waterford two years ago. Most
of this land has been earmarked
for growth expected in the 1960's.

ERI Gets New
Name, Functions
CHANGES in the name and func-
tions of the Engineering Research
Institute at the University of \lich-
igan were made recently. The new
name is "University of 'Michigan
Research Institute." Its functions
are broadened to include all areas
of University contract research pro-
grams. ERI research has been con-
centrated largely in engineering and
physical sciences.

The director of the institute now
will report to the vice president and
clean of faculties rather than to
the dean of the college of engi-
neering. In another change ap-
proved by the University's Board
of Regents, the Willow Run Labo-
ratories have been recognized as a
separate research unit with a direc-
tor and an executive committee.
These laboratories arc to confine
research activities to the fields of
engineering and physical sciences.

In separate actions, the board of
regents approved appointment of
Robert E. Burroughs, acting direc-
tor of ER! since March 1, 1958,
as director of the University of
Michigan Research Institute, and
of Joseph A. Boyd as director of
the Willow Run Laboratories. Both
appointments were effective July 1,
1958. Executive committees for
both units also were approved.

Society Admits
Sperry Division

\fficrican Astronautical So-
ciety announces that Sperry Gyro-
scope Co., division of Sperry Rand
Corp., has become a corporate
member of the society.

A certificate of corporate mem-
bership will be given to the Long
Island aviation electronic company
at the society's annual meeting in
December in Washington, D. C.

Advance Moody
At Beckman
APPOINTMENT of Robert E. \ I oodv
as a chief project engineer for Beck-
man/Scientific Instruments Div..
Fullerton, Calif., is announced. He
will direct research and design work
on ultraviolet spectrophotometers
and accessories.

Moody moves to the new post
from that of project engineer. Prior
to joining Beckman in 1953, he was
an electronics supervisor with Boe-
ing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas.

'Copter
New Plant

Launches

HELICOPTER delivery (picture) of
building plans by pioneer 'round -
the -world' flier Jimmie Mattcrn to
J. F. (Jack) Ray, vice president,
recently started construction in Bur-
bank, Calif., of a new General
Controls Co. Aircraft and Electron -
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***********************************************************************************

FOR 130 ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

RYAN HAS IMMEDIATE CAREER OPENINGS

IN SAN DIEGO

IN THE EXPANDING NEW FIELD OF

CONTINUOUS WAVE (CW) RADAR
TO WORK ON NEW NAVY AND ARMY CONTRACTS FOR

5frgi F=LingiBIE

DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION OF

DOPPLER NAVIGATORS

MISSILE GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

GROUND VELOCITY INDICATORS

rgMTE

CALL COLLECT NOW

JIM JACKSON AT CYPRESS 6-6681

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY
ELECTRONICS DIVISION. P.O. BOX 2308-B, SAN DIEGO 12. CALIFORNIA
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TOUGH
and tin q

save SPACE

and WEIGHT with

.-The"A. W. HAYDOWZOMPA-NY'S

Unique Line,
0.°

'I
- 
. --

RELIABLE SUB -MINIATURE....:.;

TIME DELAY RELAYS

TINY!
1 x 2 inch cross section

772 ounce basic weight

TOUGH!
Temperature: 54 C. to 85 C.
Vibration: 500 CPS, lOg
Shock: 30g

Hermetically Sealed Housings!
Direct Current or 400 Cycle Operation!

Standard or Reverse Clutching!
Custom Designed to Meet Military Specifications!

Write for Bulletin AWF1-7D-502.

QUA/ HAYDON &wove*
235 NORTH ELM STREET, WATERBURY 20, CONNECTICUT

Design and Manufacture of Electra -Mechanical Timing Devices

CIRCLE 46 READERS SERVICE CARD

RIBBONS STRIPS
of

* PURE TUNGSTEN * THORIATED TUNGSTEN
* MOLYBDENUM * SPECIAL ALLOYS

and OTHER METALS
IN

ULTRA THIN SIZES
to

TOLERANCES CLOSER THAN COMMERCIAL STANDARDS
by

OUR SPECIAL ROLLING TECHNIQUE
Note: for highly engineered applications-strips of TUNGSTEN

and some other metals can be supplied

ROLLED DOWN TO .0003 THICKNESS
Finish: Roll Finish-Black or Cleaned

 Ribbons may be supplied in Mg. weights if required

For HIGHLY ENGINEERED APPLICATIONS
DEVELOPED AND MANUFACTURED BY

1-1C ROSS CO
15 BEEKMAN ST., N. Y. 38, N Y

WOrth 2.2044
0 COrtlondt 7-0470

T ft IPHON f

ics Divisions facility. Ultimate cost
will be $5,600,000.

Ray and Mattern formally broke
ground for the first $2 million unit
of 70,000 sq ft. Mattern made
the plans delivery while hovering
over a bulldozer.

General Controls is a pioneer
in controls for aircraft and missiles
automation, with products ranging
from thermocouples to air data
computers.

Mattern said precision hovering
over the bulldozer was made possi-
ble by a new helicopter altitude
controller developed by General
Controls engineers.

It is an electronic device that
feeds signals to the cockpit that
enable the 'copter pilot to auto-
matically hold and correct the
craft's altitude within two feet.
The controller will be one of the
first products made in the new
plant.

Microtech Gets
More Space
AcQuisii ioN of an additional plant
in North Haven, Conn., is an-
nounced by Microtech, Inc., Ham-
den, Conn. Total manufacturing
space is now increased to 11,000 sq
ft. Much of the new space will be
devoted to various double ridged
waveguide programs for electronic
counter measures.

Servomechanisms
Division Moves
MECHATROL division of Servo-
mechanisms, Inc., has moved its
entire sales, engineering and manu-
facturing operations into its re-
cently completed 55,000 sq ft
building (picture) in Westbury,
L.I., N.Y. The new building will
provide the necessary room and
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ideal conditions for the manufac-
ture of Mechatrol's expanding line
of servo and control motors, tach
generators and packaged rotating
components for missile and air
frame equipment manufacturers.

Kaufman Takes
Key Post at Del
DEL ELECTRONICS CORP., Mt.
Vernon, N. Y., appoints Raymond
Kaufman (picture) to the position
of vice president and director of
research. He was formerly senior
physicist and project engineer with
the Farrand Optical Co. Inc.

Name Ogilvie
Chief Engineer
ELECTRICAL Communications, Inc..
San Francisco, Calif., has appointed
Allan R. Ogilvie (picture) chief en-
gineer.

Since relocating on the west

YOURS
for
the

ASKING

A copy of this quick -reading, 8 -page booklet is
yours for the asking. It contains many facts on the

benefits derived from your business paper and
tips on how to read more profitably. Write for the

"WHY and HOW booklet."

McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Room 2710, 330 West
42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.
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a NEW HIGHER STANDARDS

* OF UNIFORMITY AND RELIABILITY

IN BOBBIN CORESA iks

41,1

Now ultra -thin tape cores
offer greater uniformity and re-
liability than ever
before available. DYNACOR Bobbin
Cores find ideal application in critical mag-
netic shift register, switching transformer
and other logic circuits which require utmost uni-
formity in switching time and signal
to noise ratio.

...FOR COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

SEND FOR BULLETINS
Write for Bulletin DN-1000 and Engineer-
ing Data Sheets DN-1001 and DN-1002
for complete data. Address: Technical Lit-
erature Section, DYNACOR, INC., 10431
Metropolitan Ave., Kensington, Maryland.

A WHOLLY OW
SUBSIDIARY

SPRAGUE
ELECTRIC COMPANY

J

CHECK THESE FEATURES:
RIGIDLY CONTROLLED
4.79 Molybdenum Perm -
alloy Tape  Ceramic or
Stainless Steel Bobbins
 Hydrogen Atmosphere
Annealing Polyester
Tape, Polyethylene or
Nylon Protective JacketsV, 100% Tested to Cus-
tomer Specifications

NED Reliable Uniformity to
OF Rigid Performance Spec-

ifications - on order
after order-over long
periods of time.

nEmeoilf
DYNACOR, INC. 10431 METROPOLITAN AVENUE KENSINGTON, MARYLAND
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TELREX LABORATORIES
Designers and Manufacturers of

COMMERCIAL SERVICE
"BEAMED -POWER" ARRAYS

NEW "T -MATCH"
20 METER

ARRAY

Equipped
with co.

axial half -wave
balun and high effi-
ciency, compen-sated Tmatch

section. Designed for 52
ohm transmission line. Pre-
cision tuned, matched and
calibrated for easy assem-
bly at your site.

NEW CORNER
REFLECTOR

High -gain,
broad -band, uni-
directional ar-
rays for the 70
to 960 Mc range.
Excellent gain
and stable oper-
ation under se-
vere weather
conditions. Stability
results from inherent
broad -band charac
teristic of the design.

Telrex is equipped
to design and supply
to our specifications
or yours, Broad-
band or single
frequency, fixed or
rotary arrays for
communications,
FM, TV, scatter -
propagation, etc.

Consultants and
suppliers to
communication
firms, universities,
propagation ..

laboratories and the
Armed Forces.

COMMUNICATION & TV
ANTENNAS SINCE 1921

ASBURY PARK 25
NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.

Tel. PRospect 5-7252

coast over a decade ago, Ogilvie
has served as v -p of the Remler
Co., v -p of Hancock Electronics
Corp., and product manager for
Sierra Electronic Corp., a subsidi-
ary of Philco Corp.

In the cast he was associated with
RCA and was v -p and general man-
ager of the electronics division of
\ laguire Industries.

Ogilvie's new post entails respon-
sibility for the firm's research and
engineering in the fields of com-
munications signaling and indus-
trial control systems.

RCP Hires
Fellendorf
Ci.oRc F. W. 1 'ellendorf (picture)
has joined the staff of Radio City
Products Co., Inc., Easton, Pa.. as
sales and contracts manager. He
will coordinate the firm's military
products program and its growing
R&D lab. He will also be respon-
sible for selecting additional engi-
neering personnel to augment the
present technical staff.

.Prior to joining RCP, Fellen-
dorf was v -p of Instruments for Ili-
dustry, Inc., Mineola, N. Y.

Organize New
Company
I' Olt \ I I ION of NIcasurcinents Re-
search Co., Philadelphia, Pa., is an-
nounced by 0. J. R. Troup, presi-
dent of Prudential Industries Inc.
The new firm was formerly known
as the Electronics Division of At-
las Precision Products which is also
part of Prudential Industries.

Scope of operations of the new
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company includes research, design,
development and fabrication of
electronic test and measuring equip-
ment, instrumentation and con-
trol devices.

Executive Moves
James L. Anast has left the top
technical post with the Airways
Modernization Board, to accept the
position of assistant for technical
planning to the president of Lear
Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Three execs move up at Varo Mfg.
Co., Inc., Garland, Texas. Austin
N. Stanton, former president, be-
comes chairman of the board.
Robert L. Jordan is promoted from
executive vice president to presi-
dent. George F. Lewis advances
from assistant secretary to vice
president.

Kendall Clough has been named di-
rector of engineering for the Para-
plegics Mfg. Co., Inc., designers
and fabricators of electronic assem-
blies at Franklin Park, Ill. For-
merly a consultant, he will have
charge of the project engineering,
design, research and development
staff.

News of Reps
Product sales for Offner Electronics
Inc., Chicago, Ill., will be handled
in upper New York State by the
Snelling-Bogossian Co.

F -R Machine Works, Inc., Wood-
side, N. Y., appoints J. R. Danne-
miller Associates as exclusive sales
reps for precision microwave equip-
ment in Ohio, Michigan and west-
ern Pennsylvania.

Electro-Pulse, Inc., Culver City,
Calif., will be represented in west-
ern Wisconsin, western Iowa, and
Minnesota by Engineering Prod-
ucts Associates; in Texas, Okla-
homa, Louisiana, and Arkansas, by
Paul Wallace Co.

Daystrom Transicoil appoints Zak
& Cowen as its sales rep in the
states of Missouri, Kansas and east-
ern Nebraska.

Up-to-date information

and new working aids

.c in these recent McGraw-Hill books
11-1C"wiS

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS HANDBOOK, Vol. II
JUST PUBLISHED-Gives designers of military and commercial
electronic equipment data on electronic component parts to aid in
designing complex equipment for most reliable performance
under severe environmental conditions. The components covered
are power sources and converters, fuses and circuit breakers.
electrical indicating instruments, printed wiring boards, solder
and fluxes, choppers, blowers, RF transmission lines, and wave -
guides. The book emphasizes those component parts for which
coordinated tri-service military specifications have been written.
Edited by KEITH HENNEY and CRAIG WALSH, Technical Writing
Service. McGraw-Hill Book Company. Electronic Components
Laboratory, Wright Air Development Center. 359 pages, 8e T 11,
283 illustrations, $12.50.

4

HANDBOOK OF PHYSICS
JUST PUBLISHED-Comparable in treat-
ment and scope to handbooks serving other
professions, this new volume concentrates
on principles, ideas, and mathematical
methods of all branches of classical and
modern physics. It provides concise answers
to hundreds of questions in the various areas
of physical science. In addition to serving
as a check for better understanding of basic
concepts and formulas, it offers a means of
reviewing or gaining an understanding of
unfamiliar areas. Sections cover mathe-
matics, mechanics of particles and rigid
bodies, mechanics of deformable bodies, elec-
tricity and magnetism, heat and thermody-
namics, optics, atomic physics, physics of
the solid state, and nuclear physics. Pre-
pared by a Staff of Specialists. Edited by
E. U. CONDON and HUGH ODISHAW. 1504
pages, 71 x 91. 784 illustrations, $25.00.

ENGLISH -RUSSIAN RUSSIAN-ENG

JUST PUBLISHED-Here is an indispensa-
ble tool for everyone in need of quick, accu-
rate translations of electronics terms in both
English and Russian. The dictionary trans-
lates about 22,000 Russian terms and ab-
breviations into English, and 25,000 terms
from English into Russian. These rigidly
accurate and technically sound translations
were compiled from all modern sources
available in the U.S.A., U.K., and U.S.S.R.-
including many terms obtained from Soviet
factories, research institutions, and indi-

SYNTHESIS OF LINEAR
COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

JUST PUBLISHED-A newly translated
version of a classic German treatment of
network synthesis. The first part contains a
basic exposition of network analysis and
synthesis and a discussion of the image
parameter method. In the second part the
author covers the insertion parameter de-
sign method, band separation. band separa-
tion networks, and network equivalence,
along with practical design aids. Appendices
include methods of filter design with tables,
design charts, and examples ; some mathe-
matical foundations of circuit theory such as
the Tschebycheff approximation method :
and a commentary on the latest develop-
ments in network theory. By WILHELM
CABER; Edited and Supplemented by WIL-
HELM KLEIN and FRANZ M. PELZ. Translated
by GEORG E. KNAUSENBERGER, Pennsylvania
State U. see pagrs, 475 illustrations, $17.00.

r

4

GUIDED MISSILES
Operations, Design, and Theory

JUST PUBLISHED-Gives a full, authori-
tative survey of guided missiles and their
components-how they work, what goes into
them, their theoretical foundations, how
they are checked and tested, how they are
used. Prepared by Air Force specialists-
and written in uncomplicated, down-to-
earth language-this book gives you a back-
ground in fundamentals that will effectively
aid you in the design of missile components.
It offers a vast storehouse of theory, facts.
and formulas, covering aerodynamics, pro-
pulsion, instrumentation, electronic control,
and guidance systems.
Sponsored by the DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR
FORCE. 546 pages, 81 x 11, over 500 illus-
trations, $8.00.

LISH ELECTRONICS DICTIONARY
vidual seientist. Russian terms having two
spellings are given in both forms. For
terms having several different meanings.
each meaning is numbered and listed ac-
cording to frequency of usage. Peculiar
Soviet terms which strictly speaking have
no equivalent in Western terminology are
fully explained. tin extensive cross-refer-
ence system makes for quick, easy use.
Prepared by the DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY.
944 pages, 6 x 9, $8.00.

HOW TO BECOME A

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER
Shows how to get your professional en-
gineer's license more easily - how to
apply, how to take oral and written
exams. how to write experience record,
etc. Explains state laws, how exami-
ners evaluate experience, examination
room procedure, and other practical
aids. Applicable in all states. By John
D. Constance. 262 pp.. $5.50.

10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Dept. L-8-29, 327 W. 41st St., N.Y.C. 36
Send me book(s) checked below for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10 days
will remit for book(s) I keep plus few cents for delivery costs, and return unwanted
hook(s) postpaid. (We pay delivery costs if you remit with this coupon-same return
Privilege.)

Fenny & Walsh-Electr. Components Hdbk.. .(PRINT)
Vol. II. 912.50

0 Condon & Odishaw-Handbook of Physics. $25.00

0 Dept. of Air Force-Guided Missiles, $8.00

0 Dept. of Army-English Russian Russian -Eng-
lish Electronics Dictionary, $8.00

 Catter-Synthesis of Linear Comm. Networks.
$17.00 Company

0 Constance-How to Become a Prof. Engineer,
$5.50

Address

City Zone.. .State

Posit ion

For price and terms outside U. S.. write McGraw-Hill Intl., N.Y.C. L-8-29
L -J
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Using
Thermistors

Edited by

FENWAL ELECTRONICS

THERMISTOR PROBE
ASSEMBLIES

Fenwal Electronics' new thermistor
probe assemblies enormously simplify
an engineer's design and development
problems. Developed and built by
Fenwal to your specifications, each
assembly is a ready -to -use, easy -to -
handle unit incorporating all the qual-
ities that make Fenwal Electronics'
thermistors outstanding - sensitivity,
stability, reliability, fast response,
light weight, and small size.

Three examples of complete thermistor probe
assemblies Fenwol Electronics has designed and
built to customers' specifications.

Fenwal Electronics develops and
builds complete assemblies to various
configurations and temperature
ranges for specific applications. Probes
can be completely interchangeable, and
have identical resistance -temperature
characteristics.

Engineers: Fenwal Electronics now
has a thermistor kit No. G200, which
includes 12 different individually pack-
aged thermistors, each with complete
data, for development work. $19.95
f.o.b. Framingham.

Write FENWAL ELECTRONICS, INC.,
27 Mellen Street, Framingham, Mass.,
for Bulletin EM -13, describing nine of
the many thermistor probe assemblies
Fenwal Electronics can build for you.
Or write for the Fenwal Electronics
catalog (EMC -2).

Electronic..

Design - Engineering - Production
of Precision Thermistors
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NEW BOOKS

Feedback Control
Systems
By 0170 J. M. SMITH.
McGraw Hill Book Co., Inc., New
York, 1958, 694 p, $13.50.

THIS textbook is of singular signifi-
cance in the contemporary litera-
ture on feedback control systems.
Its quality is the unified result of
contents, approach and a high level
of sophistication. The material con-
tained is advanced, dealing mainly
with the optimization of feedback
system performance based upon
statistical synthesis.

Major Divisions-The book is
subdivided into four major parts,
the first of which is entitled Lin-
ear Analysis. Here is included the
normal material on transient re-
sponse, complex plane mapping
and stability criteria. A good chap-
ter introduces the concept of power
spectra and its relationship to cor-
relation functions and system de-
sign.

Part II is devoted to linear syn-
thesis; it is here that this text shows
a rapid departure from the conven-
tional approaches. A minimum er-
ror power criterion coupled with
the restrictions of physical realiz-
ability and stability in system de-
sign are examined and applied.
Spectra of servo inputs are de-
veloped, including those where
random step ramp, acceleration
and thermal noise are the reference
variable.

The design problem is given as
the prediction and generation of
the best signal to enter the unalter-
able portions of the control system.
Emphasis is also applied to the
adaptive type of system which
alters its internal parameters as a
function of changes in signal and
noise power. After specification of
closed -loop responses, the author
shows the use of the root -locus
technique for synthesizing the
open -loop transfer function based
upon closed loop criteria.

The final chapter in this part is
devoted to systems with distributed
parameters and to linear predictor
control as applied to systems of this
type.

Steady -State Nonlinear Analysis
-Part III is devoted mainly to the
application of describing function

techniques to various classes of
nonlinear systems. The method is
applied to relay servos, systems with
multilevel decision devices, systems
with saturation, dead -zones, hys-
teresis and other unilateral non-
linearities. Bilateral nonlinearities,
including backlash, velocity hys-
teresis and coulomb friction are
also treated.

Predictor Control of Nonlineari-
ties-In Part IV the advantages of
operating output transducers at
their maximum or saturated output
level is demonstrated and the de-
sign of nonlinear computers to de-
termine optimum switching and
control intervals is examined. The
method of phase plane analysis is
applied to these problems; the ac-
tion of nonlinear compensation is
also studied. Examples of predictor
control of elementary saturating
servos and of complex nonlinear
systems are given. The last chap-
ter in this section is devoted to car-
rier systems, its inclusion is appar-
ently more for the sake of com-
pleteness than continuity.

As is clearly demonstrated from
the text's coverage outlined above,
this book should be as important a
source of information for the re-
search and development engineer
in the field as for the graduate level
student in advanced feedback con-
trol. Its material is a well organ-
ized compilation of the latest tech-
niques being developed and used
in the field today. As such, it rep-
resents a worthwhile addition to
the library of the serious student
of the literature of feedback con-
trol systems.-A. E. NASHMAN, Ex-
ecutive Engineer, Federal Telecom-
munication Labs., Nutley, N. J.

THUMBNAIL REVIEWS

Dictionary of Electronics and Wave -
guides. By W. E. Clason, D. Van
Nostrand Co., Inc., Princeton, N. J.,
1957, 628 p, $17.50. Terms and
definitions in English, with equiva-
lent French, Spanish, Italian, Dutch
and Gemian terms in parallel col-
umns, are arranged across two pages.
Each English term is numbered.
Five alphabetically arranged cross-
indexes, one in each other language,
give number of equivalent English
terms.
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How to caption
an aerial photo
at JET speed!

NOW United States Air Force pilots
can record pertinent data in code and
photograph the target on the same
film-simultaneously-while flying at
jet speed!

Digital Data Recording Device, a
new development of ITT Laborato-
ries, makes this feat possible for the
first time.

This is a typical example of the
major projects continually being de-
veloped by this important domestic
division of the ITT system. Right
now our scientists and engineers are
busy in air navigation systems, mis-
sile guidance, countermeasures, com-
puters, data processing, over -the -
horizon microwave, electron tubes,
antennas, semi -conductor devices,
and many other challenging fields...
with broad opportunities for achieve-
ment, recognition, and steady growth.

Located on both coasts and in the
midwest, ITT Laboratories are out-
standing for their modern facilities

. the high quality of their leader-
ship . . . the excellence of working
conditions and benefits.

Qualified men who would like to know
more about ITT Laboratories are invited
to write to ITT Technical Placement Of-
fice, 67 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.

ITT LABORATORIES
A Division of

COMMENT

A Dropped Resistor

A reader in Palo Alto, Calif.,
forwards us this exchange of cor-
respondence:

G. B. MILLER ESQ.
RUGBY, ENGLAND

Your recent paper "Transistor
Q -Multiplier for Audio Frequen-
cies" (ELECTRONICS p 79, May 9)
was most interesting. One item in
it, however, a seeming inconsist-
ency, excites my interest. I am
unable to determine whether it is

a drafting error or whether some
new principle is involved.

In Fig. 4 (p 81) you show a
100K resistor from transistor base
to ground. This is a fairly standard
voltage -divider base connection
which keeps base bias from running
wild as the temperature changes.
In Fig. 5, however, on the same
page, bases of the three transistors
are biased through a series resistor
to the -12 -volt supply, and there
is no external voltage divider.

Is the omission of the 100K re-
sistor from base to ground a draft-
ing error, or is the GT-3 transistor
so thermally stable that a divider
is unnecessary?

RONALD L. IVES

PALO ALTO, CALIF.

Author Miller replied:

You were quite correct of course
in assuming that a drafting error
had occurred. The error was mine
and not that of ELECTRONICS. . . .

I did not spot it until the paper
was printed.

In actual fact the error is not
vital and most readers of ELEC-
TRONICS, like yourself, would have
seen that an omission had occurred.
If the circuit is built up as shown
in the figure, it will still work per-
fectly satisfactorily assuming the
full calculation is made to deter-
mine the value of the feedback re-
sistor, and trouble would only be
experienced if coils having the exact
values quoted by me were used with
the value of the resistor given in the
paper. This is a highly unlikely
contingency!

G. B. MILLER
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE

AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION
67 Broad Street  New York

BILTON, RUGBY
ENGLAND
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VITREOSIL:

I
I
I
I

FUSED QUARTZ

MEETS YOUR
CRITICAL

REQUIREMENTS

..

:

-iii1111110

CHECK WHAT VITREOSIL OFFERS:

Absolute Chemical Purity

Extreme Heat Resistance

Thermal Shock Resistance

Chemical Inertness

Outstanding Electrical Properties

Full -Range Radiant Energy
Transmission

VITREOSIL fused quartz prod-
ucts can be supplied in an un-
usually large variety of types
and sizes. Also fabricated to
specification to meet semi -con-
ductor requirements.

TRANSPARENT VITREOSIL
For ultra -violet applications,
metallurgical investigations and
processes, chemical research and
analysis, photochemistry, spec-
troscopy and physical, optical
and electrical research and pro-
duction operations. Send specifi-
cations for your requirements.
Please use coupon below.

See our ad in
Chemical Engineering Catalog

THERMAL AMERICAN
FUSED QUARTZ CO., INC.

18-20 Salem Street, Dover, New Jersey

Please send technical data on

Company
Name 8. Title

Street

City Zone_ _State__ I

I
I
I
I

NEI 1.1 1.1 J
CIRCLE 53 READERS SERVICE CARD
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

LEAD

INSTRUMENTATION
ENGINEER

To guide a Research and Development
group in the design and application of
electronic gathering and reduction sys-
tems. Required: B.S. or M.S. in E.E., plus
5 years electronics experience in telemeter
applications of flight test instrumentation
data.

GUIDANCE
DESIGN ENGINEER

To design various active and self-con-
tained missile guidance systems, and to
design and develop radar beacons. Re-
quired: E.E., or Physics Degree, plus 2 or
more years experience.

Current Vought hardware includes the F8U
jet fighter series and the Regulus guided
missiles. Among projects under way are
Dyno Soar, ASW studies, spacecraft, other
advanced weapons programs. To investi-
gate the key openings described above,
qualified engineers are invited to write
to C. A. Besio, Supervisor, Engineering
Personnel, Dept. R-9.

0114 NCI
1449.7-L7' or.'..n..4N001005110 551.45.1.00

SALES ENGINEER
WANTED

Location will be either New York City or Philadel-
phia, Pa. to sell to missile and aircraft companies
high speed relays, choppers, pressure switches and
transducers. Should have electrical engineering de-
gree although will consider mechanical engineers
who have good background in electrical field. Ex
cellent opportunity.

Write Harry E. Beane, Vice President,

THE BRISTOL COMPANY
Waterbury, Connecticut.

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

YARDNEY LABORATORIES, Inc.

Research -Design -Del elopmew

Electro-Chemical Generators of Energy

10-98 Leonard Street Worth 6-11100
New York 111, N. 1.

New Advertisements
received by September 5th will appear
in the September 26th issue subject to
space limitations.

Classified Advertising Division
ELECTRONI CS

P. 0. Box 12 New York 36, N. Y.

( n ss Ad . Uir. o/ this pill,' ie.° I ion
Sr till IO oOur 11 80 yon.

(' II 11'.1Ii() I I: .; Nt S. if iihiqein .1: 0. .

s I'll l \ : lift St.

POSITION VACANT

Manufacturer in northern New Jersey is in-
terested in obtaining outside consultant hav-
ing thorough background and experience in
design and development of delay lines and
pulse transformers. P-867:1, Electronics.

SELLING OPPORTUNITY OFFERED

Manufacturers Representative: Open terri-
tory in Florida, Alabama and Georgia fur ex-
perienced commission sales engineer. Firm
is growing and well established mid -west
manufacturer of plastic and metal electronic
wiring devices and printed circuits. RW-
5626. Electronics.

POSITION WANTED

Electronic Manufacturer desiring own trans-
former facilities; you can have bread board
samples in a few days, production quantities
scheduled to the exact minute you need them.
PW-5670, Electronics.

SELLING OPPORTUNITIES WANTED

Engineering Representative missile aircraft
and electronics. New York and Middle Atlan-
tic States. Have engineering staff for one ad-
ditional line. Over 15 yrs. successful selling
record. We are registered engineers. Con-
tact F. J. Stein, Stein & Assocs., Morton
Itldg. 220 So 16th St., Phila. 2, Pa.
Well known, aggressive rep in Chicagoland
area now seeking good industrial component
and instrument lines as well as additional
jobber and hifi lines. Staff recently supple-
mented by electronics engineer of 13 years
experience and formal education. RA -8613.
Electronics.

...willIARIP.--,4111....411111111111111111IM'....wiM111111111111.0eiRRIMM.

apP-IgmmillIP"-.....MIIIIIIPP"'006

1111PastiliM0'400
.1FP',1100'00.t.'

to"

Clip Here

An index of the professional
opportunities at General Electric is this one fact ...

G.E. spends more than 6% of its revenue for research in advanced fields -
3 times the percentage allocated by the average industrial company

For electronics the significance of this is clear when you consider the rise of the industry's sales
from S2.5 billion in 1947 to a projected $14 billion in 1958 - spurred largely by products
unknown 10 years ago.

Electronics Park is one of the centers where G -E scientists and engineers are developing new
concepts, techniques, equipment - from which come whole new G -E product lines ... whole new
G -E departments. As nuclei of these new departments our Development Personnel may follow
their creations into production phases-or they may remain to initiate other lines of advance.

Below are listed some of the areas of technical progress at Electronics Park. Why not check your
particular interest and mail the coupon to us today. A Bachelor's or Advanced Degree in Elec-
trical or Mechanical Engineering or Physics and/or experience in electronics is required for our
current openings.

TO: General Electric Company
Electronics Park, Div.27-VY
Syracuse, New York
Att: Technical Personnel Dept.

I AM INTERESTED IN
O Advanced Development
O Design
O Field Service
O Technical Writing
O Research

IN THE FIELD OF
 Military Radio & Radar
 Multiplex Microwave
 Mobile Communications
O Semiconductors
O Electronic Components
O Computers
O Missile Guidance
O Television Receivers
O Industrial Television
O Antennae
O Early Warning Systems

Name

Address

Degree

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERS

ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERS

needed at

MARTIN
New long-term develop-
ments at Martin in the
field of electronics have
created exceptional op-
portunities for top elec-
tronic engineers. At least
5 years experience re-
quired. Salaries from
$9,000 to $15,000.

Openings
in these areas:

 Circuit Design
 Systems
 Inertial Guidance
 Countermeasures
 Digital Computers
 Test EquipmentDesign

WRITE TO:

William Spangler, Manager
Professional Employment
Department E-8
The Martin Company
Baltimore 3, Md.

MARTIN
BALTIMORE

What the merger with

United Aircraft means

to an engineer joining

Norden Laboratories today
Increased Opportunities for Far -Ranging Exploratory Work in the
fields where Norden has made so many contributions:

missile & aircraft guidance, re-entry attitude control problems,
radar and communications, inertial and stellar -inertial navi-
gation, data -handling and navigation -stabilization systems,
bomb director systems, and other specialized electronic areas.

All the Long -Term Career Benefits and Unusual Growth Potential
of association with one of the country's major leaders in the devel-
opment of advanced aircraft propulsion systems.

Plus the Professionally Rewarding Norden Laboratories Way of
Working in small R&D groups...the invigorating contact with
colleagues who know - and appreciate - each other's attainments
...the challenging diversity of assignments.

Current opportunities exist at both White Plains, NY and Stamford,
Connecticut locations for work on a number of advanced projects.

RADAR & COMMUNICATIONS
Design & Development openings in the following areas:
 ANTENNAS  MICROWAVE SYSTEMS  MICROWAVE COMPONENTS 
RECEIVERS  TRANSMITTER MODULATORS  PULSE CIRCUITRY (VT
8. TRANSISTORS)  DISPLAYS  AMTI  DATA TRANSMISSION  ECM

STABILIZATION & NAVIGATION
 COMPUTING SERVOS  SERVO AMPLIFIER DESIGN

TELEVISION & PASSIVE DETECTION
TV DISPLAY CIRCUITRY  TV CAMERA CIRCUIT DESIGN
TV TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY

QUALITY ASSURANCE
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS  STANDARDS  ENVIRONMENTAL TEST

SYSTEMS
RADAR SYSTEMS

ENGINEERING DESIGN
ELECTRONIC PACKAGING MATERIALS

DIGITAL
DIGITAL (SENIOR) - DESIGN, Logical, circuit, magnetic storage

TECHNICAL EMPLOYMENT MANAGER

NORDEN LABORATORIES
NORDEN DIVISION

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
121 Westmoreland Avenue White Plains, New York

I am interested in obtaining further information on opportunities at
Norden Laboratories.

Name

Address

City 7nne State

Degree Year
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
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 If you find yourself answering
rimes to any of these questions, let us send you our new, full

color, illustrated employment brochure which explains the
challenge as well as the positions now open for PHILCO
Field Engineers. Write NOW . . . get the facts on . . .

"PHILCO ..1i at IN EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES"

PHILCO TECHREP DIVISION
Philadelphia, Pa.

ENGINEERS...

...TECHNICIANS
FIELD ASSIGNMENTS

HOME and ABROAD

with

CHRYSLER

MISSILE DIVISION

located in Suburban

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Expanding activities on our
prime ballistic missile contracts
-REDSTONE and JUPITER-
require the addition of experi-
enced technical personnel for our
Field Engineering Section at
both domestic and overseas lo-
cations.

 MISSILE TRAINERS

 INSTALLATION ENGINEERS

 ENGINEERING INSTRUCTORS

 MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS

 MANUAL COORDINATORS

Current openings include man-
agement positions on the Field
Engineering Staff in Detroit and
at various field locations.
To qualify, applicants must pos-
sess at least 2 years technical
schooling, a solid engineering
background in missiles, aircraft,
electronics, military equipment
or related missile field engineer-
ing activities and strictly mobile
for job assignments.
Candidates selected for these
positions will enjoy excellent
starting salaries, a variety of
interesting work assignments,
outstanding promotional oppor-
tunities and an unique and re-
warding field benefit program.
For further information submit
a complete resume of your quali-
fications in confidence to:

Mr. J. M. Murray

Technical Recruitment Supervisor

CHRYSLER CORPORATION
Missile Division
P. 0. Box 2628

Detroit 31, Michigan
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

As far back as 1950, G -E engineers and sci-
entists began to investigate ballistic missile
detection problems. This study program was
part of the long-term investment in elec-
tronics research undertaken by General
Electric ... an investment that is a major
factor in the selection of G. E. for such con-
tracts as the $100,000,000 plus responsibility
for high -power, long-range surveillance
radar ...BMEWS.

MISSILE DETECTION

SYSTEMS SECTION

OF GENERAL ELECTRIC

AUGMENTING

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

GROUP
Responsible for Development and Design
of Long -Range Detection Systems

NEW OPENINGS FOR ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

TO WORK ON RADAR SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

1111 Research and development of new detection techniques.

Initiation and development

Issuance of design and purchase specifications.

1111 Liaison between military; engineering and manufacturing sub -contractors.

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING
(At least 4 years' experience)
RADAR SYSTEMS  SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
DATA ANALYSIS  COMPUTER PROGRAMMING (704)
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES SYSTEMS

SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT ENGINEERING
(At least 2 years' experience)
ANTENNA DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
RF COMPONENTS DEVELOPMENT
UHF AND MICROWAVE RECEIVER DEVELOPMENT
DATA REDUCTION EQUIPMENT D&D
VIDEO DISPLAY DEVELOPMENT
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

Salaries fully competitive, commensurate with experience

Write in confidence to: MR. JAMES P. KINSELLA, Div. 27-WH

MISSILE DETECTION SYSTEMS SECTION
HEAVY MILITARY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT DEPARTMENT

GENERAL ELECTRIC
COURT STREET, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
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CLASSIFIED SEARCHLIGHT SECTION ADVERTISING
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES EQUIPMENT - USED or RESALE

RADIO RESEARCH

INSTRUMENT CO.

550
FIFTH AVE.
NEW YORK

JUDSON
6-4691

F-28/APN-19 FILTER CAVITY
Jan. spec: Tuneable 2700-2000me. 1.5db max. lo::
at ctr Oen over band. Details: Insertion loss tai
able. Single tuned filter for fred channelling in
radar beacon. Silver plated coax resonator. Inver
center tuning conductor % wavelength. New
$37.50 each.

3CM. Precision Tube Mount. Waveline model
688. X band shielded klystron mount PRD
signal generator type. Complete with variable
glass vane attenttator. Brand new. $205, Cata-
log Price. Our Price, $64.50.

TS 130/UP "L" band slotted line. Equipped with
type N fitting. Mfg. Western Electric. new, $150.
E 4 H Bends: R052 X band, $14.50 ea. 11(148 S
band, $25.00 ea.

SPERRY KLYSTRONS
8111X-32 two watts at 9-10.5KMC $425.
SMC-11A one watt at 4640-4670nic. $495.
All brand ties with PO this guarantee.

AN/APS-10 RF HEAD
'cm. 10kw output, hydrogen thyratron moil
.8 microsec., rar 30 me IF 5.5 Inc band-
width. Uses 30 tubes 3xtals plus 2J42 magne-
tron, $375 ea. Full desc. MIT. Rad. lab. series
Vol. 1 pg 616-625.

SCR 584-SKYSWEEP
ANTENNA PEDESTAL

Full azimuth and elevation sweeps, 360 degree
azimuth. 205 degree elevation. Accuracy one toil
or better in angle, 6 ft. dish, fully desc MIT, Radia-
tion Lab series Vol I pg 284 and 209. Vol 26.
PR 233. For full tracking response. Includes
pedestal drives selsyns, etc. Excellent used con-
dition. This is the first time these pedestals have
been available for Control rnnsnle. ako
in stock.

FOR SALE: COMPLE
SCR -584 30 It trailer Skysweep antenna system.

PPT indicator 4- RHI 10 cm. High
power for airway- control, missile -satellite tracking,
radio astronomy It & D. Good as new Complete.

AN/SMD-1 (AN/GMD-1) MFG
f or
G.E.

rad
rays-iion

set
sonde. 1700 Inc. Automatic tracking telemeter into.
receiving :et. 6 It dish. inel. Recording equipment.
Compl. w/serros. antplitlynes, etc.

2.5 KW PRESS WIRELESS XMTR. Type PW-
!.S1A 2-23 me. cw and freq. shift (teletype) Aro
25 XTAL channels. Complete.

3CM. KLYSTRON MOUNT
21:25-723A/B mount with cplg. to wareguide nut
and afc. Shielded incl. tuning rod. Matching tune-
able output slugs. Dual crystal mount. Pwr cable
'.1 /min. plug. Brand new. $28.50.
2 Watt X Band Power Source: mfg. Sperry. De-
livers 2 full watts RF at X band. 6 ft. rack 115v
ac input. Brand new. Also delivers 1 watt at C
hand (4000mel and 750 me rf. Price complete with
all tubes: gtd. $2500.

Zg'. RIGID COAX. 50 ohm, standard fittings,
10cm stub supported. 12 ft. lengths. Silver
Plated. New $34.50 each. 12 ft. length. Bight
angle bends $6 ea.

a" COAX MAGNETRON COUPLING. Gold
dated less 51 nut. $18.50. Brand New.
CRYSTAL MOUNT X band. Broad banded BN('
teflon) output U(139 Flange Input. Mfg. Airtron

New, $24.50.
TOPWALL HYBRID JUNCTION. 8500-960ola
Icy wg. size. Broad banded better than 16,,.
Aluminum casting. $15.00 new. Crossover out-
put, lx.5 wg size, $5.00 new.
BROAD BAND BAL MIXER using short slot
hybrid. Pound type broad band dual balanced
crystal holder, lx.5 wg size. $25.00 new.

FLEXIBLE WAVEGUIDE, lx.5 X band 9" Tech-
nieraft. New $10.00. lx.5 X band 24" Airtron.
New $21.50. 144 x %" X band 12" Western Elec.
New $19.50.
COAX MIXER ASSEMBLY 1N21 type crystal de-
tector RF to IF, 'N' fittings, matching Slug, du-
plex couplings, mfg G.E. New. $18.50.
TAPER RG51 to R052 Oki a %'''' to 1 x kf,"I
Smooth Electroform. Standard Flanges. New 511 so

3KW 400 CYCLE SOURCE
Complete generator set 115vdc 4111' motor (ea -.Ii
.tapped for standard BE or other 115v 60 cycle Ai'
motor) speed regulated. Generator output 115 volts
400 cycle single phase 17.4 amps continuous duty.
Output electronically regulated. Built to rigid US
Navy spec. In excellent used condition. A new
special price $285.00. With 115VAC 60 cycle single
phase motor $385 incl. compl. regulator THIS IS
NOT A STRIPPED SET AS SOLD ELSEWHERE.

I 'omplete with THYR regulator, motor, as sup-
plied to F. S. Nal,

TE RADAR SYSTEMS
AN MPN-1A ((('a I Ground Control Ap-

proach Radar. 30 ft trailer with
Sets precision and 10ent Search Radars as used
by CAA. Full (lest. Vol. 11 MIT Rad Lab Series
Sec 8.1'1.

SO -9 275 kw Compact wt. 488 lbs. rotating yoke
1'1'1 4, 20, SO mile range:, ideal for wrath,

torecasting. Brand nets. Fut' approled $950.

TECHNICAL SYSTEMS CORP.
12-01 43rd Ave., L. I. C. 1, N. Y.

RA 9-0652-3

TEST EQUIPMENT

AN/ARM-1 ARC -3 Test Set
AN/URM25 10K-50MC Signal Generator
AN/URM-49 400-1000 MC Signal Generator
AN/URM-6I 1.800-4000 MC Signal Generator
AN/URM-19-23 Power Bridges
AN'URM-23
AN/URM43 Power Meter
AN'URM-64 900-2100 MC Signal Generator
AN/UPM-II X -Band Range Calibrator
AN/UPM-12 X -Band V.S.W.R. Test Set
AN/UPM-15 Pulse Generator
AN/UPM-17 10-11,000 Spectrum Analyzer
AN/UPM-23
AN/UPM-33 X -Band Spectrum Analyzer
AN/FSM-TSM Crystal Test Sets
SG -1 Omni Test Set
SG -8 Noise Generator
SG -18 Pulse Generator
TS -62 X -Band Echo Box
TS -89 Voltage Divider
TS102 Radar Range Calibrator
TS -118 R -F Wattmeter
TS -I25 S -Band Wattmeter
TS -I47 X -Band Signal Generator
TS148 X -Band Spectrum Analyzer
TS -I55 S -Band Signal Generator
TS -I86 100.10,000 MC Precision Heterodyne

Freq. Meter .0029 accuracy
TS -239 Precision Pulsescope
TS -251 Lorain Range Calibrator
TS -270 S -Band Echo Box
TS -432 150KC-20MC Noise Field Meter
TS -488 X -Band Echo Box
TS -587 15.400MC Noise Field Meter
TS600. TS -606, TS -670. TS -857
LAE 520-1300 MC Signal Generate,'
LAF 90-600MC Signal Generator
LAG 1200.4000 MC Signal Generator

MANY OTHER TEST EQUIPMENTS AVAILABLE

AN/APR-4 38-4000 MC Receiver
AN/ASQ-1 Magnetometer
AN/APN-3-CPN2 Shoran
AN/ARC-27 200.400 MC Trans.-Rec.
AN/ARC-33.34 200.400 MC Trans.-Rec.
AN/ARN-14 Omni -Range
AN/ARN6 100-1750 KC Direction Finder
AN/ARN-7 100.1750 KC Direction Finder
AN/APN-22 Microwave Actineter
AN/APN-34 DME
AN/APN70 Loran
AN/CPS-5 Airport Search Radar
AN/TPS-10 3CM Height Finder
AN/APS-10 3CM Airbourne Nay. Radar
AN/APS-33 3CM Airbourne Nan. Radar
AN/PRC-6-8-910 20-55 MC F.M. Radio Sets
AN/TRC1-3-4 70-100 MC F.M. Radio Sets
AN/TRC-8 230.250 MC F.M. Radio Sets
AN/CRD-2 540 KC -30 MC Direction Finder
AN/TXC-1-RC120 Facsimile Transceivers
AN/ARC-3 100.156 MC Trans.-Rec.
SCR -399 1.5-18 MC Hi -Power Mobile Radio
BC -312.342 I.5-18MC Communication Receivers

RADIO -RADAR -JAMMING EQUIPMENT
Microwave Plumbing.R.F. Scources-Etc. If you
Need Electronic Equipment. Contact us. Many
Late Equipments Available.

ANTENNA PEDESTALS
We have Antenna Rotating Pedestals with a rapae
ity of up to 2000 lbs. Slip rings & data & take -off
system is included.

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG

T.V. RADIO STATIONS
Write for list of broadcast equip.

WANTED
Used Radio Broadcast and
TV Stations. Powers from
2.50 Watts Up.

3" Round Elapsed
Time Meter $ 1 275

PHOTO ELECTRIC

throws the switch -turns light on at
dusk .. . off at dawn. Fools burglars
who watch for signs of an Si 094

SWITCH. Darkness

,mpty house

TELECHRON Motors
I RPM ...53.95 60 RPM ...54.85

2 RPM .... 2.90 3 RPHr ... 2.85
4 RPM .... 3.90 I RP.2Hr.. 2.80
3.6 RPM... 3.15 I RPI2Hr.. 3.25

1 RPM -50 Cycles. $1.85
Laboratory Special I of Each Motor $25

GLEASON-AVERY 1800 synchronous motor
II5v 18 watt $4.50
same motor 8 RPM 8.50

HAYDON TIMING MOTORS
I Rev 4 hours 115v 51.70
I RPM 115v 60cy 2.60
I RPM 230v 60cy 1.00
2 RPM 230v 60cy 1.00
3 RPM 115v 60cy 2.60

30 RPM I I5v 60cy 2.60
450 RPM 115v 60cy 1.30
HANSEN 4RPM II5v 600y 4.24
CRAMER 4 RPM II5v 60Cy 4.65

Laboratory special 1 of each motor $16.50

RELAY CONTACT BURNISHERS .59-2 for $1.00

PM MOTORS
Made by $'375

DELCO or DIEHL
Removed front equipment

See Our Other Ad on this page

BLAN
EST. 1923

INCLUDE
POSTAGE

64 D Dey St.
New York 7,

N. Y.

Money saving prices on tubes. TV. Radio. Trans-
mitting, and Industrial Types. New. let quality,
guaranteed. Top name brands only. Government
surplus and commercial test, lab, and communica-
tions equipment in stock. Sell us your excess tubes
and equipment. Unused, clean tubes of all types
wanted. Send specific details in Brat letter. Write
for "Green Sheet" catalog 250.

BARRY ELECTRONICS CORP.
512 Broadway WA 5-7000 New York 12. N Y

GENUINE OAK WOOD

TELEPHONES!
,39.0 0 complete. Tested work

ing order *12.110. Shipments FOB
Simpson. Pa. Write for free list.

TELEPHONE ENGINEERING CO.
Dept. 8-98 Simpson. Pa.

RESISTORS & CAPACITORS
Any Types - Any Quantities

FULLY GUARANTEED

ALEXIMMA
4650 Livingston Ave. New York 71, N. Y.

Your Inquiries to Advertisers
Will Have Special Value . . .

--for you -the advertiser -and the publisher, it you
mention this publication. Advertisers value highly
this evidence of the publication you read. Satisfied
advertisers enable the publishers to secure more ad-
vertisers and -more advertisers mean more infor-
mation on more products or beter service -more
value -to YOU.

MOST POWERFUL TELECHRON
MOTOR MADE -6 watts -

1 RPM 115 110 ey.. $8.75
4 RPM 115 5 ey . . 11.50
CRAMER 44 SP]. 45 sec.
8 switch Timer with clutch
using 4 RPM 6 TELE-
CHRON Motor $17.50

see Our other Ad on This Page I

BLAN 64 D DEY ST
NEW YORK 7, N Y.
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ITT Laboratories a Division of ITT 85
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THIS IS

ZIPPERTUBING
...a method of making custom

electronic cables in seconds..
at a fraction of the cost!

MEETS

MIL

SPECS.

Now available in Vinyl, New Stretch
Vinyl, Teflon, Nylon, Mylar, Neoprene.

Major Advantages
1. Cables are made by you, on the spot,

as needed, without machinery. Pro-
duction delays eliminated.

2. New stretch compound provides
tighter jacketing.

3. Highly abrasion -resistant. Tempera.
ture range, -90°F to 450°F.

4. Eliminates expensive lacing or tying
of conductors.

5. Provides re -accessibility to conduc-
tors, or can be permanently sealed.

6. New method permits cable termina-
tion with any type of connector.

7. Sizes from 1/4" ID-continuous
lengths to 1000 ft.

8. New metal laminations for shielded
or co -axial cable construction.

9. Perforated type or molded "Vs" and
"Ts" simplify branchouts.

Important
If you design or work with electronic
cables, it will pay you to try ZIPPER.
TUBING. Field representatives are
nearby-or send for free sample and
technical literature.

Offices & Warehouses in All Principal Cities

THE ZIPPERTUBING CO.
752 So. San Pedro St.  Los Angeles 14, Calif.

TWX LA 840
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work in the fields of the future at NAA

ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERS

Work on America's most
advaneecl weapon systems

The WS -110A and WS -202A
are typical of the top-level
projects currently under way
at North American. NAA's
work on these far -advanced
weapon systems has created
outstanding career opportu-
nities for engineers qualified
in Flight Control Anal\ sis.
Reliability Analysis, Flight
Simulation, and Systems
Analysis.

We have immediate openings
in applied research on ra-
dome development, antenna
development, infrared, and
acoustics.

Minimum requirements are
actual experience plus B.S.
and advanced degrees in E.E.
and Physics.

For more information please
write to: Mr.F. H. Stevenson.
Engineering Personnel, Nortfi
American Aviation, Inc., Los
Angeles 45, California.

THE LOS ANGELES DIVISION OF

NORTH
AMERICAN
AVIATION, INC.

tsl

ROFESSIONAL SERVICES 86

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
F. J. Eberle, Business Mgr.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES...86-89

EQUIPMENT
(Used or Surplus New)
For Sale 90

WANTED
Equipment 90

ADVERTISERS INDEX

Aleximma 90

Barry Electronics Co 90

Blan 90

Bristol Company 86

Chance Vought Aircraft, Inc 86

Chrysler Corporation, Missile Division 88

General Electric Co 86, 89

Martin Company 87

Norden-Laboratory-Norden Div. United
Aircraft Corp. 87

Philco Tech Rep. Division 88

Radio Research Instrument Co. 90

Technical Systems Corp 90

Telephone Engineering Co 90

This index is published as a service. Every care is taken

to make it accurate, but ELECTRONICS assumes no
responsibilities for errors or omissions.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
NEW diffused junction

3 AMP

600 VOLT
SILICON RECTIFIERS

Your orders for 1 -to -99
quantities of TI silicon
diodes and rectifiers are
filled immediately, off-
theshelf at factory prices
for delivery within hours
when you order from
your most convenient
source ...

Available Immediately,
offtheshelf

al factory prices from

100 SIXTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 13, NEW YORK  RE 2-8600, TWO: NY 1.648

110 FEDERAL STREET
BOSTON 10, MASSACHUSETTSHU 27850, TWO BS 447U

165.08 LIBERTY AVENUE
JAMAICA 33, NEW YORK  JA 3.4600, TWX. NY 4.933

139 W. SECOND STREET
FLAINFrELD, NEW JERSEY PL 6.4718

24 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 2, NEW JERSEY MA 2.1661

WRITE OR CALL DEPARTMENT E FOR CATALOG AND

PRICE LIST. WE ARE AS (LOSE AS YOUR TELEPHONE.

CIRCLE 55 READERS SERVICE CARD

»ureit

Mc GRAW,RILI.
DIRECT MAIL LIST SERVICE

-

McGraw-Hill Moiling Lists
Will Help You

 Merchandise your advertising
 Conduct surveys

Get inquiries and leads
for your soltrnn

 Pin -point geographical
or functional groups

 Sell direct
 Build up weak territories
 Aid dealer relations

Direct Mail is a necessary supplement to
a well rounded Business Paper advertising
program.
Most progressive companies allocate a
portion of their ad budgets to this second
medium at the same time as they concen
trote on the ben business publications.
600,000 of the top buying influences in
the fields covered by the McGrawHill
publications make up our 150 mailing
lists. Pick YOUR prospects out of our
Industrial Direct Mail catalogue.

Writ* for your free copy.
It contains complete information.

August 29, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering issue



NEw TA diffused junction

3 AMP
600 VOLT
silicon rectifiers

(ACTUAL SIZE)

TI diffused junction silicon rectifiers give you full
3 -ampere output at 50°C with PIV ratings to 600
volts.

The TI diffusion process assures you of complete uniform-
ity of characteristics and provides either anode -to -stud or
cathode -to -stud polarity. Quick easy wiring into produc-
tion assemblies is additionally facilitated by the eyelet on
the top lead. All welded, rugged construction with glass -to -
metal seal provides high resistance to shock and vibration.
Check the characteristics below and specify economically
priced TI rectifiers for all your medium power applications.

Anode -to -stud units denoted by "R" suffix to type number.

maximum ratings
Peak Inverse Voltage at -65'C to +150C
*Average Rectified Forward Current at +50''C
'Average Rectified Forward Current at +150 C
'Recurrent Peak Forward Current at +50'C
Surge Current, 1 Cycle at 60 Cycles at +50'C
Operating Temperature, Ambient

specifications
Max. Full Cycle Avg. Reverse Current at +150'C
Max. Reverse Current at PIV at +25 C
Max. Forward Voltage Drop at
lb = 1 Amp at +25'C+

11411124

1N1124R
1 rit la
1N1125

11111Z5

1N1126R
1N11Z1

1N1127
1N1125

1N1128 unit

200 300 400 500 600 V

3 3 , 3 3 Amp
1 1 1 1 1 Amp
10 10 10 10 10 Amp
25 25 25 25 25 Arno

-65 to +150

03 0.3 0.3 03 03 mA

10 10 10 10 10 µA

1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 V

* Rectifier mounted on 2" x 2" Heat Sink, 1/16" aluminum

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

SEMICONDUCTOR - COMPONENTS DIVISION
POST OFFICE BOX 312  DALLAS. TEXAS

30

23

10

C
1.0

j3

available now with either
anode to stud

AVERAGE RECTIFIED FORWARD CURRENT
TEMPERATURE RATING CURVE

25 SO 13 100 125

T - AMMENT TEMPERATURE - °C
150

also immediately available in production quantities

TI 1500 VOLT RECTIFIERS
Single junction reliability assures the high reliability
your circuit

Peak Inv
Voltage

V

Fwd
Curren

mA

Recurrent
Peak

Current

1N1130* 1500 300 1A

1N1131t 1500 300 IA

1N588 1500 25 150 mA
1N589 1500 50 250 mA

* cathode -to -stud t anode -to -stud

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SALES OFFICES
DALLAS NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES

CAMDEN DAYTON DENVER

DETROIT OTTAWA PALO ALTO SYRACUSE

SAN DIEGO WALTHAM WASHINGTON D C.



These 3 New RCA
Low -Cost Computer Transistors

Can Open New Markets For You!
RCA now makes available low-cost high -quality transistors
for reliable performance in electronic computer applications!

 Can low-priced, highly -reliable
computer transistors help you ex-
pand into new markets?

 Can they enable you to profit-
ably engage in the design of com-
pact mass-produced computers?

 Are you looking for ways to re-
vise your current designs to save
costs?

If the highly desirable combination
of reliable performance and low
cost have been difficult for you to
find, investigate these three new
RCA units: RCA -2N581, RCA -
2N583, and RCA -2N585. They are
specifically designed, produced
and controlled for computer appli-
cations; life -tested for dependable
service; electrically uniform;
available in commercial quanti-
ties; and are unusually low in price.

In addition to these three new
types, RCA offers a comprehensive
line of transistors for your most
critical computer designs. For ad-
ditional information on RCA
Transistors, contact your local
authorized RCA Distributor or
your RCA Field Representative at
the office nearest you.

For technical data on RCA Tran-
sistors, write RCA Commercial
Engineering, Section H -19 -NN -4,
Somerville, New Jersey.

NEW GERMANIUM ALLOY -JUNCTION TRANSISTORS FOR

MEDIUM -CURRENT SWITCHING SERVICE IN COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

RCA Type
Typical

Alpha -Cutoff
Frequency Mc

Typical
DC -Current Transfer Ratio

Value at Collector Ma.
Maximum

Collector Ma.

2N581' (p -n -p) 8 30 at -20 -100

2N583** (p -n -p) 8 30 at -20 -100

2N585' (n -p -n) 5 40 at +20 +200

Jetec TO -9 Outline (formerly referred to as Jetec Size -Group 30 Case)
Jetec TO -1 Outline

EAST: 744 Broad Street WEST: 6355 E. Washington Blvd.
Newark, N. J. Los Angeles, Calif.
HUmboldt 5-3900 RAymond 3-8361

GOV'T: 224 N. Wilkinson Street
m owEsT: Suite 1154

Merchandise Mart Plaza
Chicago, Ill.

Dayton, Ohio
BAldwin 6-2366
1625 "K" Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

WHitehall 4-2900 DIstrict 7-1260

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Semiconductor and Materials Division

Somerville, New Jersey


